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Abstract
With over 200 million infections and up to one million deaths every year, malaria remains
one of the most devastating infectious diseases affecting humans. Over the last few years,
complete genome sequences of both human and non-human malaria parasite species have
become available, adding comparative genomics to the toolbox of molecular biologists to
study the genetic basis of human virulence.
In this thesis, I computationally compared the published genomes of seven malaria par-
asite species with the aim to gain new insights into genes underlying human virulence. This
comparison was performed using two complementary approaches. In the first approach, I
used whole-genome synteny analysis to find genes present in human but not non-human
malaria parasites. In the second approach, I first clustered virulence-associated genes into
gene families and then examined these gene families for species-specific differences.
Both comparisons resulted in interesting gene lists. Synteny analysis identified three
key enzymes of the thiamine (vitamin B1) biosynthesis pathway to be present in human
but not rodent malaria parasites, indicating that these two groups of parasites differ in
their ability to synthesize vitamin B1 de novo. My gene family classification exposed within
the largest and highly divergent surface antigen gene family pir a group of unusually well
conserved orthologs, which should be considered as high-priority targets for experimental
characterization and vaccine development.
In conclusion, this thesis highlights genes and pathways that are different between human
and non-human malaria parasites and therefore could play important roles in human viru-
lence. Experimental studies can now be initiated to confirm virulence-associated functions
and to explore their potential value for drug and vaccine development.
Keywords: malaria parasites; comparative genomics; Plasmodium; human virulence
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“I have failed in finding parasites in mosquitoes fed on malaria patients,
but perhaps I am not using the proper kind of mosquito.”
— Ronald Ross (1857-1932)
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1 Malaria
“We feel so cold that nothing will warm us; the greatest heat that can be applied
is perfectly unfelt; the skin gets dry, and then the shaking begins. Our very bones
ache, teeth chatter, and the ribs are sore, continuing thus in great agony for
about an hour and a half; we then commonly have a vomit, the trembling ends,
and a profuse sweat ensues, which lasts for two hours longer. This over, we find
the malady has run one of its rounds, and start out of the bed in a feeble state,
sometimes unable to stand, and entirely dependent on our friends to lift us on
to some seat or other.”
— John MacTaggart (1829), “Three Years In Canada”
1.1.1 History
Malaria is an ancient scourge for mankind. First records of the periodic fever are found in
both Egyptian and Chinese writings, dating back to 2,700 BC. Similar references exist in the
writings of every civilized society, including Greek, Roman, Assyrian, Indian, and Arabic.
The first detailed account of malaria was given by Hippocrates of Kos in the 5th century
BC, who coined the term ‘miasma’ and used it to describe dangerous fumes originating
from swamps and transported by winds. The idea that the disease comes from foul gasses
released from soil or water persisted throughout the nineteenth century and gave the disease
its name: mal'aria is Medieval Italian and means ‘bad air’ [1].
1
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In the early 19th century many morbid anatomists noted the presence of brown pigment
in the organs and blood of persons who died of malaria. It is this pigment that formed
the starting point of the work of Alphonse Laveran (1845-1922), a french army doctor who
in 1878 at the age of 33 was posted to a military hospital in Algeria to study malaria in
soldiers. On November 6, 1880, in examining the blood of a young soldier who had just
died of malaria, Laveran noticed actively moving filaments. He assumed at once that these
moving filaments are the flagella of a living animal and from then on was convinced that
this animal is the cause of the disease. Today we know that what Laveran observed under
his light microscope was the exflagellation of a male gametocyte, which normally occurs
in the mosquito midgut (see ‘Life cycle’ on page 12). Laveran described his discovery in a
short paper presented on November 23, 1880, at the meeting of the Académie de Médicine in
Paris, where he was met with great scepticism. Other leading malariologists of his time were
only convinced after they were able to observe exflagellation with their own eyes. Laveran
was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1907 [2, 3].
By 1890 it was generally accepted that malaria was caused by a protozoan parasite
that invaded and multiplied in red blood cells. In addition, it was recognized that there
must be more than one parasite species, because malaria symptoms between patients were
markedly different. The most important difference exists with respect to disease severity and
fever periodicity, which led to the early distinction between malignant tertian malaria (48
hour fever periodicity), benign tertian malaria (48 hour periodicity), and quartan malaria
(72 hour periodicity)1 [3]. Today we know that malignant tertian malaria is caused by
Plasmodium falciparum, benign tertian malaria by Plasmodium vivax, and benign quartan
malaria by Plasmodium malariae (see ‘Malaria parasites’ on page 8). Two additional human
malaria parasites remained to be discovered, including Plasmodium ovale in 1922 [4], which
resembles P. vivax and is named after its ovoid shape, and Plasmodium knowlesi, which
was described in 1932 as simian parasite and only recently has been recognized as source of
human zoonotic infection in Southeast Asia [5].
After Laveran’s discovery the question remained how parasites spread from one human
to another. By 1894, Patrick Manson, a Scottish physician who had access to malaria
patients in London, was convinced that mosquitoes transmit malaria. However, because
he was unable to go to malarious countries himself, he appointed Ronald Ross (1857-1932)
1The names ‘tertian’ and ‘quartan’ refer to ‘every third day’ and ‘every forth day’, respectively, counting
from the current day.
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to carry out the necessary investigations and experiments for him. Despite great efforts,
which involved the dissection of thousands of mosquitoes, Ross initially failed in identifying
mosquitoes as parasite vectors because he used Culex and Aedes mosquitoes, both incapable
of transmitting human malaria. In 1897, Ross started working with Anopheles mosquitoes,
which he referred to as “dapple-wings”. Ross allowed the mosquitoes to feed on a malaria
patient, and upon subsequent dissection, discovered the parasite in the stomachs of the
biting insects. The final proof came when Ross showed that mosquitoes could transmit
malaria from bird to bird, thus closing the malaria parasite life cycle. Human to human
transmission of malaria parasites via mosquitoes was demonstrated shortly afterwards by
Italian malariologists between 1898 and 1900. Ross was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1902
[3].
Although the malaria life cycle seemed now understood, one problem remained. By
the late 19th century it was already well known that it takes about 10 days after infection
until malaria parasites appeared in a patients blood (prepatent period). This raised the
important question where the parasite developed during the first 10 days. This mystery
was not solved until 1947 when two London scientists, Henry Shortt and Cyril Garnham,
showed that before blood stage development the parasite infects and divides inside the
liver (pre-erythrocytic or hepatic stage, see ‘Life cycle’ on page 12) [6]. Thus, it took
almost 70 years after Laveran’s discovery for the complete life cycle of malaria parasites
to be elucidated. Among malariologists this phenomenon is now unkindly referred to as
‘Schaudinn’s fallacy’. Fritz Schaudinn was a very influential German scientist who in 1903
described the direct penetration of red blood cells by mosquito-derived parasites (so called
sporozoites), suggesting that there was no developmental stage of malaria parasites that
remained to be discovered. No one else could reproduce Schaudinn’s results, but because
he was so influential, his finding dominated scientific opinion for over forty years.
The final malaria puzzle to be solved was the exceptionally long (several months or even
years) prepatent period in some temperate strains of malaria (P. vivax and P. ovale). These
temperate strains were also able to relapse, i.e. to cause the reappearance of malaria long
after the primary infection had been cleared. The puzzle was solved in 1982 by Wojciech
Krotoski, who, working with Garnham’s team, discovered dormant pre-erythrocytic stages
in the liver, called hypnozoites [7]. Relapses are thought to be an evolutionary adaptation
of the parasite to ensure transmission in more temperate climate zones where mosquitoes
are not available throughout the year [8].
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A more detailed account of the history of the discovery of the malaria parasites and their
vectors is given by Francis Cox (2010) and the reviews cited therein [3].
1.1.2 Symptoms and chemotherapy
Malaria is an acute and sometimes chronic febrile illness that is most notable for its periodic
paroxysms, i.e. repeated cycles of chills, fever, and sweating. After infection, the patient
remains first asymptomatic for about a week (incubation period). Before the first febrile
attack, symptoms are generally described as ‘flu-like’, including headache, slight fever, mus-
cle pain, anorexia, nausea and lassitude. These early symptoms may last several days and
will be followed by the first paroxysm, which is divided into a cold stage, a hot stage, and a
sweating stage. Symptoms of the cold stage include the feeling of intense cold combined with
vigorous shivering that lasts 15-60 minutes. The legs and back ache, the pain being greatest
in the lumbar region due to insufficient oxygen supply. The hot stage is associated with
feeling intense heat, dry burning skin, and throbbing headaches, which last for about 2-6
hours. Nausea develops and vomiting may occur repeatedly. The pain in the back and limbs
increases and is often almost agonizing. The sweating stage last 2-4 hours and presents with
profuse sweating and a decline in body temperature. The patient feels exhausted and weak,
and usually falls asleep. The periodicity of paroxysms is due to synchronized development
of the parasite in the blood, where the febrile attacks coincide with the rupture of infected
erythrocytes (red blood cells) that releases antigens, cell debris and waste products into the
blood (see ‘Life cycle’ on page 12). Additional symptoms during malaria paroxysms include
splenomegaly (enlarged spleen), hepatomegaly (slight jaundice), and hemolytic anemia.
Malaria is well treated and cured with various existing drugs, but side effects and in
particular drug resistant parasites remain a major concern. One of the first chemicals used
to treat malaria was quinine, a natural compound found in the bark of the chincona tree
native to the tropical Andes forests. Powder made from dried chincona bark has long
been used by people native to Peru and Bolivia, before Jesuits introduced it in Europe as
treatment against malaria in the 17th century. Albeit effective, quinine has serious side
effects, including tinnitus, rashes, vertigo, nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain. Also,
neurological effects are experienced in some cases due to the drug’s neurotoxic properties.
Chloroquine, a more effective and less toxic drug, was first synthesized in the 1940s and
largely replaced quinine as first-line treatment against malaria. Until today, chloroquine is
still the least expensive, best tested and safest of all available antimalarial drugs. Together
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with the insecticide dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), chloroquine formed the basis
of the Global Malaria Eradication Campaign initiated by the World Health Organization
(WHO) in 1955. As a result, malaria was eliminated from 37 of 143 targeted countries,
including the whole of Europe, Australia, and other developed countries [9]. Due to the
widespread use of chloroquine in the eradication campaign, chloroquine-resistant parasite
strains emerged across the world and the drug was essentially ineffective against P. falci-
parum malaria twenty years later. Due to drug resistant parasites and other socioeconomic
factors, the eradication campaign was finally abandoned in 1974.
Today, the first-line treatment against malaria are artemisinin-combination therapies
(ACTs). Artemisinin is a natural compound of the plant Artemisia annua, sweet worm-
wood, a herb employed in Chinese traditional medicine for more than two thousand years.
Artemisinin was first isolated from wormwood in 1972 by Tu Youyou, a Chinese scientist,
and was found to clear malaria parasites from patients’ bodies faster than any other drug
in history. Artemisinin is given in combination with other antimalarial drugs to delay the
emergence of parasite resistance, but over the last few years worrying reports about ACT
resistant parasites in Cambodia and Thailand have started appearing [10, 11]. The WHO
has recommended ACTs as first-line therapy for P. falciparum malaria worldwide; if ACT
resistance spreads, this would be a major setback for the global fight against malaria.
Besides quinine, chloroquine, and artemisinin, several other antimalarial drugs are avail-
able [12]. Of these, primaquine deserves mention, because it is currently the only drug that
can kill malaria parasites in the liver (radical cure). Unfortunately, primaquine cannot be
administered to glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficient patients because of
severe side effects.
1.1.3 Incidence and prevalence
After the failed eradication campaign in the 1950s-1970s, malaria mortality and morbidity
rose again in the 1980s due to a combination of factors, including vector and parasite
resistance to insecticides and antimalarial drugs, weakening of traditional malaria control
programs, and several other socioeconomic factors. Backed by private donors such as the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, a new WHO campaign named “Roll Back Malaria”
was launched in 1998, putting “the greatest emphasis on strengthening health services, so
that effective treatment and prevention strategies are accessible to all who need them”.
Roll Back Malaria is not another attempt to eradicate the disease; instead, the aim was
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to halve malaria-associated mortality by 2010 and again by 2015 [13]. The primary tools
used for malaria prevention in this campaign include long-lasting insecticidal nets (LLINs),
indoor residual spraying (IRS) in which insecticides are sprayed on the walls of homes, and
intermittent preventive treatment for pregnant women (IPTp) to prevent infection. Malaria
treatment relies on ACTs for P. falciparum infections and chloroquine for other human
malaria parasites.
Roll Back Malaria was largely successful and malaria mortality rates have fallen signifi-
cantly over the last decade. The largest percentage reductions are seen in America (-55%),
the Western Pacific region (-42%), and African Regions (-33%). Out of 99 countries with
ongoing malaria transmission, 43 recorded decreases of more than 50% in the number of
malaria cases between 2000 and 2010. Another 8 countries recorded decreases of more than
25% [14]. As of 2010, malaria remains endemic in 106 countries, with 216 million confirmed
cases of malaria worldwide and about 3,300 million people at risk. The by far largest disease
burden is shouldered by African countries, which account for about 90% of all malaria in-
fections. About 655,000 persons died as a consequence of the disease in 2010, 90% of which
live in Africa and 86% of which are children under 5 years of age. However, these numbers
probably underestimate the true magnitude of the problem. In a recent study, the Institute
of Health Metrics and Evaluation reports that malaria deaths in 2010 may actually be twice
as high at 1.24 million [15]. The reason for this discrepancy is that many deaths occur at
home, which can be ascertained only by a postmortem verbal questionnaire. Also, hospital
determined deaths may be incorrect due to inadequate diagnostic facilities [16].
Figure 1.1A shows countries currently (year 2010) classified as malaria free and countries
that are trying to eliminate or control malaria. Of all countries, the malaria burden is
currently highest in Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Burkina Faso, Mozambique,
Cote d’Ivoire and Mali, which together account for 60% or 390,000 of malaria deaths [14].
Figure 1.1B shows how countries are differently affected by the two most prevalent malaria
parasite species, P. falciparum and P. vivax. P. falciparum, which is responsible for almost
all malaria deaths, is most prevalent in sub-Saharan Africa, where P. vivax is largely absent.
Southeast Asia and South America are affected by both species, and P. vivax but not
P. falciparum is endemic in additional, non-tropical regions of the world, including Mexico,
Argentina, Turkey, China, and a couple of smaller countries.
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Figure 1.1: Malaria endemic countries in 2010.
Panel A shows a categorisation of countries as malaria free, eliminating malaria, or controlling malaria.
Panel B categories countries according to whether human malaria is predominantly caused by P. falciparum,
P. vivax, or both. Figure adapted from [17].
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1.2 Malaria parasites
Malaria parasites are single-cellular eukaryotic parasites that infect all classes of land ver-
tebrates except amphibians, including mammals, reptiles and birds. There are currently
about 200 described malaria parasite species [18], four of which are traditionally consid-
ered as human parasites: P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. malaria, and P. ovale. P. ovale has
recently been proposed to be in fact comprised of two non-recombining sympatric species,
named P. ovale curtisi and P. ovale wallikeri [19]. P. knowlesi, a natural parasite of South-
east Asian macaque monkeys, is now also recognized as a source of human infections [20],
increasing the total number of currently known human malaria parasite species to six.
Besides human malaria parasites, several other Plasmodium species are important model
organisms in malaria research. The first bird malaria parasites were discovered at about
the same time as human malaria parasites and since then have contributed much to our
understanding of parasite transmission and the pre-erythrocytic phases of the malaria life
cycle. There are now about 24 known species of bird malaria parasites, the most important
of which are P. relictum (infecting sparrows and now maintained in canaries), P. gallinaceum
(a parasite of junglefowl that is now cultivated in chickens), and P. lophuare (whose natural
host may be the fire-backed pheasant and is now maintained in ducklings and chickens).
P. gallinaceum is particularly easy to maintain and mosquito-transmitted in chickens and
therefore served as the main model for chemotherapeutic studies until the discovery of rodent
malarias. P. berghei was the first rodent malaria parasite to be discovered in 1948 in thicket
rats in Central Africa by Ignace Vincke and Marcel Lips. Since then, three more parasite
species, P. yoelii, P. vinckei, and P. chabaudi have been found in African rodents and all
four species have been adapted to grow in mice, rats, hamsters, and gerbils. In addition
to bird and rodent parasites, throughout the 1920s and 1930s about 20 malaria parasite
species have been found in various wild-caught primates [21]. Some of them (P. knowlesi,
P. inui, and P. cynomolgi) can easily be maintained in macaque monkeys and therefore
serve as important model parasites. Bird, rodent, and monkey parasites are frequently
used as surrogates for human infections for studies of drug effects, genetics, immunology,
biochemistry, and molecular biology [3].
Over the last few years, additional malaria parasite species have been discovered in
African great apes, including P. gaboni, P. billcollinsi, P. billbrayi, P. adleri, and others,
for which species status is currently less certain [22, 23]. It was found that these new
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parasite species are most closely related to P. falciparum, suggesting that humans acquired
their most malignant malaria parasite from African great apes, possibly gorillas [24]. Before
the discoveries of these new species, P. reichenowi (a chimpanzee parasite described in
1920) was the only known close relative of P. falciparum (see Figure 1.2 on page 11), which
triggered a long debate about the evolutionary origin of P. falciparum in humans [25]. This
question is still intensely debated and has been reviewed elsewhere [23, 25, 26, 27, 24].
1.2.1 Taxonomic classification and phylogeny
Taxonomically malaria parasite species are classified into the genus Plasmodium, which itself
is part of the large phylum of Apicomplexa (Table 1.1). The Apicomplexan phylum (some-
times also known as Sporozoa) encompasses about 5,000 single-cellular eukaryotic species,
almost all of them entirely parasitic. Apicomplexan parasites are obligate intracellular par-
asites whose characteristic feature is the apical complex, a specialized organelle at the tip
(anterior end) of the parasite required for host cell invasion (see Figure 1.4 on page 15).
Apart from malaria parasites, several other Apicomplexans are of clinical or economic
importance and therefore relatively well studied. This includes Toxoplasma (causing toxo-
plasmosis in humans), Eimeria (causing coccidiosis in poultry), Theileria (tick-transmitted
parasite causing theileriosis in cattle, sheep, and goats), Babesia (tick-transmitted parasite
causing babesiosis in human and domestic animals), Cryptosporidium (causing the diarrheal
illness cryptosporidiosis, mostly in immunocompromised individuals), and Neospora (causes
neosporosis in dogs and cattle and is major cause for abortions in dairy cattle). The genomes
of these six Apicomplexan parasites have been sequenced and that of a seventh (Sarcocystis
neurona) is currently in preparation. The Apicomplexan phylum itself is closely related to
dinoflagellates and ciliates, which together form the superphylum of Alveolata.
Table 1.1: Classification of Plasmodium parasites.
Domain Eukaryota
Kingdom Chromalveolata
Superphylum Alveolata
Phylum Apicomplexa
Class Aconoidasida
Order Haemosporida
Sub-order Haemosporidiidea
Family Plasmodiidae
Genus Plasmodia
Sub-genus Plasmodium
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The genus Plasmodium is classified into the Plasmodiidae family, which together with
three other families of mostly bird and lizard parasites (Haemoproteidae, Leucocytozoidae,
and Garniidae) forms the order of Haemosporida. All these parasites have in common that
they are found in the blood and are transmitted via blood-sucking insects. Malaria parasites
are distinguished from the other three families by features such as merogony within red blood
cells (merogony refers to the asexual production of merozoites through multiple fission within
a mother cell, see ‘Life cycle’ on page 12), gametocyte formation (i.e. sexual differentiation)
within red blood cells, and by the production of malaria pigment (also known as hemozoin),
an insoluble crystallized form of heme that is created as a waste product during the digestion
of hemoglobin by the parasite [28]. Although based on these characteristics Plasmodium
species are now generally believed to form a monophyletic group within Haemosporida, this
assumption has recently been challenged by molecular data. It has been suggested that
mammalian Plasmodium species represent in fact a sister group to all avian/reptilian blood
parasites including both Plasmodium and non-Plasmodium species [29].
This uncertainty about Haemosporida taxonomy adds to a long and unsettled contro-
versy about the phylogenetic relationship of malaria parasites themselves. In particular, the
phylogenetic position of P. falciparum and P. gallinaceum with respect to the primate and
rodent malaria parasites remains a matter of debate. For decades, parasitologists hypoth-
esized that P. falciparum is so pathogenic because it was recently acquired from birds and
therefore not well adapted to its new human host. Early molecular studies based on 18S
ribosomal DNA sequences seemed to confirm this by showing that P. falciparum is more
closely related to bird than to other human parasites [30]. Later studies using larger sam-
ples did not support this relationship and instead suggested clear monophyly of mammalian
parasites (including P. falciparum) to the exclusion of bird and lizard parasites [31, 32].
This latter tree topology was also found using partial mitochondrial genomes [33] and com-
bined sequences from all three parasite genomes (nuclear, mitochondrial, and apicoplast)
[18]. More recently, conflicting results started to appear again, proposing a monophyly of
P. falciparum with rodent parasites (to the exclusion of other primate parasites) [34] or
even resurrecting the old idea of a P. falciparum/P. gallinaceum monophyly [35]. This lat-
ter study by Pick et al. is particularly interesting because it is based on one of the largest
genomic data sets so far, comprising 218 proteins. My own phylogenetic analysis based
on 50 well-conserved proteins (data not shown) was not able to produce robust branch
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points relating P. falciparum, P. gallinaceum, rodent parasites, and primate parasites, sug-
gesting that more work needs to be done to resolve this question. Regardless of how the
Plasmodium tree of life will eventually look, the relationship among malaria parasites is
important because it not only serves as a framework for evaluating the likelihood of host
shifts, morphological plasticity, and/or adaptation of life history traits [32], but also changes
our perspective on how virulence toward humans might have evolved in malaria parasite
species (see ‘Human virulence’ on page 16).
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Figure 1.2: Phylogeny and genome sequencing status of Plasmodium species.
The tree shows the phylogenetic relationship of selected Plasmodium species. Figures next to Plasmodium
species names represent the infected host species, including human, apes, monkeys, rodents, and birds. The
list to the right shows the assembly status of sequenced Plasmodium genomes, including fold coverage in
parentheses and a reference to the initial genome publication. Low-coverage genome sequences of P. galli-
naceum and P. reichenowi are available but currently unpublished. The phylogenetic tree is based on the
tree shown in [33] and was inferred from partial mitochondrial genomes (5,580 bp). Numbers above branch
points represent posterior probabilities in terms of percentages, and the scale bar represents the number
of nucleotide substitutions per site. The avian Haemosporida Leucocytozoon sabrazesi was used as an out-
group. Note that human parasites do not group together, suggesting that they switched hosts in the past,
either from monkey to human or vice versa.
Figure 1.2 illustrates a phylogenetic tree that represents the current consensus about the
phylogenetic relationship of malaria parasites. It is based on partial mitochondrial sequences
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and was obtained from a study conducted by Carlton et al. [33]. The tree consists of four
major well-supported clades. The first clade at the top (‘monkey clade’) comprises monkey
parasites plus the human parasites P. vivax, P. knowlesi, and P. ovale (P. malariae is also
found in this clade but was not included in this particular study). The second clade (‘rodent
clade’) consists of rodent malaria parasites, including P. chabaudi, P. berghei, and P. yoelii.
The third clade (Laveranian clade) contains P. falciparum and related parasites of great
apes, of which only P. reichenowi is shown here. The last clade is formed by bird and lizard
malaria parasites (lizard not shown), which (in this tree) form a well-supported out-group
to all other malaria parasites.
Two important observations can be made from this phylogenetic tree. First, human
malaria parasites belong to lineages that are genetically very different. It has been estimated
that the common ancestor of human malaria parasites lived some 100-150 million years ago,
perhaps even predating the origin of mammals [42]. Second, human malaria parasites are
not monophyletic but group with parasites infecting monkeys and apes. For example, the
closest relative of P. falciparum in this tree is P. reichenowi, which infects chimps. P. vivax
in turn groups with parasites of Asian Old World Monkeys. Thus, the phylogeny of malaria
parasites is clearly incongruent with the phylogeny of infected hosts, suggesting that host
switching or host sharing is a frequent phenomenon among malaria parasites. This is an
important observation for my thesis, because it suggests that despite overall limited genetic
similarity, human malaria parasites might share (maybe only few but critical) genetic factors
that allow them to be successful human parasites.
1.2.2 Life cycle
Plasmodium parasites have a complex life cycle, including clonal (asexual) reproduction
in vertebrate hosts and obligatory sexual reproduction in mosquito vectors (Figure 1.3).
During this life cycle, the parasite develops into a series of morphologically distinct forms,
almost all of which are haploid except for a brief diploid period inside the mosquito where
meiosis occurs.
The life cycle of a human malaria parasite begins with the bite of an Anopheles mosquito,
which injects a few hundred sporozoites into the subcutaneous tissue that then migrate
into the capillaries. Sporozoites next reach the liver where they invade hepatocytes and
transform into a round schizont, which eventually releases tens of thousands of merozoites
into the blood stream (Figure 1.4A). The production of merozoites inside schizonts is called
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Figure 1.3: Life cycle of Plasmodium parasites.
See main text for description. Figure from [43].
schizogony and refers to a special form of Apicomplexan asexual reproduction in which first
the nucleus of the parent cell divides several times by mitosis followed by the separation of
cytoplasm that produces multiple daughter cells. The length of the hepatic stage (also known
as pre-erythrocytic stage) varies between species and can last from 5-7 days (P. falciparum)
to 14-16 days (P. malariae) (see Table 1.2 on page 17). In some species such as P. vivax
and P. ovale, development might arrest at this point and the parasite stays dormant in
the liver for up to several months or even years (hypnozoite stage). After maturation, the
hepatocyte disintegrates and releases so called merosomes into the surrounding tissue, each
of which carries hundreds or thousands of merozoites.
Merozoites move on to invade red blood cells, which initiates the erythrocytic stage of
development. After erythrocyte invasion, the parasite resides within a host-derived mem-
brane compartment termed the parasitophorous vacuole, within which it first develops into
to a ring-shaped form (Figure 1.4B) and later into a larger form called the trophozoite
(Figure 1.4C). During this growth phase, the parasite feeds by ingesting haemoglobin and
other materials from red blood cells. As before in the hepatic stage, trophozoites eventually
develop into schizonts (Figure 1.4D), albeit this time each schizont contains a much lower
number of merozoites (16-32). The length of the erythrocytic life cycle depends again on
the species and varies between 24 (P. knowlesi) and 72 hours (P. malariae). At the end
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of the erythrocytic stage, the red blood cell bursts and the released merozoites move on to
invade new erythrocytes. These repeated rounds of multiplication can result in 1012 or more
parasitized erythrocytes in the bloodstream, which causes the typical symptoms of malaria
(see ‘Symptoms and chemotherapy’ on page 4).
Most merozoites continue this replicative cycle, but some develop into sexually differ-
entiated male and female gametocytes after erythrocyte invasion. Still inside erythrocytes,
gametocytes are taken up by mosquitoes, where they escape the erythrocyte and develop
further into male and female gametes. Male gametes fertilize female gametes, producing a
diploid zygote that further transforms into a mobile form called the ookinete, which pen-
etrates and settles down beneath the midgut wall as oocyst. After 8-15 days each oocyst
produces thousands of sporozoites, again through asexual reproduction (sporogony). Sporo-
zoites then actively migrate to the mosquito salivary glands where they remain until the
next mosquito bite and the life cycle closes.
1.2.3 Immunity and vaccine development
Continuing exposure to malaria parasites in malaria endemic countries gradually leads to
the acquisition of natural immunity, which every year protects millions of people from severe
disease and death. However, there is currently no clear consensus as to how this protection
comes about. In the late sixties and early seventies it was shown that protective immunity
against malaria can be achieved by injecting irradiated sporozoites, which cannot complete
liver stage development [45, 46]. These important observations demonstrated that immu-
nity against malaria parasites is attainable and raised hope that the development of an
antimalarial vaccine could be achieved.
The human immune system can attack the malaria parasite at different stages of its
developmental cycle (Figure 1.3 on the previous page), including the pre-erythrocytic stage
(including sporozoite and liver stage), the asexual blood stage, and the gametocyte/gamete
stage (for this latter stage the attack occurs in the mosquito midgut after a blood meal).
At each of these stages, the parasite expresses a distinct set of surface antigens that can
be targeted by the host immune system. The best studied surface antigens in the con-
text of malaria vaccine research include the circumsporozoite protein (CSP) and the apical
membrane antigen 1 (AMA-1), both expressed on the surface of sporozoites, and merozoite
surface proteins (MSPs) expressed on the surface of merozoites.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic drawings of the asexual blood cycle stages of P. falciparum.
Panel A shows the parasite in the merozoite stage before red blood cell (RBC) invasion, with the pellicle
partly cut away to show its internal structure. Panel B shows the developing parasite in its cup-like early
ring stage. For clarity, the host RBC and parasitophorous vacuole membrane (PVM) are not shown. Panel
C shows the mid-trophozoite stage, characterized by its irregular outline, the increase in protein-synthesizing
apparatus, increased feeding through multiple cytostomes, growth of the pigment vacuole, and structures
associated with export of parasite proteins (Golgi body, exocytic vesicles). Panel D depicts the parasite
during late schizont stage, including Maurer’s clefts (designated here as long and short clefts) and surface
knobs. Merozoites are budding from the surface of the schizont. In the apex of each merozoite bud the apical
organelles are developing, and mitochondria (green) and plastids (yellow) are migrating into the buds. The
inset in the middle shows corresponding stages of the parasite as seen under the light microscope with sizes
relative to the invaded RBC. Abbreviations: ER. . . endoplasmic reticulum. Figure modified from [44].
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Over the last few decades, many different vaccine formulations have been developed
based on parasite-encoded surface-exposed antigens, but so far none of them has proved to
be effective [47]. The main reason for this difficulty is that the parasite encodes surface
antigens as part of large variant gene families, which allows the parasite to express different
gene family members at different times to evade the host immune attack. The var gene
family (see below) serves as a paradigm for this type of immune evasion strategy employed by
malaria parasites. The identification of surface-exposed antigens with only limited variability
both within a genome and across different strains is therefore one of the main goals in malaria
vaccine research [48].
1.2.4 Human virulence
Plasmodium species differ in their ability to infect, transmit between, and cause severe
disease in human hosts. For example, laboratory experiments have shown that parasites
of thicket rats are infectious to various other species of rodents but not primates [49, 50],
suggesting that rodent parasites lack essential features required to parasitize primates, in-
cluding humans. In contrast, P. knowlesi can infect humans and cause human disease,
but unlike other human malaria parasites is restricted to local forested areas in Southeast
Asia and not endemic in larger parts of the human population [5]. Recent epidemiological
and entomological data suggest that this is because human P. knowlesi malaria is in fact a
zoonosis acquired from forest-dwelling macaque monkeys [51], which likely fails to spread in
human settlements and beyond because P. knowlesi parasites are not transmitted effectively
by domestic species of Anopheles [52, 53].
Also among human malaria parasites there exist important differences with respect to
human infection and disease characteristics (Table 1.2). Such differences include much
higher parasitaemia (i.e. more parasites in the blood) of P. falciparum (rising to potentially
life-threatening levels), the preference of P. vivax, P. malariae, and P. ovale for special
developmental stages of red blood cells, and the ability of P. vivax and P. ovale to cause
relapse. The severity of human disease generally correlates with the level of parasitaemia,
but in particular with P. falciparum malaria additional complications may occur that, if
left untreated, can lead to severe malaria causing coma and death. Severe P. falciparum
malaria results from three related phenomena known as cytoadherence, sequestration, and
rosetting. Cytoadherence refers to the propensity of infected red blood cells to adhere to
endothelial cells of blood vessels, which causes blood cells infected with the more mature
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Table 1.2: Characteristics of infection with human malaria parasites.
Characteristic P. falciparum P. knowlesi P. malariae P. ovale P. vivax
Pre-erythrocytic stage (days) 5-7 8-9 14-16 9 6-8
Pre-patent period (days) 9-10 9-12 15-16 10-14 11-13
Erythrocytic cycle (days) 48 24 72 50 48
Red cells affected All All Matureerythrocytes
Reticulo-
cytes
Reticulo-
cytes
Parasitaemia per µL
Average 20,000-500,000
600-
10,000 6,000 9,000 20,000
Maximum 2,000,000 236,000 20,000 30,000 100,000
Febrile paroxysm (hours) 16-36 orlonger 8-12 8-10 8-12 8-12
Severe malaria Yes Yes No No Yes
Relapses from liver forms No No No Yes Yes
Recurrences Yes† Yes Yes‡ No Yes†
Recurrence refers to the ability of the parasite to cause disease after the primary infection has been cleared.
†In case of treatment failure. ‡As long as 30-50 years after primary attack. Table modified from [54].
asexual stages of the parasite to disappear from the peripheral blood circulation and to
be sequestered deep into vascular beds in vital organs, especially brain, kidney, lung, gut,
heart and placenta. Rosetting describes the behaviour of infected red blood cells to stick
to and clump together with uninfected red blood cells. Sequestration in brain and placenta
is associated with two frequent complications of P. falciparum malaria named cerebral and
placental malaria. In cerebral malaria, blood vessels in the brain get clogged with infected
blood cells, which leads to the most notable and frequent cause of death due to malaria,
especially in children. In placental malaria, sequestration occurs in the placenta of pregnant
women, leading to adverse pregnancy outcomes including low birth weight. It is not entirely
clear why sequestration occurs, but it is generally believed that it confers a survival advan-
tage for the parasite by preventing infected blood cells from passing through the spleen
where they are otherwise recognized, destroyed, and removed from the circulatory system.
Cytoadherence and sequestration of P. falciparum-infected erythrocytes has been the
subject of intense studies over the last decades and its molecular basis is now relatively well
understood. Cytoadherence is caused by the expression of ‘sticky’ antigens that protrude
from knob-like structures at the surface of infected erythrocytes (Figure 1.5). This antigen
is named P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1) and was identified in
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Figure 1.5: Knobby surface of the P. falciparum-infected erythrocyte.
Scanning electron microscope image of a red blood cell infected with P. falciparum. Note the deformed
structure of the red blood cell and the knobs on the cell surface. Scale bar = 1.0 µm. Figure taken from [55].
the 1980s, but the encoding genes escaped cloning. At that time it was already known that
PfEMP1 is expressed in a clonally variant manner; that is, the parasite is able to switch
between different PfEMP1 isoforms to maintain persistent infection under continual immune
attack. This process, called antigenic variation, is an immune evasion strategy employed
not only by malaria parasites but by many bacterial and protozoan pathogens [56]. In 1995,
three independent groups were finally successful in cloning the genes encoding PfEMP1
[57, 58, 59] and showed that they form a large family of ∼60 genes named var [41]. A more
recent study has shown that the expression of a distinct subset of var genes is associated
with the most severe malaria syndromes in children, including acute anemia and cerebral
malaria [60]. var genes are therefore rightfully considered as the principal virulence factors
in human malaria.
The genetic basis of differences in human infectivity and human-to-human transmission
success is currently much less understood. For example, parasite-encoded molecular factors
that can explain why P. falciparum, P. vivax, and P. knowlesi but not rodent malaria para-
sites are infectious to humans are currently unknown. The identification of such genes could
lead to new strategies to treat malaria in humans. Similarly, genes allowing P. falciparum
and P. vivax but not P. knowlesi to complete their life cycle in anthropophilic mosquito
vectors have not been identified. An understanding of the genetic basis of this difference
in human transmission success could help to prevent future host switches from monkey to
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human and pave the way for new transmission blocking strategies. With respect to severe
human malaria it is expected that P. falciparum encodes additional virulence factors that
await functional characterization. For example, in addition to the var gene family in P. fal-
ciparum, human malaria parasites encode many other surface-expressed variant antigens
that have been linked to virulence, immune evasion, and antigenic variation (see ‘Subtelom-
eric regions: melting pots of genetic diversity’ on page 33). These gene families are currently
substantially less studied than var and their exact functions remain to be determined. The
identification of new virulence genes would enhance our understanding of virulence mecha-
nisms and could lead to new therapeutic interventions to treat severe malaria in humans.
Finally, an understanding of the molecular mechanism underlying P. vivax hypnozoite for-
mation is currently entirely missing but urgently needed, because hypnozoites cannot be
killed by most available antimalarial drugs, which complicates malaria eradication efforts. I
expect that genome sequences of Plasmodium parasites are of great help in addressing and
answering these important questions.
1.3 Malaria parasite genomes
1.3.1 Sequencing projects
The year 2002 marks a milestone in Plasmodium genomics as the year in which the first
complete genome sequence of a malaria parasite (P. falciparum) was published [41]. This
paper was accompanied by the publication of a second malaria parasite genome (P. yoelii)
[40], which allowed for the first time the comparison of two eukaryotic species within a
single genus. Other Plasmodium genome sequences followed en suite, including P. chabaudi
and P. berghei in 2005 [39], P. vivax and P. knowlesi in 2008 [37, 38], and P. cynomolgi in
2012 [36]. The genomes of P. reichenowi and P. gallinaceum have also been sequenced to
low coverage (2-3 fold) in 20041 and 20072 by the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, but so
far remain unannotated and unpublished. Figure 1.2 on page 11 summarizes the assembly
status and sequencing depth of the nine malaria parasite genomes that have been sequenced
to date. Seven of these nine genomes are compared in this thesis, with the remaining two
1http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/protozoa/plasmodium-reichenowi.html
2http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/protozoa/plasmodium-gallinaceum.html
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being excluded due to either insufficient sequence coverage for the purpose of this study
(P. reichenowi) or late publication (P. cynomolgi).
Since the early days of the malaria parasite genome sequencing projects, generated ge-
nomics data has rapidly been made available through PlasmoDB (http://plasmodb.org)
[61] and WTSI’s GeneDB (http://www.genedb.org/), two invaluable resources for the
Plasmodium genomics research community. Besides annotated genome sequences, Plas-
moDB has also collected a plethora of functional genomics data from dozens of transcriptome
and proteome studies conducted over the last 10 years.
1.3.2 Nuclear genome
What does the nuclear genome of a typical malaria parasite look like? Table 1.3 summarizes
selected genome features of the seven Plasmodium genomes analyzed in this thesis. The
typical nuclear (haploid) genome consists of 14 chromosomes, has a size of 23-26 million
base pairs (bp), and encodes for ∼5,500 protein-coding genes. The typical protein-coding
gene is about 2,200 bp long and contains no or only few introns (on average 1.5 introns per
gene). The rodent and bird parasite genomes have been sequenced to lower depths, which
explains the higher number of contigs and gene models for these assemblies (gene numbers
get inflated in fragmented assemblies due to partial gene predictions at contig breaks). The
genome of P. falciparum is currently the only finished genome with only few remaining gaps
(160 gaps with a median size 1 bp).
One of the most noteworthy features of some Plasmodium genomes is their extremely
biased nucleotide composition. P. falciparum has the lowest G+C content (19.4%) of all
organism examined so far. Within introns, the G+C content can even drop below 10%.
Interestingly, nucleotide composition is less biased in the other Plasmodium genomes, rang-
ing from 22.6% in P. yoelii to a much higher percentage of 45% in P. vivax. P. vivax
chromosomes are also unique among human-infecting Plasmodium species in exhibiting a
form of isochore structure, with subtelomeric regions of low G+C content and chromosome
internal regions of significantly higher G+C content. Another intriguing peculiarity of Plas-
modium genomes is that they seem to have lost transposons, which is probably because
for large parts of its life cycle the parasite resides in a fairly protected environment inside
other eukaryotic cells that shield them from viral infections. This might also explain why
Plasmodium parasites have lost their RNA interference pathway [62].
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Table 1.3: Selected genome features of the seven studied Plasmodium genomes.
Species
(natural host)
pfal
(H)
pviv
(H)
pkno
(M)
pcha
(R)
pber
(R)
pyoe
(R)
pgal
(B)
Genome sequence
Year published
[reference]
2002
[41]
2008
[37]
2008
[38]
2005
[39]
2005
[39]
2002
[39]
2007
WTSI
Sequence coverage (fold) 14.5 10 8 4 4 5 3
No. nuclear chromosomes 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
Sequenced genome size (Mb) 23.3 26.6† 23.7 16.9 18.0 20.2 21.7
No. contigs 16 2,301† 81 10,690 7,497 2,960 4,996
N50 contig size (Kb) 1,688 1,679 2,147 2.4 4.2 9.2 6.7
G+C content (%) 19.4 45.0 38.8 24.3 23.7 22.6 23.9
Coding, excluding introns (%) 53.2 48.3 47.4 51.8 50.1 50.5 n/a
No. gaps
(median size Kb)
160
(0.001)
17
(3.0)
219
(1.0)
n/a n/a n/a n/a
Finished subtelomeres? 27 3 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a
Protein-coding genes
No. genes‡
(pseudogenes)
5,458
(141)
5,435
(385)
5,197
(78)
15,007
(513)
12,235
(591)
7,861
(58)
n/a
Avg. length of CDS (bp) 2,283 2,164 2,178 584 738 1,297 n/a
Genes with introns (%) 54.3 52.0 51.7 33.4 40.0 54.2 n/a
Avg. no. introns per gene 1.57 1.49 1.61 0.57 0.76 1.03 n/a
EST support (%) 89 54 n/a n/a n/d n/d n/a
Complete EST support (%) 53 10 n/a n/a n/d n/d n/a
Mass spec. evidence (%) 55 0.3 n/a n/a n/d n/d n/a
The table shows selected genome features of the seven Plasmodium species compared in this the-
sis. Abbreviations: pfal. . .P. falciparum; pviv. . .P. vivax; pkno. . .P. knowlesi; pcha. . .P. chabaudi;
pber. . .P. berghei; pyoe. . .P. yoelii; pgal. . .P. gallinaceum; H. . . human; M. . .monkey; R. . . rodent; B. . . bird;
WTSI. . .Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (unpublished); n/a. . . not available or not applicable; n/d. . . not de-
termined; CDS. . . coding sequence; EST. . . expressed sequence tag. Including mitochondrial and apicoplast
genome. †Excluding 447 contigs likely representing DNA contamination from host species Saimiri bolivien-
sis boliviensis. ?Inferred from presence of consensus telomere tandem repeat sequence GGGTT(T/C)A at
chromosome ends. ‡Only longest isoforms.
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1.3.3 Organelle genomes
In addition to a nuclear genome, Plasmodium parasites harbor two organelle genomes. One
is a tandemly repeated linear mitochondrial genome that is dramatically reduced in size
(6 kb), making it one of smallest mitochondrial genomes known. It encodes for just three
proteins—cytochrome c oxidase subunits I and III (Cox1 and Cox3) and cytochrome b
(Cytb)—and for no tRNAs, thus all tRNAs for protein synthesis must be imported from
the cytosol. Another noteworthy feature of the mitochondrial genome is that rRNA genes are
fragmented and thus need to be assembled in trans. The genome structure of mitochondrial
DNA is highly conserved in all examined Plasmodium species [63].
The second organelle genome is the genome of the apicoplast. Like other Apicomplexan
parasites, malaria parasites harbor a relict plastid, homologous to the chloroplasts of plants
and algae. The apicoplast was once acquired by secondary endosymbiosis of a red algae and
is a telltale hold-over from a more benign past in the ocean as photosynthetic organism.
The apicoplast genome is circular, 35 kb in size, and encodes for 30 proteins involved in
essential pathways for fatty acids, isoprenoids, iron sulfur cluster assembly, and a segment
of the heme pathway [41].
1.4 Comparative genomics of malaria parasites
The availability of several fully sequenced Plasmodium genomes adds comparative genomics
to the toolbox of computational and molecular biologists to learn more about malaria para-
site biology. Comparative genome analysis of different species encompasses several areas of
research, including inference of orthologous and paralogous genes, the detection of synteny
blocks, comparison of gene families, the study of genome composition, architecture, and
evolution, the search for species-specific genes, or charting the evolutionary history of the
organisms being compared. Each of these analyses requires different computational tools,
which are under continuous development since the early days of genome sequencing [64].
The following section introduces some basic concepts and methods of comparative ge-
nome analysis, which will be relevant for understanding later chapters of my thesis. The
familiar reader is invited to skip this section.
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1.4.1 Concepts and methods
Homology, Orthology and Paralogy
Homology is an old concept expressing the relationship between parts of organisms. In 1843,
Richard Owen introduced the term homology to refer to “the same organ in different animals
under a variety of form and function” [65]. A character found in two species is homologous
if it shares common decent, i.e. if this character is derived from a common ancestral species
in which it might or might not have served a similar function or purpose. Mammalian hair
would be an example of a homologous character, because all hairs in extant mammals derive
from an ancestral hairy mammal. In contrast, an analogous character is one that serves a
similar purpose in two species but is not related by common decent, for example wings in
birds and bats, which evolved independently.
In 1970, Walter M. Fitch applied the concept of homology to genes and proposed to
further distinguish between two kinds of homology: orthologous genes and paralogous genes
[66]. To use his own words, “where the homology is the result of gene duplication so that
both copies have descended side by side during the history of an organism (for example,
α and β hemoglobin), the genes should be called paralogous (para = in parallel). Where
the homology is the result of speciation so that the history of the gene reflects the history
of the species (for example α hemoglobin in man and mouse) the genes should be called
orthologous (ortho = exact)”. In essence, orthologous genes are instances of ‘the same gene’
in different species that arose by speciation, whereas paralogous genes are genes in the same
or different species that arose by gene duplication.
Nowadays, orthologs and paralogs are often further differentiated into in-paralogs, out-
paralogs, and co-orthologs. Out-paralogs are paralogous genes arising by duplication before a
given speciation event, whereas in-paralogs are paralogous genes arising by duplication after
a given speciation event. Co-orthologs are groups of in-paralogous genes that are collectively,
but not individually, orthologous to genes of another species [67]. Thus, orthology is not
necessarily a one-to-one affair, but can relate multiple genes per species, resulting in often
uncertain functional correspondences between them.
Homology, paralogy, and orthology are historical properties of genes and proteins that
cannot be directly observed. Thus, one needs to infer these relationships from present data,
which computationally is typically done by looking for sequence and structural similarities
between genes and/or proteins.
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Orthology inference
In comparative genomics it is crucial to distinguish between orthologs and paralogs because
only orthologous genes reflect the true evolutionary history of the containing species and
also because orthologs tend to have preserved functions [68]. Paralogs often have related
but different functions due to neo- and sub-functionalization after gene duplication [69].
Gene orthology can be inferred using a variety of different computational methods, which
can be broadly classified into tree-based, heuristic, and hybrid approaches. Tree-based meth-
ods typically rely on the comparison of gene trees with species trees to infer speciation and
duplication events along the branch points of the gene tree (a process called tree recon-
ciliation). This approach is implemented for example in TreeFam [70] and PhylomeDB
[71]. Heuristic methods first scan the compared genomes for most similar gene pairs (bi-
directional best hits or BBH), which are subsequently clustered into groups of orthologous
genes. The third category of hybrid approaches uses both tree-based and heuristic methods
to construct clusters and determine trees, for example Ortholuge [72], EnsemblCompara
GeneTrees [73], and HomoloGene [74].
Due to a variety of reasons, the much faster heuristic algorithms perform quite well
and yield results comparable to the more involved tree-based approaches [67]. The most
widely used resources and programs in the heuristic category include the clusters of ortholo-
gous groups (COGs) database [75], its derivative named KOG that includes also eukaryotic
genomes [76], the graph-based clustering method OrthoMCL [77], and the popular BBH
method InParanoid [78]. InParanoid is particularly straightforward to run on custom data
sets and performs very well in comparison to other methods [79], which is why I use it for
orthology inference in my thesis.
Synteny blocks
After orthologous genes among the compared genomes have been inferred, one of the first
things that computational biologists do is to identify orthologous genomic regions (referred
to as synteny blocks in the following). The term synteny (greek “syn = together” and
“taenia = ribbon”) was coined in 1971 by John H. Renwick and refers to “gene loci on the
same chromosome regardless of whether or not they are genetically linked by classic linkage
analysis” [80]. In 1996, the Committee on Comparative Genome Mapping defined the related
concept of conserved synteny as “the syntenic association of two or more homologous genes
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in two separate species regardless of gene order or interspersing of noncontiguous asyntenic
segments between the two markers” [81].
With our ability to comparatively study genome organization with ever increasing res-
olution, it became necessary to express not only the idea that genes from different species
are located on the same chromosome, but also that these genes are conserved with respect
to their chromosomal location. This led to new terms such as “conserved segment” [81],
“colinear segment” [82], “homologous region” [83], “synteny block” [84], “perfect synteny
block” [85], and “imperfect synteny block” [86]. All of these terms basically refer to the same
idea, which is that a genomic region in different species carries homologous genes, with or
without preserving the exact order of these genes and allowing for more or less intervening
unrelated genes.
In this thesis, I will adopt the terminology of perfect and imperfect synteny block. A
perfect synteny block is defined as a genomic region of perfectly conserved gene content,
order, and orientation [84]. An imperfect synteny block allows for some level of interruptions,
in which gene order and orientation is not necessarily preserved [86].
Synteny blocks are useful for many downstream comparative genomics analyses, such as
the improvement of gene models, reconstructing genome rearrangement events, or the iden-
tification of species-specific genes. Synteny blocks can also aid in identification of orthologs,
because the conservation of gene order provides additional evidence that a particular pair
of genes constitutes ‘the same gene’ in two different species.
Detection of synteny blocks
Several computer programs have been developed over the last ten years to detect synteny
blocks among two or more related genomes (Table 1.4). These programs can be roughly
divided into two groups. The first group borrows ideas from graph and set theory to identify
maximal gene clusters fulfilling certain criteria in terms of gene distances, gene orientation,
and orthology relations. Methods in this group include for example ADHoRe [83], LineUp
[87], TEAM [88], MCMuSeC [89], and OrthoCluster [86]. The second group regards synteny
block detection as an alignment problem, where the task is to compute optimal local align-
ments of genes, allowing for insertions and deletions. This computation can be performed
efficiently using dynamic programming and is implemented by programs such as MCScan
[90], DAGchainer [91], FISH [92], SyMAP [93], ColinearScan [94], and CYNTENATOR [95].
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Table 1.4: Programs used to detect synteny blocks.
Program Reference Number
citations
> 2
genomes
Methodology
MCScan Tang (2008)
[90]
129 yes Pairwise alignment of markers (DP)
followed by reference-based
progressive alignment (stacking)
DAGchainer Haas (2004)
[91]
119 no Finds maximally scoring paths in
DAG via DP
ADHoRe Vandepoele (2002)
[83]
118 no Iterative clustering of gene homology
matrix
FISH Calabrese (2003)
[92]
100 no Detects maximal ‘k-clumps’ in DAG
SyMAP Soderlund (2006)
[93]
58 no Finds maximally scoring paths in
DAG via DP
LineUp Hampson (2003)
[87]
54 no Greedy extension of neighboring
markers, ignoring gene orientation
TEAM Luc (2003)
[88]
54 yes Finds gene clusters ignoring gene
order and orientation
DiagHunter Cannon (2003)
[96]
52 no Looks for diagonals of paired genes
in two-dimensional plot
Cinteny Sinha (2007)
[97]
67 yes Identifies ‘genome walks’ in ternary
search tree
ColinearScan Wang (2006)
[94]
38 no Looks for colinear segments in gene
homology matrix via DP
OSfinder Hachiya (2009)
[98]
25 yes Path finding in DAG using Markov
chain models
MCMuSeC Ling (2009)
[89]
14 yes Finds gene clusters ignoring gene
order and orientation
OrthoCluster Zeng (2008)
[86]
11 yes Identifies maximal significant gene
clusters in set enumeration tree
CYNTENATOR Rödelsperger (2010)
[95]
8 yes Progressive gene order alignment
CHSMiner Wang (2009)
[99]
5 no Greedy extension of neighboring
markers, ignoring gene order and
orientation
Number of citations according to Google Scholar (http://http://scholar.google.ca/, accessed on January
7, 2013). Programs sorted by number of citations in descending order. ‘> 2 genomes’ refers to the possibility
to detect synteny blocks in more than two genomes. Programs for sequence-based whole-genome alignment
are excluded. Abbreviations: DAG. . . directed acyclic graph; DP. . . dynamic programming.
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In this thesis, I use OrthoCluster for the detection of synteny blocks, and this program
is therefore explained in more detail. OrthoCluster takes gene coordinates and correspon-
dences (usually precomputed orthology relationships between genes) as input and identifies
synteny blocks as maximal significant gene clusters within a set enumeration tree. Or-
thoCluster makes an important distinction between out-map and in-map mismatches. An
out-map mismatch is an input gene that does not have a correspondence in the other genome
(one can think of out-map mismatches as species-specific genes). An in-map mismatch is a
gene that does have a corresponding gene in the other genome, but its location is not con-
served (these can be regarded as non-syntenic orthologs). One advantage of OrthoCluster
is that it has many program parameters to fine-control the stringency of detected synteny
blocks, including upper and lower bounds for the number of genes in each block (-u and
-l), consideration of gene order, gene orientation, or both (-r, -s, -rs), detection of only
non-overlapping blocks (-f), and most importantly the number or percentage of allowed
in-map and out-map mismatches within the identified synteny blocks (-i, -o, -ip, -op).
Furthermore, OrthoCluster is not restricted to pairwise comparisons but can handle an ar-
bitrary number of input genomes. Finally, it should be mentioned that although genes and
their correspondences are usually the input, OrthoCluster can in fact be used with any type
of markers as long as their correspondences can be established.
Gene families and gene family classification
A gene family can be defined as a group of homologous genes; that is, a group of genes
descending from a common ancestral gene [100]. Gene families are the product of gene du-
plication, which occurs when gene-containing chromosomal segments are amplified through
different molecular mechanisms, including segmental duplications, unequal crossing over,
whole-genome duplications, or transposon-mediated amplification. Duplicated genes are
initially redundant in their function but over time can diverge to adopt new functions.
Starting in the 1970s different models have been proposed to describe the evolutionary fate
of duplicated genes, including neo-functionalization (i.e. the evolution of novel functions),
sub-functionalization (i.e. division of the original function between duplicates), and non-
functionalization (i.e. loss of one copy through the accumulation of deleterious mutations)
[101, 102]. These early theoretical models have been confirmed by studies of whole genomes
and, as a consequence, the general importance of gene and genome duplication in biological
evolution is now widely accepted.
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The grouping of genes into gene families, a bioinformatics problem called gene family
classification, is important for several reasons. Firstly, it provides the most natural way
of organizing the typically large gene set of an organism into smaller, more manageable
groups. Secondly, and probably most importantly, assigning a gene to a gene family often
allows predicting its function, because genes of the same family tend to have similar (but
not necessarily identical) functions. Lastly, gene family classification allows us to study how
gene functions evolved over time.
Necessitated by tens of thousands of genes revealed by genome sequencing projects like
the Human Genome Project [103, 104], many automated, sequence-based methods for gene
family classification have been developed within the last 20 years. These methods can be
divided into three major categories. Methods in the first category use phylogenetic trees to
infer gene families. Phylogenetic tree construction is not easily automated and computa-
tionally expensive, which limits its application for genome-wide gene family classification,
although recently tree-based methods have been successfully scaled up to multi-genome data
sets [105, 71, 73]. Methods of the second category group genes according to shared sequence
signatures like motifs or domains. Sequence signatures are typically derived from manually
curated multiple sequence alignments and stored in public databases, such as PROSITE
[106], Pfam [107], or SMART [108]. Signature-based methods are routinely used for gene
function annotation, but, depending on the method, have different limitations, for example
the correct resolution of gene family substructures or the classification of gene families with
yet uncharacterized motifs or domains [109]. Methods in the third category start with the
pairwise comparison of full-length protein sequences and then use unsupervised clustering
techniques to find gene families [110, 111]. Protein sequence clustering is the method of
choice in my thesis and programs in this category are therefore reviewed in more detail in
Chapter 3.
1.4.2 Chromosome-internal regions: extensive conservation of gene syn-
teny
Comparative analyses of Plasmodium genomes started in 1994 when Janse et al. mapped
the location of 50 ‘housekeeping’ genes in four rodent malaria parasite (RMP) species,
including P. berghei, P. yoelii, P. chabaudi, and P. vinckei (Table 1.5). It was found that
location and linkage of these 50 markers is entirely conserved among all four species [112].
This high level of conservation came somewhat as a surprise because extensive inter- and
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intraspecific size differences of the chromosomes existed among those species and large scale
internal rearrangements and chromosome translocations in parasites from laboratory lines
had been reported. These results indicated that size polymorphisms of the chromosomes
are more likely due to variation in non-coding (subtelomeric, repeat) sequences that do not
affect chromosomal location and linkage of genes. Four years later, this early finding was
confirmed and extended to primate parasites, showing that 42 different genes have conserved
linkage not only among rodent parasites but also in simian and human malaria species [113].
Table 1.5: Studies on gene synteny in Plasmodium genomes.
Studied species
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Janse
et al. (1994)
[112]
50 genetic markers in
housekeeping genes
Location and linkage
conserved among
RMPs
x x x x
Carlton
et al. (1998)
[113]
42 mainly single-copy
genes
First example of
linkage conservation
between rodent,
simian and human
malaria species
x x x x
Carlton
et al. (1999)
[114]
Karyotype maps of
P. vivax, P. malariae
and P. ovale
4 of 5 synteny groups
with 15 genes
conserved in all
species
x x x x
van Lin
et al. (2001)
[115]
Sequencing of 13.6 kb
contig of P. berghei
Gene organisation
conserved in
P. falciparum
x x
Tchavtchitch
et al. (2001)
[116]
Sequencing of 200 kb
contig of P. vivax
Gene order and
structure identical to
P. falciparum
x x
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
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Carlton
et al. (2002)
[40]
Whole-genome
sequencing of P. yoelii
Marked conservation
of gene synteny within
the body of all
chromosomes
x x
Hunt
et al. (2004)
[117]
Mapping of chloroquine
resistance genes in
P. chabaudi
Markers linked with
resistance genes
co-linear in
P. falciparum
x x
Carlton
et al. (2005)
[118]
Review about prospect
of comparative genomics
in malaria parasites
Emphasize high gene
synteny within
chromosome cores
x x x x
Kooij
et al. (2005)
[119]
Combine the three
contig-level assemblies
of RMPs to produce
composite RMP genome
36 synteny blocks
between P. falciparum
and RMPs; 15
recombination events
since common
ancestor
x x x x
Sargeant
et al. (2006)
[120]
Plasmodium exportome Describe 5 syntenic
loci near subtelomeric
regions carrying
conserved and
probably ancestral
exported proteins
x x x x x x
Bethke
et al. (2006)
[121]
Description of Acyl-CoA
synthethase (ACS) gene
family in P. falciparum
Use synteny to
identify founder
member of ACS gene
family
x x x x x
Continued on next page
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Carlton
et al. (2008)
[37]
Whole-genome
sequencing of P. vivax
Demonstrate full
extent of genome-wide
synteny primate and
RMPs
x x x x x x
DeBarry
et al. (2011)
[122]
Synteny among
Apicomplexan parasites
Lack of synteny
among Apicomplexan
genera
x x x x x
Tachibana
et al. (2012)
[36]
Whole-genome
sequencing of
P. cynomolgi
High degree of
synteny, numerous
micro-syntenic breaks;
report two assembly
errors
x x x x x x
Summary of studies on gene synteny in Plasmodium genomes. My own study (Chapter 2) is excluded.
Abbreviations: RMP. . . rodent malaria parasite.
The full extent of syntenic conservation among Plasmodium species became apparent
with full-genome sequencing. In 2002, when complete genome sequences of two Plasmo-
dium species (P. falciparum and P. yoelii) became available, it was shown that marked
conservation of gene synteny existed within the body of all 14 chromosomes [40]. However,
quantifying the genome-wide extent of this syntenic conservation remained difficult, because
the P. yoelii genome was only sequenced to 5-fold coverage and therefore only a contig-level
assembly of the genome was available. Three years later Kooij et al. provided this miss-
ing piece of information by taking advantage of two other RMP genomes (P. chabaudi and
P. berghei) that were published the year before, also sequenced to intermediate ∼4-fold
coverage [39]. By combining the contig-level assemblies of all three RMP genomes and by
sequencing across the few remaining gaps, Kooij et al. were able to construct a composite
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RMP genome where all available contigs were ordered and oriented along the 14 chromo-
somes. This was made possible because of the close evolutionary relationship of the three
rodent parasite species (cp. Figure 1.2 on page 11) and because it was already known at
that time that RMP genomes have almost perfectly syntenic genomes. Using this compos-
ite RMP genome, Kooij et al. identified 36 synteny blocks in comparison to the finished
P. falciparum genome and predicted the existence of 15 recombination events that occurred
since the divergence of a common ancestor of these four species. Kooij et al. also provided
first evidence that “intrasyntenic indels” and “synteny breakpoints” frequently harbor genes
involved in important host-parasite interactions [119].
Thus far the most comprehensive whole-genome synteny analysis of Plasmodium genomes
was published two years later in 2008, when high-quality genome assemblies for both P. vivax
(10-fold coverage) and P. knowlesi (8-fold coverage) became available [37, 38]. These two
additional Plasmodium genomes allowed for the first time a genome-wide synteny analysis of
human, monkey, and rodent malaria parasites (using Kooij et al.’s composite RMP genome).
It was found that a remarkable 77% of genes are orthologous between the four species and
that 99% of these orthologous genes are positionally conserved [37]. Figure 1.6 illustrates
an example of this remarkable degree of syntenic conservation in malaria parasite genomes.
It shows P. falciparum chromosome 2 and corresponding syntenic regions in the other three
genomes (the paper from Carlton et al. provides similar figures for all 14 chromosomes). As
can be seen from this figure, conserved synteny is extensive in chromosome-internal regions
but completely absent in subtelomeric regions, which range in size from ∼100 to 150 kb and
contain mostly large and species-specific gene families (see section 1.4.3 on the following
page). Only few inter-chromosomal rearrangements were identified. Parsimonious recon-
struction of the likely ancestral karyotype (as previously attempted by Kooij et al.) led
to the surprising finding that P. vivax and P. knowlesi represent the ancestral karyotype,
from which the karyotypes of P. falciparum and the rodent malaria parasites evolved by
assuming only nine and six chromosomal rearrangements, respectively [37].
With their study Carlton et al. (2008) clearly documented the exceptional high level of
large-scale conservation of gene synteny among Plasmodium genomes. However, albeit ex-
tensive, syntenic conservation in chromosome-internal regions is far from perfect, and in fact
their results suggest that each Plasmodium genome contains a small but significant amount
of chromosome-internal genes that lack a corresponding ortholog in respective other species.
These chromosome-internal species-specific or species subset-specific genes are interesting to
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Figure 1.6: High level of chromosomal synteny in malaria parasite genomes.
The figure shows the conservation of gene synteny among (from top to bottom) P. falciparum chromosome
2, P. vivax chromosome 4, P. knowlesi chromosome 4, and chromosome 3 from the composite rodent malaria
parasite (cRMP) genome. Shaded areas between bars indicate chromosomal regions of conserved gene content
and order (i.e. synteny blocks). Small boxes within bars represent protein-coding genes on the forward
(upper half) and reverse strand (lower half). Note the overall high conservation of gene synteny, except near
telomeres (subtelomeric regions) and small chromosome-internal regions. Figure modified from [37].
look at because they could underlie important phenotypic differences between Plasmodium
species, in particular human virulence. The bioinformatics identification and characteri-
zation of such chromosome-internal gene differences became therefore a major goal of my
thesis.
1.4.3 Subtelomeric regions: melting pots of genetic diversity
Unlike the syntenically conserved chromosome-internal regions, subtelomeric chromosomal
regions of Plasmodium genomes are evolutionary dynamic. Even long before genome se-
quencing it was well known that homologous chromosomes of different Plasmodium isolates
frequently differed in size [123, 124, 125]. It soon became clear that this size polymorphism
is confined to subtelomeric regions of chromosomes and is the result of ectopic recombination
events, i.e. recombination between heterologous chromosomes during meiotic and mitotic
cell divisions. Ectopic recombination is facilitated by the fact that the ends of chromosomes
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physically cluster at the nuclear periphery in asexual blood-stage parasites and in bouquet-
like configurations near one pole of the elongated nuclei in sexual parasite forms. Ectopic
recombination continuously shuﬄes the subtelomeric gene content among heterologous chro-
mosomes and, by doing so, generates genetic diversity and promotes the evolution of new
antigenic phenotypes [126].
Figure 1.7: Subtelomere structure of P. falciparum chromosomes.
The upper part of the figure represents a P. falciparum chromosome with the telomeres shown in black,
the two subtelomeric regions next to them, and the chromosome-internal region in-between. The lower part
of the figure shows how subtelomeres of different chromosomes share a similar structure and organization,
containing gene-less telomere associated repeat elements (TAREs) followed by members of virulence gene
families, including var, rif, and stevor. Additional gene families are present in subtelomeric regions but not
shown in this figure. Not all members of subtelomeric gene families are confined to subtelomeric regions,
as indicated by the red arrows representing var gene arrays found in chromosome-internal regions. Letters
A, B, and C indicate different subtypes of var gene family members differentiated by conserved promoter
elements. Figure taken from [127].
In P. falciparum, the structure of subtelomeres is well studied and characterized (Fig-
ure 1.7). Their size ranges from 60-120 kb and they consist of a variable number of telomere
associated repeat elements (TAREs, 1 to 6) followed by several well characterized virulence
genes and surface antigens, including var, rif, and stevor . TAREs and members of these
genes families are found in all P. falciparum subtelomeres, but in variable numbers and
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configurations. In other Plasmodium species, subtelomeres are less well characterized (pri-
marily due to incomplete genome assemblies), but are known to lack TAREs and to carry
their own set of species-specific or species subset-specific genes that, like in P. falciparum,
are typically organized into large and divergent gene families.
What do we know about subtelomeric genes? Subtelomeric genes are typically organized
into large gene families and are expressed on the surface of parasites and/or infected erythro-
cytes, where they play critical roles in virulence, immune evasion, and antigenic variation
[128]. Such surface-expressed antigens, collectively referred to as variant surface antigens
(VSAs) in the following, are of great interest in Plasmodium genomics research, in particu-
lar for vaccine development [129]. In Table 1.6 I have compiled a summary of known sub-
telomeric gene families from all six studied Plasmodium genomes, including P. falciparum,
P. vivax, P. knowlesi, and the three rodent malaria parasites P. berghei, P. chabaudi, and
P. yoelii. Only twelve of these 52 gene families (23%) are shared by all six species, while
the rest shows a species subset-specific distribution, including P. falciparum-specific gene
families (19 gene families), gene families specific to the P. vivax/P. knowlesi lineage (3),
P. knowlesi-specific gene families (6), gene families specific to rodent malaria parasites (5),
and gene families with other distributions (7). Notably, one gene family (surfin) appears to
be specific to the two major human parasites P. falciparum and P. vivax and could therefore
play a role in human virulence (see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of the surfin gene
family).
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Table 1.6: Plasmodium subtelomeric gene families.
Gene family Pf Pv Pk Pb Pc Py Function
Common
gene
families
pyst-a
(pc-fam-1,
pb-fam-1 )
1 1a 1a 45 108 168 Unknown
phist[120]
(pf-fam-
a/b/d/e/f,
hyp3 )
72 39 27 1 1 1 Unknown, exported
rbl (rbp, nbp,
rh, 235kDa)
4 10 3 10 4 14 Host cell selection, antigenic variation
dbl (dbp,
ebl)[131]
5 1 3 1 1 1 Host cell selection, antigenic variation
rhoph1/clag 4 3 2 3 3 3 High MW rhoptry antigen complex
etramp 11 9 9 7 3 11 Early transcribed membrane protein
TryThrA-
PvTRAG
(pv-fam-a)
6 36 21 3b 2b 2b Tryptophan-rich antigen
fikk (pf-fam-c,
tstk)
21 1c 1c 1 1 1
Receptor-associated protein kinase,
exported
pst-a 10 11 5 6 41 12 Alpha beta hydrolase
RESA-like
(pf-fam-h)
19 n/d n/d 2 n/d 2 Unknown
acs (pf-fam-i) 11 n/d n/d 3 2 3 Acyl-CoA synthetase
HAD
hydrolase
5 n/d n/d 3 19 5 HAD hydrolase
Pf gene
families
var (PfEMP1) 59 — — — — — Variant erythrocyte surface antigen
rif 149 — — — — —
Variant erythrocyte surface antigen,
exported; related to stevor
stevor 28 — — — — —
Variant erythrocyte surface antigen,
exported; related to rif
pfmc-2tm
(pf-fam-g)
7 — — — — — Linked to MC, exported
hyp1-17 53d — — — — —
15 small gene families of unknown
function, exported
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Gene family Pf Pv Pk Pb Pc Py Function
Pv and
Pk gene
families
pv-fam-b — 6 4 — — — Unknown
pv-fam-d
(hypb)
— 16 2 — — — Unknown
rad
(pv-fam-e)
— 44 14 — — — Unknown, related to phist
Pk gene
families
SICAvar — — 107 — — — Antigenic variation, immune evasion
pk-fam-a — — 15 — — — Unknown
pk-fam-b — — 10 — — — Unknown
pk-fam-c — — 6 — — — Unknown, exported[38]
pk-fam-d — — 6 — — — Unknown
pk-fam-e — — 4 — — — Unknown, exported[38]
RMP
gene
families
pyst-b — — — 34 10 57 Unknown, exported
pyst-cf — — — 4 5 21 Unknown, exported
pyst-dg — — — 1 — 17 Unknown
pcst-f e — — — 2 10 1 Unknown
pcst-ge — — — 11 75 7 Unknown
Other
pir — 346 68 180 138 838 Variant erythrocyte surface antigen?
surfin
(PvSTP1)[132]
10 11 — — — — Variant erythrocyte surface antigen
pv-fam-c — 7 — — — — Unknown
pv-fam-g n/d 3 3 — — — Unknown
pv-fam-h
(hyp16 )
2d 4 3 — — — Unknown, exported
pv-fam-i
(hyp11 )
5d 6 3 — — — Unknown, exported
pcst-he 1 — — 6 5 4 Unknown
Gene numbers taken from Supplementary Table S1 of [130] and Supplementary Table 16 of [37], if not indi-
cated otherwise by a reference or footnote. Short horizontal lines indicate no known gene family members
in this species, and ‘n/d’ means that the number of gene family members has not yet been reported for
this species. aPredicted PlasmoDB orthologs of P. falciparum member PF14_0604. bPlasmoDB text search
for ‘tryptophan-rich antigen’. cPlasmoDB text search for ’fikk’. dSargeant et al. [120]. eListed in [130] but
not (or no longer) annotated in PlasmoDB. fPlasmoDB proteins carrying TIGRFAM domains TIGR01601
and TIGR01604. gPlasmoDB proteins carrying TIGRFAM domain TIGR01605. PlasmoDB refers to Plas-
moDB version 9.2. Abbreviations: Pf. . .P. falciparum; Pv. . .P. vivax; Pk. . .P. knowlesi; Pb. . .P. berghei;
Pc. . .P. chabaudi; Py. . .P. yoelii; RMP. . . rodent malaria parasites; MC. . .Maurer’s clefts; MW. . .molecular
weight.
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In P. falciparum, important VSA gene families include the previously mentioned gene
family var (which has been extensively studied because of its role in cytoadherence, see page
18), the largest P. falciparum gene family rif /stevor (∼190 genes) [41, 133], the surfin gene
family (10 genes) [132], and Pfmc-2TM (12 genes) [134]. In P. vivax, the largest gene family
by far is vir (∼300 genes) [37, 135], which is related to homologous gene families named
kir (65 genes) in P. knowlesi [38, 136] and yir (∼800 genes), bir (∼100 genes), and cir
(∼200 genes) in P. yoelii, P. berghei and P. chabaudi, respectively [40, 39, 137]. Together,
these five gene families form the large pir superfamily, the largest known gene family in
Plasmodium parasites [136]. To date no pir genes have been identified in P. falciparum.
P. knowlesi possesses an additional large VSA gene family named SICAvar (28 genes), the
first Plasmodium gene family demonstrated to undergo antigenic variation [38, 138]. In
rodent malaria parasites, the second largest gene family after pir is pyst-a, which in primate
parasites consists of only a single member, suggesting extensive expansion of this family in
the rodent malaria species [40].
Besides VSA gene families, Plasmodium subtelomeres encode also a large repertoire of
proteins termed the ‘exportome’, which is also of great interest in Plasmodium genomics
research [120]. Proteins in this set carry an N-terminal sequence motif termed Plasmodium
export element (PEXEL) or vacuolar transport signal (VTS) that targets these proteins
beyond the parasitophorous vacuole to the cytosol of the infected erythrocyte [139, 140].
Exported proteins are then trafficked further to the erythrocyte surface or remain in the
cytosol to help remodeling the infected host cell. Perhaps the most prominent exported
gene family is the large and highly divergent gene family phist, which has ∼40-100 known
members in each of the three primate parasites but only a single known member in rodent
parasites. In total, up to 10% of genes in each Plasmodium genome are predicted to be
exported [120].
Although the large number of VSA and exported proteins suggests that they are of ma-
jor importance for the parasite, we currently know surprisingly little about their biological
functions, including possible roles in human virulence and immune evasion. For example,
proposed roles for PIR proteins include antigenic variation, immune evasion, signaling, traf-
ficking, protein folding, and adhesion, but direct evidence for any PIR function is still lacking
[128]. Similarly, apart from expression and localization information, the exact functions of
PfMC-2TM, SURFIN, PYST-A, and PHIST proteins remain obscure. Furthermore, the
P. falciparum genome contains over a dozen exported gene families named hyp1 to hyp17
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whose functions remain entirely mysterious. The difficulty in elucidating the function of
these gene families is due in part to the presence of many functionally redundant paralogs,
which makes gene knockout studies challenging. In such cases it would help if one could
identify and work with low copy number orthologous gene families in more accessible model
parasites.
Besides unknown functions, the evolutionary history of many Plasmodium variant gene
families is also poorly understood. For example, standard sequence similarity searches
reveal no obvious homologs for the major surface antigens of P. falciparum (PfEMP1) and
P. knowlesi (SICAvar) outside their respective species, raising the question about their
evolutionary origin. Similarly, there are currently no known pir homologs in P. falciparum,
although rif /stevor has been suggested as related gene family based on shared sequence
motifs and secondary structural features [136]. The identification of functional homologs of
VSAs across Plasmodium species is important because it aids comparative immunological
studies, gives new insights into the evolutionary adaptation of malaria parasites to their
respective hosts, and provides a means to transfer functional annotations from model to
human parasites or vice versa.
1.5 Thesis aim and organization
The aim of this Ph.D. thesis is to computationally identify malaria parasite genes that are
potentially involved in human virulence. If identified, such genes will be valuable starting
points for further experimental studies, which ultimately may result in the development of
new antimalarial drugs or vaccines.
To reach this aim, I assume that human virulence genes materialize in one of two forms
within malaria parasite genomes. In the first form, human virulence genes represent species-
specific genes located in chromosome-internal regions. In the second form, human virulence
genes are members of differentially expanded subtelomeric gene families. My hypothesis,
then, is that human virulence genes can be identified by identifying either of these two forms
of genomic differences between malaria parasite genomes.
To identify species-specific genes and differentially expanded gene families, I compare
malaria parasite genomes using two complementary approaches. In the first approach, I
perform whole-genome synteny analysis and look for species-specific genes that disrupt per-
fect synteny in chromosome-internal regions. In the second approach, I start with clustering
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subtelomeric genes into gene families, which I then closely examine for similarities and
differences in their gene content across species.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 (‘Comparison of chromosome-
internal regions’ on page 41) describes my findings from synteny analysis. In Chapter 3
(‘Comparative gene family classification’ on page 83), I demonstrate that none of the cur-
rently available programs for automated gene family classification gives satisfactory results
unless they are carefully parameterized for each gene family. This motivates the devel-
opment of a novel strategy for gene family classification, named comparative gene family
classification, which solves the problem of parametrization in an elegant and automated
fashion. Chapter 4 (‘Comparative visualization of gene features’ on page 113) presents a
new program for the comparative visualization of gene models, which I have developed out
of the necessity to visually examine and compare the gene content of many and potentially
large gene families. In Chapter 5 (‘Comparison of subtelomeric regions’ on page 120), I re-
port on my findings from applying these two ideas of comparative gene family classification
and visualization to study the gene content of Plasmodium subtelomeric gene families.
Chapter 2
Comparative analysis of
chromosome-internal regions
Note regarding contributions
This chapter has been published in PLoS Computational Biology. The full citation is
shown below.
C. Frech and N. Chen. Genome comparison of human and non-human malaria parasites
reveals species subset-specific genes potentially linked to human disease. PLoS Comput Biol,
7(12):e1002320, 2011
As the first author, I did all data analysis including gene model improvement, orthology
prediction, synteny block analysis, BLAST searches, identification of species-specific genes,
and interpretation of results. I wrote the manuscript with input from N. Chen.
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2.1 Abstract
Genes underlying important phenotypic differences between Plasmodium species, the causa-
tive agents of malaria, are frequently found in only a subset of species and cluster at dynami-
cally evolving subtelomeric regions of chromosomes. I hypothesize that chromosome-internal
regions of Plasmodium genomes harbour additional species subset-specific genes that explain
differences in human pathogenicity, human-to-human transmissibility, and human virulence.
I combined sequence similarity searches with synteny block analyses to identify species
subset-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions of six published Plasmodium genomes,
including Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium knowlesi, Plasmodium
yoelii, Plasmodium berghei, and Plasmodium chabaudi. To improve comparative analysis,
I first revised incorrectly annotated gene models using homology-based gene finders and
examined putative subset-specific genes within syntenic contexts. Confirmed species subset-
specific genes were then analyzed for their role in biological pathways and examined for
molecular functions using publicly available databases.
I identified 16 genes that are well conserved in the three primate parasites but not found
in rodent parasites, including three key enzymes of the thiamine (vitamin B1) biosynthesis
pathway. Thirteen genes were found to be present in the two human parasites P. falciparum
and P. vivax but absent in the monkey parasite P. knowlesi, including genes specifically
up-regulated in sporozoites or gametocytes that could be linked to parasite transmission
success between humans. Furthermore, I propose 15 chromosome-internal P. falciparum-
specific genes as new candidate genes underlying increased human virulence and detected a
currently uncharacterized cluster of P. vivax-specific genes on chromosome 6 likely involved
in erythrocyte invasion.
In conclusion, Plasmodium species harbour many chromosome-internal differences in the
form of protein-coding genes, some of which are potentially linked to human disease and
thus promising leads for future laboratory research.
2.2 Introduction
Recent genome sequencing of the two human malaria parasites P. falciparum [41] and P. vi-
vax [37], the macaque parasite P. knowlesi [38], and the three rodent parasites P. yoelii
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[40], P. berghei [39], and P. chabaudi [39] provides an opportunity to identify genes associ-
ated with human virulence by means of comparative genomics. An important insight that
has been gleaned from early comparative genomics analyses of Plasmodium genomes is that
genes mediating parasite-host interactions are frequently restricted to a single Plasmodium
species (species-specific) or restricted to a subset of Plasmodium species (species subset-
specific). The arguable best studied and clinically most relevant example is P. falciparum
erythrocyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1), whose different isoforms are encoded by about
60 members of the P. falciparum-specific var gene family [59, 41]. PfEMP1 proteins are
expressed at the surface of infected red blood cells (iRBC) where they mediate adhesion
to both uninfected erythrocytes and host endothelial cells. This causes a great deal of
the severe clinical pathologies of P. falciparum malaria. PfEMP1 is therefore considered
the prime virulence factor of P. falciparum malaria. Other important species- or species
subset-specific gene families have been linked to host immune evasion, including the var and
rif /stevor gene families in P. falciparum, vir in P. vivax, SICAvar and kir in P. knowlesi,
and the cir/bir/yir family in rodent malaria parasites (reviewed in [128]). Erythrocyte inva-
sion is another critical molecular process at the parasite-host interface facilitated by species
subset-specific gene family members, including Duffy-binding like (DBL) and reticulocyte-
binding-like (RBL) gene family members [37] as well as serine repeat antigens (SERA) and
merozoite surface proteins (MSPs), some of which are now leading targets in vaccine de-
velopment (reviewed in [142, 143]). Comparative genomic studies also have shown that
species- or species subset-specific genes in Plasmodium genomes are preferentially located
at dynamically evolving subtelomeric regions of chromosomes that are completely devoid of
synteny [40, 119, 37, 122]. In contrast, non-subtelomeric or chromosome ‘core’ regions (re-
ferred to as chromosome-internal regions in the following) were found to be highly syntenic
and to contain comparably few gene differences between species. Nevertheless, important
species- and subset-specific genes have been described in chromosome-internal regions as
well, including members of the aforementioned var, msp, and sera gene families in P. fal-
ciparum [40, 41, 119] as well as msp and rad genes in P. vivax [37], the latter of which
has been associated with P. vivax selectivity for reticulocytes (young erythrocytes) and/or
immune evasion [144]. The P. knowlesi genome is particularly rich in chromosome-internal
species- and species subset-specific genes, which have been identified as surface antigens of
the SICAvar and kir gene families, respectively [38].
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The fact that parasite genes mediating parasite-host interactions are frequently restricted
to a single or a subset of Plasmodium species suggests that the search for species subset-
specific genes is a promising strategy to identify new candidate genes underlying host-
specific adaptations of Plasmodium species, in particular adaptations to human hosts and
anthropophilic mosquito vectors. Identification and characterization of such genes may hold
the key for important insights into molecular processes contributing to human disease. I
hypothesize that chromosome-internal regions of Plasmodium genomes harbour currently
unappreciated species differences in the form of protein-coding genes that contribute to
human pathogenicity, human-mosquito-human transmissibility, and human virulence. Other
than subtelomeric regions, which contain mostly large and readily identifiable species-specific
gene families [39], gene differences in chromosome-internal regions are currently largely
unexplored [119, 122]. The goal of this study was therefore to systematically identify and
characterize species subset-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions of Plasmodium
genomes. Although not all species subset-specific genes are expected to be functional due to
stochastic processes of gene birth-and-death, a recent study in Drosophila has shown that a
significant fraction of genes that differ between species do have important phenotypic effects
[145].
I focused on four specific comparisons. First, to identify genes possibly linked to human
pathogenicity, I determined genes well conserved in the genomes of P. falciparum, P. vi-
vax, and P. knowlesi but absent in rodent malaria parasites, P. chabaudi, P. berghei, and
P. yoelii. Second, I identified genes possibly crucial for parasite transmission success be-
tween humans by looking for genes present in P. vivax and P. falciparum but absent in the
macaque monkey parasite P. knowlesi. Third, I identified genes that possibly contribute to
severe human malaria by looking for P. falciparum-specific genes comparing P. falciparum
with its less virulent relative P. vivax. Finally, I identified genes that potentially define
unique features of P. vivax malaria by looking for genes present in P. vivax but absent in
other sequenced Plasmodium genomes. Each of these comparisons resulted in the identi-
fication of several species subset-specific genes, most of which with unknown function. I
propose these genes as attractive starting points for follow-up experimental analyses to test
predicted phenotypic associations and to further elucidate their functions.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Gene model improvement in P. vivax and P. knowlesi
Six published Plasmodium genomes sequenced to high coverage (ranging from 4 to 14.5-fold
coverage) were selected for comparison, including the two clinically most important human
parasites (P. falciparum and P. vivax), one monkey parasite (P. knowlesi), and three ro-
dent parasites (P. chabaudi, P. berghei, and P. yoelii). Since the initial publication of the
P. falciparum genome sequence in 2002, large efforts have been taken to experimentally
validate and improve P. falciparum gene models, including the completion of several cDNA
sequencing and proteomics studies (summarized at PlasmoDB at http://plasmodb.org/
plasmo/getDataSource.do?display=detail). Today, almost ninety percent of P. falci-
parum gene models are supported by expression evidence of some form, more than half
of which are fully confirmed by expressed sequence tag (EST) evidence. Also, thousands
of P. falciparum gene models have been critically examined and manually revised in re-
annotation efforts that started with a weeklong workshop in October 2007, and this effort is
still ongoing today with the help of the GeneDB group from WTSI (PlasmoDB, news item
from Feb 1, 2008). Indeed, the first in-depth sequencing-based analysis of the P. falciparum
transcriptome using high-throughput sequencing (RNA-Seq) led to the revision of only one
out of ten gene models and could not find evidence for currently unannotated protein-coding
genes [146]. Thus, P. falciparum protein-coding gene annotations can be considered of high
quality and as fairly complete, while this is less certain for the more recently sequenced
Plasmodium genomes, in particular for P. vivax and P. knowlesi.
I initially detected missing and mispredicted gene models in P. vivax and P. knowlesi
in a preliminary whole-genome synteny block analysis with P. falciparum. In this prelim-
inary analysis, I used OrthoCluster to identify imperfect synteny blocks followed by an
examination of a few dozen randomly selected genes located at synteny gap regions using
GeneWise [147]. In many cases, GeneWise revealed alignments with high sequence similarity
in syntenic genomic regions and constructed plausible gene models. From this preliminary
analysis I concluded that many putative species-specific genes were in fact the result of
imperfect gene annotations in P. vivax and P. knowlesi, caused by merged, split, truncated,
and missing gene models. Figure 2.1 shows four typical examples of missing or defective
gene models, including one missing gene, one split gene model, one merged gene model, and
one truncated gene.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of improved gene models in P. vivax and P. knowlesi genomes.
Improved gene models shown in yellow. Existing PlasmoDB 7.1 gene models shown in blue (forward strand)
or red (reverse strand). Panel A shows a newly identified 60S ribosomal protein (L39) in P. knowlesi
(PKH_113715), which has 86% global protein sequence identity (PID) and 98% coverage with its P. fal-
ciparum ortholog PFF0573c. Panel B shows two P. vivax split genes (PVX_090855 and PVX_090860)
merged into a single gene (PVX_090860). The revised gene model is supported by EST evidence and, af-
ter improvement, recognized as CPW-WPC domain containing protein by InterProScan. Panel C shows a
merged gene in P. knowlesi (PKH_132400) annotated as dynein-associated protein that was split into two
genes (PKH_132400a and PKH_132400b), one of which is subsequently recognized as membrane occupation
and recognition nexus (MORN)-motif containing protein. Panel D shows the replacement of a truncated
hypothetical protein in P. vivax (PVX_088280) with a longer gene model, facilitating its recognition as
putative acetyltransferase.
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Taking advantage of the high-quality gene annotation of P. falciparum, I aimed at im-
proving gene models of P. vivax and P. knowlesi in a genome-wide manner using the recently
developed homology-based gene predictor genBlastG, which is as accurate as GeneWise but
considerably faster [148] (see ‘Materials and Methods’ on page 76 for more details). In total,
I identified 53 and 19 new protein-coding genes and revised 165 and 116 existing gene models
in P. vivax and P. knowlesi, respectively, including 31 split or merged genes. In many cases,
revised gene models led to novel functional annotations of known protein motifs and do-
mains, supporting the idea that revisions are correct. In P. vivax, 25% (41 of 165) of revised
genes produce additional InterProScan [149] hits after revision, and in P. knowlesi 21% (24
of 116). In addition, multiple lines of evidence suggest that the newly predicted genes are
indeed missing from current annotations. First, the vast majority (>= 85%; 45/53 genes in
P. vivax and 16/19 in P. knowlesi) of newly identified protein-coding genes produce Inter-
ProScan hits, thus sharing similarity with established protein-coding genes. Second, more
than half (28 of 53) of newly identified P. vivax protein-coding genes have EST expression
evidence in PlasmoDB 7.0. No EST data was available for P. knowlesi to validate predic-
tions. Third, using the improved gene sets, both number of predicted one-to-one orthologs
and perfect synteny block size increased for both P. vivax and P. knowlesi (see Figure 2.2 for
an example and section 2.3.3 on page 54). It is also noteworthy that in many cases protein
sequences of new or revised gene models revealed the presence of novel signal peptides or
transmembrane domains (P. vivax: 24 genes; P. knowlesi: 18 genes), thus identifying new
candidate genes potentially involved in host-pathogen interactions. I also encountered 10
likely mispredicted P. falciparum gene models and one putative novel P. falciparum gene,
for which I deposited user comments in PlasmoDB. Some fixes were already incorporated
into PlasmoDB release 7.0 (personal communication with Ulrike Boehme). Revised gene
models of P. vivax and P. knowlesi have been made available as supplementary data to my
publication and will hopefully also be integrated into future releases of PlasmoDB.
Apart from imperfect gene models, I found evidence that P. vivax genome sequences are
contaminated with DNA from Saimiri boliviensis boliviens, which was used as host species
in the genome sequencing project. 447 P. vivax contigs had NCBI MegaBLAST matches
with ≥ 85% sequence identity over ≥ 90% of their length in either the human genome
(GRCh37.58) or the genome of Callithrix jacchus (version 3.2.1.58). Together, these 447
contigs account for 376 kb of the published P. vivax genome (PlasmoDB 7.0). It is possible
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Figure 2.2: Example of an improved gene model ‘rescuing’ a ∼250 kb perfect synteny block.
The top ruler shows P. vivax chromosome 8 (CM000449) with coordinates in million base pairs. The track
below labeled ‘Synteny pfal’ depicts P. falciparum syntenic regions, whereas filled rectangles correspond to
perfect synteny blocks and lines depict gaps in perfect synteny. The rest of the image below shows both
original (upper half) and improved (lower half) P. vivax gene models within the chromosomal region indicated
by the red rectangle at the top. Blue and red genes represent genes on the forward and reverse strand,
respectively. In the original gene annotation, P. vivax gene PVX_094960 has no corresponding ortholog
in P. falciparum and therefore introduces a synteny gap. Due to gene model improvement, PVX_094960
merges with its neighboring gene PVX_094955 and the synteny gap is closed.
that additional contigs represent host species contamination and it is important that all
such contigs are removed from the P. vivax genome assembly.
2.3.2 Rodent pathogens likely defective in thiamine (vitamin B1) biosyn-
thesis
Comparative analyses of the complete proteomes of P. falciparum, P. yoelii, P. berghei and
P. chabaudi, and the improved proteomes of P. vivax and P. knowlesi using BLASTP and
genBlastG (see ‘Materials and Methods’ on page 76) identified 30 proteins well conserved in
the three primate parasites (percent identity (PID) of global protein sequence alignment ≥
40) that are putatively absent in all three rodent parasites (global PID ≤ 15) (Figure 2.3).
Synteny supported the absence of 16 of these 30 genes, i.e. no homologous genes were found
at identifiable syntenic genomic positions in the rodent parasite genomes.
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Figure 2.3: Proteome comparison reveals 30 proteins conserved in primate malaria parasites
but absent in rodent malaria parasites.
Genes were considered specific to a group of parasites if conserved in all in-group species (global protein
sequence PID ≥ 40) but not in any of the out-group species (PID ≤ 15). In particular, primate-parasite
specific genes are genes conserved in the three primate parasite proteomes but not in any of the three
rodent parasite proteomes. The Venn diagram shows numbers of species subset-specific genes identified for
all possible species combinations. Putative primate parasite-specific genes (30) are shown in bold. Note
that gene numbers do not add up to species totals because genes with PIDs between 15% and 40% are not
included.
Table 2.1: Genes conserved in primate but absent in rodent parasites.
PfGene
(PvPID/OG)
Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein
expr.
GO biological
process
Additional
information
MAL13P1.214
(64/VIRI)
phosphoethanol-
amine N-methyl-
transferase
Min: 0h
Max: 30h
MZ;GC;SC
SZ;RU;TZ
phosphatidyl-
choline biosynth.
process
methionine and
polyamine
metabolism
Continued on next page
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PfGene
(PvPID/OG)
Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein
expr.
GO biological
process
Additional
information
MAL8P1.202
(53/ALVE)
apicoplast
phosphatidic acid
phosphatase
Min: 15h
Max: 30h
— — dolichol
metabolism; SP
PF14_0565
(44/—)
unknown function Min: 10h
Max: 35h
MZ — WD40 repeat-like
PF14_0036
(69/ALVE)
acid phosphatase,
putative
Min: 10h
Max: 25h
MZ;GC;SC
TZ;RU
— hydrolase activity
PF11_0186
(65/—)
unknown function Min: 10h
Max: 35h
GC;SZ — —
PF14_0662
(50/ALVE)
nucleoside
transporter,
putative
Min: 15h
Max: 30h
— — nucleoside trans-
membrane trans-
porter
PFF0680c
(40/FIRM)
thiamin-phosphate
pyrophosphorylase
Min: 15h
Max: 35h
MZ thiamine
biosynthetic
process
—
PFE1030c
(67/PROT)
phosphomethyl-
pyrimidine kinase,
putative
Min: 20h
Max: 35h
SC;SZ;RU thiamine
biosynthetic
process
—
PFL1920c
(76/FIRM)
hydroxyethylthiazole
kinase, putative
Min: 15h
Max: 30h
MZ;GC;TZ
SC;RU
thiamine
biosynthetic
process
—
MAL7P1.339
(46/ALVE)
Ca++ chelating
serine protease,
putative
Min: 20h
Max: 30h
— — SCP/Tpx-
1/Ag5/PR-
1/Sc7 family; SP
PFI0405w
(46/—)
unknown function Min: 20h
Max: 35h
— — 1 TM; AP
MAL8P1.111
(42/ALVE)
JmjC
domain-containing
protein
Min: 20h
Max: 35h
GC — [Histone
H3]-lysine-36
demethylase
PFL2255w
(69/ALVE)
unknown function Min: 25h
Max: 35h
— ubiquitin cycle —
Continued on next page
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PfGene
(PvPID/OG)
Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein
expr.
GO biological
process
Additional
information
PFL1840w
(66/ALVE)
unknown function Min: 30h
Max: 40h
GC;SZ — SP; 4 TM; COPI
associated
PFL0305c
(85/ALVE)
IMP-specific
5′-nucleotidase,
putative
— GC;oocyst
SZ
nucleotide
metabolic process
magnesium ion
binding; phosphat-
ase activity
PFI1220w
(47/ALVE)
unknown function — — — acyl-CoA N-acyl-
transferase; up-
reg. in GC/SZ
Genes conserved in P. falciparum, P. vivax, and P. knowlesi but absent in P. berghei, P. chabaudi, and
P. yoelii as determined by genome-wide genBlastG searches and subsequent examination of syntenic genomic
regions. Min and Max RNA-seq expression according to scaled expression values from the intraerythrocytic
developmental cycle (IDC) as reported by [150]. Abbreviations: Pf: P. falciparum; Pv: P. vivax; PvPID:
global protein sequence identity with P. vivax ortholog; OG: closest OrthoMCL DB species out-group with
predicted ortholog of this gene; VIRI: Viridiplantae; ALVE: Alveolates; FIRM: Firmicutes; PROT: Pro-
teobacteria; GO: gene ontology; SZ: sporozoites; (el)GC: (early/late) gametocytes; TZ: trophozoite; MZ:
merozoites; SC: schizont; RU: rupture; AP: targeted to apicoplast; TM: predicted transmembrane domain;
SP: predicted signal peptide.
Table 2.1 shows P. falciparum orthologs of these 16 putative primate parasite-specific
genes together with their degree of conservation in P. vivax, functional annotations, and
expression profiles. Among them are three key metabolic enzymes of the thiamine (vitamin
B1) biosynthesis pathway: PFL1920c (hydroxyethylthiazole kinase, EC 2.7.1.50), PFE1030c
(hydroxylmethylpyrimidine kinase, EC 2.7.1.49), and PFF0680c (thiamine-phosphate di-
phosphorylase, EC 2.5.1.3). Together, these three genes catalyze essential steps in the de
novo synthesis of vitamin B1 (Figure 2.4). With one exception in P. yoelii, which appears
to be a gene relic that should be annotated as a pseudogene, orthologs of all three P. fal-
ciparum genes are absent from three independent syntenic positions in all three sequenced
rodent pathogen genomes (Figure 2.5). This data strongly suggests that primate but not
rodent malaria parasites are capable of synthesizing vitamin B1 de novo.
Besides the three thiamine biosynthesis enzymes, Table 2.1 reveals additional enzyme-
coding genes conserved in primate but absent in rodent malaria parasites. This includes an
acid phosphatase (PF14_0036) involved in riboflavin (vitamin B2) metabolism [151, 152],
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Figure 2.4: Rodent malaria parasites likely deficient in de novo synthesis of vitamin B1.
The diagram illustrates catalytic steps of the thiamine (vitamin B1) biosynthesis pathway in P. falciparum,
with 4-amino-5-hydroxymethyl-2-methylpyrimidine and 5-(2-hydroxyethyl)-4-methylthiazole as start prod-
ucts and thiamine phosphate as the end product. The three enzymes predicted to be absent in rodent malaria
parasites catalyze subsequent reactions in this pathway, suggesting that rodent malaria parasites are defi-
cient in de novo synthesis of vitamin B1. Gene identifiers correspond to P. falciparum genes (bold) and their
P. vivax and P. knowlesi orthologs (below). PFL1920c has a predicted but severely truncated ortholog in
P. yoelii (PY04023). Figure based on pathway shown in the Malaria Parasite Metabolic Pathways (MPMP)
database [151].
a highly conserved putative IMP-specific 5′-nucleotidase (PFL0305c) that is involved in
purine metabolism, an apicoplast phosphatidic acid phosphatase (MAL8P1.202) catalyz-
ing the production of diacylglycerol as part of the dolichol metabolism [151], as well as
two enzymes previously described as absent in rodent malaria parasites, including phos-
phoethanolamine N-methyltransferase (MAL13P1.214) that plays a role in phospholipid
metabolism [153], and Jumonji domain containing protein (MAL8P1.111) serving as one of
two functionally distinct P. falciparum histone lysine demethylases [154]. Other function-
ally annotated proteins conserved in primate malaria parasites but absent in rodent malaria
parasites include a putative nucleoside transporter (PF14_0662), a putative acyl-CoA N-
acyltransferase (PFI1220w) specifically up-regulated in gametocytes and sporozoites [155],
and a putative Ca++ chelating serine protease (MAL7P1.339). Taken together, the three
primate parasites infectious to humans maintain a limited but conserved subset of genes
that is absent in rodent malaria parasites, pointing towards new candidate pathogenicity
genes required for parasitizing primate hosts, including humans.
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Figure 2.5: Syntenic orthologs of thiamine biosynthesis genes present in primate but not
rodent parasites.
Each panel shows one of the three P. falciparum thiamine biosynthesis gene on top (gene identifier in bold)
and syntenic genomic regions in P. vivax, P. knowlesi, P. yoelii, P. berghei, and P. chabaudi below. Shaded
areas indicate orthology. Thiamine biosynthesis genes displayed in yellow. Flanking genes and their orthologs
on forward and reverse strand are shown in blue and red, respectively. The three P. falciparum genes are
located on three different chromosomes and in all three cases syntenic orthologs are present in primate but not
rodent parasite genomes. The syntenic P. yoelii ortholog of PFL1920c (PY04023, Panel C) is an exception
that appears to be a truncated gene relic that should be annotated as pseudogene. Orthologs of PFF0683c
and PFF0685c (Panel B) are merged into single genes in P. vivax and P. yoelii and should be split. Images
adapted from PlasmoDB 8.0.
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2.3.3 Synteny analysis of primate parasite genomes
Further comparisons of the genomes of the three primate parasites P. falciparum, P. vivax,
and P. knowlesi were performed using whole-genome synteny analysis. Synteny blocks were
detected with OrthoCluster [86] using the improved gene sets and orthology relationships
predicted by Inparanoid (see ‘Materials and Methods’ on page 76). Because my goal was
to identify parasite-specific genes in syntenic chromosome-internal regions, I focused on the
detection of imperfect synteny blocks (i.e. synteny blocks allowing for minor interruptions)
and non-nested synteny blocks (i.e. synteny blocks not contained within larger synteny
blocks due to one-to-many orthologous relationships) [156]. Note that in the context of
pairwise synteny analysis I refer to genes without predicted ortholog in the other species as
parasite-specific and not species-specific, because some of these genes might have predicted
orthologs in other Plasmodium or non-Plasmodiumspecies.
Between the two human parasites P. falciparum and P. vivax (Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2),
I identified 28 non-nested imperfect synteny blocks with a median size of 144.5 genes (563.7
kb) that collectively cover 90% of protein-coding genes or 85% of the nuclear genome se-
quence. These 28 imperfect synteny blocks include all synteny blocks described previously
[37] as well as two small (∼100 kb) additional imperfect synteny blocks. The first of these
two additional synteny blocks contains 21 genes and is an inversion that maps next to the
subtelomeric regions on P. falciparum chromosome 14 and P. vivax chromosome 12. The
second synteny block contains 23 protein-coding genes in P. falciparum and maps between
chromosome-internal regions of P. falciparum chromosome 7 and P. vivax chromosome 14.
Between P. vivax and P. knowlesi (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2), OrthoCluster identified 16
non-nested imperfect synteny blocks with a median size of 300 genes or 1,376 kb (average of
both genomes), each of them essentially spanning complete chromosomes with two excep-
tions on P. vivax chromosomes 3 and 4. One exception maps to P. knowlesi chromosome
3, which carries a large inversion of its longer (left) arm relative to P. vivax chromosome 3.
This large inversion on P. knowlesi chromosome 3 was unexpected as P. vivax and P. know-
lesi were previously shown to share perfect chromosomal synteny [37]. It is possible that
this inversion is a P. knowlesi assembly artifact in PlasmoDB due to the presence of flanking
sequence gaps in P. knowlesi on both sides of the synteny block and absence of this inversion
from the P. knowlesi genome assembly available at NCBI (accession NC_011904.1). The
second exception is a short terminal imperfect synteny block containing 6 genes (28 kb)
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Figure 2.6: P. falciparum and P. vivax share extensive synteny with hundreds of putative
parasite-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions.
Outer segments depict the 14 nuclear chromosomes of P. falciparum (left semicircle, counter-clockwise) and
P. vivax (right semicircle, clockwise). Each chromosome is assigned a different color. Ribbons indicate the
29 identified imperfect synteny blocks (28 non-nested and 1 nested) colored according to connected P. vivax
chromosomes. Black tick marks underneath chromosomes indicate putative parasite-specific genes located
at synteny gap regions (SGR) and synteny breakpoint regions (SBR) (see inset). Parasite-specific genes in
subtelomeric regions (STRs) not shown. Text labels within chromosomes indicate parasite-specific genes
mentioned in the text, including the newly identified putative MSP3 gene cluster on P. vivax chromosome 6.
Black lines within chromosomes indicate putative centromeres. In both species, chromosome-internal regions
contain hundreds of putative parasite-specific genes (388 in both species). Image created with Circos [157].
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Figure 2.7: P. vivax and P. knowlesi share almost perfect 1-to-1 chromosomal synteny but
also harbor hundreds of putative parasite-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions.
Outer segments depict the 14 nuclear chromosomes of P. vivax (left semicircle, counter-clockwise) and
P. knowlesi (right semicircle, clockwise). Ribbons represent the 20 identified imperfect synteny blocks (both
nested and non-nested) colored according to connected P. vivax chromosomes. Black tick marks underneath
chromosomes indicate putative P. vivax-specific genes (281) and P. knowlesi-specific genes (364) located
at SGRs and SBRs. Parasite-specific genes in subtelomeric regions (STRs) not shown. Text labels within
chromosomes indicate parasite-specific genes mentioned in the text. The inset shows the largest identified
SGR in P. vivax containing 26 RAD genes. Black lines within chromosomes indicate putative centromeres.
Excluding subtelomeres, imperfect synteny blocks span complete chromosomes with only two exceptions
(P. vivax chromosomes 3 and 4), but also contain many putative parasite-specific genes, particularly in
P. knowlesi. Image created with Circos [157].
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Table 2.2: Gene orthology and synteny between P. falciparum and P. vivax as well as between
P. vivax and P. knowlesi.
P. falciparum vs. P. vivax P. vivax vs. P. knowlesi
Total no. of genes† 5,317 5,098 5,098 5,140
Genes with ortholog (%) 4,459 (83.9%) 4,478 (87.8%) 4,726 (92.7%) 4,767 (92.7%)
No. genes one-to-one (%) 4,373 (82.3%) 4,373 (85.8%) 4,610 (90.4%) 4,610 (89.7%)
No. genes one-to-many (%) 29 (0.6%) 8 (0.2%) 20 (0.4%) 23 (0.4%)
No. genes many-to-one (%) 42 (0.8%) 80 (1.6%) 54 (0.1%) 85 (0.2%)
No. genes many-to-many (%) 15 (0.3%) 17 (0.3%) 42 (0.8%) 49 (1.0%)
Avg. PID 1-to-1 orthologs (%)? 53.5 53.5 78 78
Perfect synteny blocks 365 365 309 309
Non-nested synteny blocks 363 363 308 308
Average size in genes/kb 12.0/47.0 12.0/49.0 14.8/61.2 14.8/59.8
Median size in genes/kb 9/33.6 9/34.5 11/41.1 11/40.9
Maximum size in genes/kb 64/248.5 64/267.0 70/268.4 70/264.8
Genes covered (% chr. total) 4,343 (81.7%) 4,352 (85.4%) 4,566 (89.6%) 4,566 (88.8%)
Million bp covered (% chr. total) 17.1 (73.3%) 17.8 (78.7%) 18.8 (83.4%) 18.4 (78.4%)
Nested synteny blocks 2 2 1 1
Average size in genes/kb 2.5/8.3 2/6.7 2.0/5.0 2/4.2
Median size in genes/kb 2.5/8.3 2/6.7 2.0/5.0 2/4.2
Maximum size in genes/kb 3/12.3 2/8.4 2.0/5.0 2/4.2
Imperfect synteny blocks 29 29 20 20
Non-nested synteny blocks 28 28 16 16
Average size in genes/kb 170.3/703.2 172.1/740.1 306.4/1,328.8 315.6/1,423.9
Median size in genes/kb 144.5/563.7 152.0/641.1 302.0/1,284.7 297.5/1,315.9
Maximum size in genes/kb 433/1,773.4 430/1,884.5 691.0/2,971.3 706/3,089.0
Genes covered (% chr. total) 4,769 (89.7%) 4,819 (94.5%) 4,903 (96.2%) 5,050 (98.2%)
Million bp covered (% chr. total) 19.7 (84.6%) 20.7 (91.6%) 21.3 (94.0%) 22.8 (97.0%)
Species-specific genes 365 399 267 358
Non-syntenic orthologs 9 10 27 84
Nested synteny blocks 1 1 4 4
Average size in genes/kb 2/4.4 2/5.0 4/18.2 4/17.0
Median size in genes/kb 2/4.4 2/5.0 3.5/13.4 3.5/12.4
Maximum size in genes/kb 2/4.4 2/5.0 7/41.0 7/38.9
Ortholog groups and synteny blocks were identified with Inparanoid4 and OrthoCluster, respectively. Only
chromosomal contigs considered for synteny analysis. Orthology prediction included genes from all contigs,
chromosomal and non-chromosomal. †Number of protein-coding genes after gene model improvement and
excluding annotated pseudogenes and shorter isoforms. ?Average percent identity of global protein sequence
alignments of all 1-to-1 orthologs computed with ClustalW. Abbreviations: bp. . . pairs; chr. . . chromosome
totals, excluding non-chromosomal contigs; PID. . . percent identity.
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located on the right arm of P. vivax chromosome 4 and mapping to an internal region on
P. knowlesi chromosome 13. Apart from these two exceptions, OrthoCluster synteny blocks
agree with previously published results [37].
Figure 2.8: Different types of non-syntenic regions.
Subtelomeric regions (STR) range from the first gene on a chromosome arm to the first syntenic gene (two
STRs on each chromosome). Synteny breakpoint regions (SBR) are defined as genomic regions between
imperfect synteny blocks, which may or may not contain genes. Synteny gap regions (SGR) are defined
as genomic regions that interrupt synteny within imperfect synteny blocks due to the presence of one or
more parasite-specific genes or non-syntenic orthologs (seven SGRs shown). Shown are two actual imperfect
synteny blocks identified between P. falciparum (chromosome 4) and P. vivax. The syntenic architecture
depicted here (large STRs, few SBRs, many SGRs) is typical for all investigated Plasmodium chromosomes.
To better characterize parasite-specific genes revealed by synteny block analysis, I de-
fine three different types of non-syntenic regions (inset Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.8). A sub-
telomeric region (STR) is defined as the genomic region from the most distal gene on a
chromosome arm to the first syntenic gene that is part of an imperfect synteny block (there
are two such STRs on each chromosome). A synteny breakpoint region (SBR) is defined
as a genomic region between imperfect synteny blocks. A synteny gap region (SGR) is de-
fined as the genomic region that interrupts perfect synteny within imperfect synteny blocks
due to the presence of one or more consecutive non-syntenic genes (defined here either as
parasite-specific genes that do not have a predicted ortholog in the compared species or as
genes that do have a predicted ortholog in the compared species but not syntenic). The
vast majority of confirmed chromosome-internal gene differences are located in small SGRs
and only few in SBRs (Table 2.3). SGRs spread evenly across genomes without obvious bias
towards particular chromosomes or chromosomal domains.
I next examined all chromosome-internal parasite-specific genes (i.e. those located at
SGRs and SBRs) within their syntenic context. The majority of putative parasite-specific
genes were found to be questionable for various reasons, including the presence of positional
orthologs, potential missing genes, sequence gaps, and potential split/merged genes (Fig-
ure 2.9 and Figure 2.10). Most excluded differences corresponded to positional orthologs,
which I define as pairs of syntenic genes that failed to predict as orthologs by Inparanoid but
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Figure 2.9: P. falciparum-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions are enriched with
virulence genes.
Putative parasite-specific genes identified at SGRs and SBRs between P. falciparum (388 genes) and P. vivax
(388 genes) were examined within their syntenic context (upper two diagrams). Differences considered as
non-reliable were excluded from further analysis, including positional orthologs (PO), potential missing genes
(MG), and potential split or merged genes (SM). Confirmed parasite-specific (CPS) genes were examined
for annotated functions (lower two diagrams). P. falciparum-specific genes (lower left diagram) were found
to be enriched (FDR-adjusted p-value < 0.05) for known virulence factors with associated GO biological
processes pathogenesis (GO:0009405), adhesion to host (GO:0044406), cell adhesion (GO:0007155), and
defense response (GO:0006952), suggesting potential virulence-associated functions for the remaining genes
currently not implicated in human virulence.
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Figure 2.10: Human parasites P. falciparum and P. vivax share 13 syntenic orthologs that are
absent in the monkey parasite P. knowlesi.
Putative chromosome-internal parasite-specific genes between the human parasite P. vivax (281 genes) and
the closely related macaque monkey parasite P. knowlesi (364 genes) were examined within their syntenic
context. Slices in white and shades of gray in the upper two diagrams show excluded questionable parasite-
specific genes, including differences due to positional orthologs (PO), potential missing genes (MG), sequence
gaps (SG), and potential split/merged genes (SM). Black slices represent confirmed parasite-specific (CPS)
genes examined for their function. Of the 139 confirmed P. vivax-specific genes, 13 genes (9%, shown in
red and in Table 2.4) have a syntenic ortholog in P. falciparum and thus represent genes present in both
human-infecting parasites but absent in P. knowlesi.
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Table 2.3: Number of parasite-specific genes in non-syntenic regions before (top) and after
(bottom) excluding questionable differences.
P. falciparum vs. P. vivax P. vivax vs. P. knowlesi
P. falciparum P. vivax P. vivax P. knowlesi
Putative parasite-specific genes (%) 1,010 (100%) 1,073 (100%) 848 (100%) 526 (100%)
In synteny gap regions (SGR) 353 (35%) 386 (36%) 274 (32%) 359 (68%)
In synteny breakpoint regions (SBR) 35 (3%) 1 (0%) 7 (1%) 5 (1%)
In subtelomeric regions (STR) 622 (62%) 686 (64%) 567 (67%) 162 (31%)
Excluded questionable differences 271 215 140 142
Positional orthologs 177 177 38 38
Missing genes 72 0 20 77
Split/merged genes 22 38 35 20
Sequence gaps 0 0 47 7
Confirmed (%) 739 (100%) 859 (100%) 711 (100%) 384 (100%)
In synteny gap regions (SGR) 82 (11%) 172 (20%) 137 (19%) 217 (57%)
In synteny breakpoint regions (SBR) 35 (5%) 1 (0%) 7 (1%) 5 (1%)
In subtelomeric regions (STR) 622 (84%) 686 (80%) 567 (80%) 162 (42%)
are likely true orthologs based on conserved chromosomal location, conserved gene struc-
ture and orientation, and limited but significant sequence similarity (see ‘Examination of
chromosome-internal parasite-specific genes within their syntenic context’ on page 79 for
details). Although I excluded positional orthologs in this analysis because I did not strictly
consider them as parasite-specific, I think that positional orthologs are themselves interest-
ing genes for follow-up analysis. Positional orthologs are rapidly evolving and could thus be
linked to interesting pathogenic processes at the parasite-host interface as well, including
host immune evasion.
Excluding questionable differences reduced the number of chromosome-internal parasite-
specific genes significantly: -70% between P. falciparum and P. vivax, and -49% between
P. vivax and P. knowlesi. However, parasite-specific genes remain abundant in chromosome-
internal regions and, in fact, represent a substantial fraction of the total parasite-specific
gene content in each species. In total, syntenic examination confirmed 117 of 388 (30%)
P. falciparum-specific genes and 173 of 388 (45%) P. vivax-specific genes in chromosome-
internal regions between P. falciparum and P. vivax (Figure 2.9). Between P. vivax and
P. knowlesi, 139 of 281 (49%) P. vivax-specific genes and 222 of 364 (61%) P. knowlesi-
specific genes were confirmed (Figure 2.10). Thus, depending on the comparison, SGRs
and SBRs were found to contain 16-58% of the total number of parasite-specific genes in
each species (Table 2.3), representing a considerable amount of the total parasite-specific
gene content in each species. This observation contrasts with the prevalent view that
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chromosome-internal regions of Plasmodium genomes harbour only ‘house-keeping’ genes
with few genome-specific differences. The gene content of these SGRs and SBRs is dis-
cussed in the following sections.
2.3.4 P. falciparum and P. vivax share genes absent in P. knowlesi that
are specifically up-regulated in gametocytes or sporozoites
Although P. vivax is phylogenetically much more closely related to P. knowlesi than to
P. falciparum (Figure 1.2 on page 11), I identified 13 genes that are syntenic orthologs
between P. vivax and P. falciparum but absent from syntenic regions in P. knowlesi (Fig-
ure 2.10, red slice). Indeed, orthologs of those genes were not found anywhere in the
P. knowlesi genome, even after screening P. knowlesi genomic sequences with genBlastG to
account for unannotated genes (see ‘Materials and Methods’ on page 76).
Table 2.4: Genes shared between P. falciparum and P. vivax but absent in P. knowlesi.
PfGene
(PvPID/OG)
Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein
expr.
Additional information
PFI1405c
(44/RODE)
unknown function Min:15h
Max:25h
TZ;
iRBCm
C-terminal TM (InterProScan);
antigenic variation (PlasmoDraft)
MAL8P1.126
(35/ALVE)
serine protease,
putative
Min:10h
Max:35h
oocyst SZ Deg2 chloroplast peptidase
(MEROPS); sole member of clan
PA/family S1; SP
PF14_0454
(23/RODE)
unknown function Min:10h
Max:35h
SZ;TZ;
(el)GC
calponin-like actin-binding;
winged-helix DNA binding; defense
response (PlasmoDraft)
PF11_0460
(19/RODE)
unknown function Min:20h
Max:35h
GC;MZ;
eStages
up-regulated in GC
PFL0170w
(19/RODE)
transporter,
putative
Min:20h
Max:35h
(l)GC; TZ 12 TM; MFS general substrate
transporter
PF11_0361-a
(55/RODE)
unknown function Min:20h
Max:35h
— 6 TM; PQ-loop repeat; SP
PF11_0134
(52/RODE)
unknown function Min:20h
Max:35h
— TM; DUF1704 member (conserved in
many species)
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
PfGene
(PvPID/OG)
Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein
expr.
Additional information
MAL13P1.107
(34/—)
unknown function Min:20h
Max:35h
SZ; (l)GC SP and GPI-anchor; similarity with
neighboring rhoptry protein 2
(PF13_0116)
PFL0360c
(8/—)
unknown function Min:25h
Max:35h
— 3 TM; ZF; divergent Pv positional
ortholog; similar to serine protease
(PlasmoDB)
PF14_0236
(12/—)
unknown function Min:25h
Max:35h
SZ; MZ ZF; divergent Pv positional ortholog;
antigenic variation (PlasmoDraft);
upregul. in GC
PFI1216w
(52/RODE)
telomeric repeat
binding factor 1
— — homeodomain-like; SANT, DNA
binding; MYB-like; EST support
PFA0380w
(10/RODE)
serine/threonine
kinase, putative
— SZ N-terminal TM; divergent Pv
positional ortholog; EST support;
up-regulated in SZ
PF10_0185
(28/RODE)
unknown function — — EST support; up-regulated in GC
Shown are all P. falciparum genes that were found to have a syntenic ortholog in the second human parasite
P. vivax but no identifiable ortholog (neither syntenic nor non-syntenic) in the monkey-infecting parasite
P. knowlesi. Four of these genes (MAL8P1.126, MAL13P1.107, PFL0360c, and PF14_0236) also lack an
identifiable ortholog in the three rodent parasite genomes and are thus potentially unique to parasites endemic
in humans. Genes ordered and grouped by similarity of their P. falciparum IDC expression profile (see legend
Table 2.1). Abbreviations: Pf: P. falciparum; Pv: P. vivax; PvPID: global protein sequence identity with
P. vivax ortholog; OG: closest OrthoMCL DB species out-group with predicted ortholog of this gene; ALVE:
Alveolates; RODE: rodent malaria parasites; iRBCm: infected red blood cell membrane (PIESPs) / Schizont;
SZ: sporozoites; (el)GC: (early/late) gametocytes; TZ: trophozoite; MZ: merozoites; SC: schizont; ZF: zinc
finger domain; TM: predicted transmembrane domain; SP: predicted signal peptide
Table 2.4 shows P. falciparum orthologs of these 13 genes together with their degree of
conservation in P. vivax and gene expression profiles. Three genes (PFA0380w, PF14_0236,
and PF10_0185) show no or only weak expression in the intraerythrocytic developmental
cycle (IDC) and were found to be specifically up-regulated in gametocytes or sporozoites
[155], which is consistent with the possibility that they may play a role in parasite devel-
opment within the mosquito host and hence transmission success between humans. One
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of these three genes (PFA0380w) is annotated as putative serine/threonine kinase. NCBI
BLASTP search with this gene revealed that it is much closer related to its P. vivax or-
tholog (PVX_081395; E=9e-66; PID=54%) than to any P. falciparum paralog (best hit
PF13_0258 (TKL3); E=0.008; PID=48%), suggesting that the presence or absence of this
gene is of functional importance.
Four genes in Table 2.4 (MAL13P1.107, MAL8P1.126, PF14_0236, and PFL0360c)
lack orthologs also in rodent malaria parasites and are thus potentially unique to malaria
parasites endemic in humans. Three of these genes (MAL13P1.107, PF14_0236, and
PFL0360c) show only weak expression in the IDC and two protein products (MAL13P1.107
and PF14_0236) were detected in sporozoites. MAL13P1.107 shows sequence similarity
(BLASTP PID 30, E=2e-33) with the neighboring gene rhoptry protein 2 [158], suggest-
ing a function of this gene during invasion of liver cells by sporozoites. MAL8P1.126 is
annotated as Deg2 chloroplast peptidase and is the sole P. falciparum member of clan PA
[151]. NCBI BLASTP and TBLASTN searches revealed that MAL8P1.126 is conserved
in other Apicomplexan species but not non-human malaria parasites, suggesting functional
gene loss in malaria parasites infecting non-human hosts. It should be emphasized that a
syntenic gene of MAL8P1.126 annotated as DegP-like serine protease 1 precursor is present
in P. knowlesi (PKH_011050) but much shorter (409 aa) with very low sequence similarity
to MAL8P1.126 (global PID 8; BLASTP e=6e-7). Thus PKH_011050 is probably a non-
functional pseudogene. The remaining two putative human malaria parasite-specific genes
(PF14_0236 and PFL0360c) have no annotated function. Both contain a predicted zinc
finger domain and PF14_0236 is predicted to be involved in antigenic variation [159] and
PFL0360c shows similarity to a serine protease [61].
I found indications that P. knowlesi could lack a functional copy of telomeric repeat
binding factor 1 (TRF1). Running GeneWise with TRF1 of P. falciparum (PFI1216w)
against the syntenic region in P. knowlesi reveals only residual protein sequence similarity
(24% global PID), which is well below the degree of conservation found with P. vivax (52%
PID) and probably indicative of recent gene inactivation in P. knowlesi. Both BLASTP
and TBLASTN searches using PFI1216w as query against the complete P. knowlesi genome
revealed the syntenic region of PFI1216w as best hit. Although almost certainly not linked
to parasite transmission success, the potential absence of a fully functional copy of TRF1 in
P. knowlesi is interesting, because it could offer an explanation for the presence of hundreds
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of variant surface antigens and telomeric repeats in chromosome-internal regions of the
P. knowlesi genome (see Discussion on page 75).
Functions of the remaining genes shared by P. falciparum and P. vivax but absent
in P. knowlesi (Table 2.4) remain largely unknown. Notably, the 13 identified genes are
statistically significantly enriched (p=0.0159) for genes whose expression is induced during
the trophozoite stage (20 h post infection) and peaks during the schizont stage (36 h post
infection). It remains to be determined if these genes are therefore also functionally related.
2.3.5 Chromosome-internal P. falciparum-specific genes enriched with
virulence genes
Looking at parasite-specific genes identified between the highly virulent parasite P. falci-
parum and the less virulent human parasite P. vivax, my analysis recovers many known
human virulence genes in P. falciparum (Figure 2.9, bottom left). The largest fraction
(26 genes, 22%) of the 117 chromosome-internal P. falciparum-specific genes is annotated
as chromosome-internal members of the var gene family, the prime virulence factors of
P. falciparum [59]. GO term enrichment analysis with Ontologizer [160] reveals that the
117 P. falciparum-specific genes are statistically significantly enriched for GO biological
processes pathogenesis (GO:0009405; FDR-adjusted p-value=9e-5) and adhesion to host
(GO:0044406; p=0.02), mostly because of the presence of these 26 var genes (Table 2.5 on
the next page). The two second largest subgroups of chromosome-internal P. falciparum-
specific genes are also involved in important pathogenic processes, including nine MSPs and
13 members of the rif /stevor gene family. Enriched GO terms associated with these genes
include cell adhesion (GO:0007155; p=2e-25) and defense response (GO:0006952; p=3e-6).
More generally, I find P. falciparum-specific genes enriched for GO subcellular locations
membrane (GO:0016020; p=4e-10) and host intracellular part (GO:0033646; p=8e-4), indi-
cating enrichment for proteins functioning at the parasite-host interface.
To identify novel candidate genes potentially linked to severe P. falciparum malaria, I re-
moved known virulence genes and retained genes that contain features commonly associated
with human virulence genes, including PEXEL motifs, signal peptides, or transmembrane
domains. In addition, I retained P. falciparum-specific genes predicted to have virulence-
associated functions based on gene co-expression or protein interaction data with known
virulence genes (‘guilt-by-association’ principle) [161, 159].
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Table 2.5: Gene ontology (GO) terms statistically significantly enriched among P. falciparum
non-syntenic genes.
GO ID GO term Adjusted
P-value
GO:0007155 cell adhesion 1.91E-25
GO:0051704 multi-organism process 1.91E-25
GO:0060089 molecular transducer activity 2.20E-25
GO:0050839 cell adhesion molecule binding 1.81E-23
GO:0022610 biological adhesion 1.29E-21
GO:0044421 extracellular region part 1.91E-17
GO:0023046 signaling process 7.53E-16
GO:0050896 response to stimulus 1.60E-15
GO:0005576 extracellular region 3.22E-15
GO:0023052 signaling 5.88E-15
GO:0007165 signal transduction 4.06E-11
GO:0016020 membrane 3.46E-10
GO:0050794 regulation of cellular process 3.26E-08
GO:0051825 adhesion to other organism involved in symbiotic interaction 3.72E-07
GO:0004871 signal transducer activity 7.18E-07
GO:0044425 membrane part 1.21E-06
GO:0020030 infected host cell surface knob 3.11E-06
GO:0006952 defense response 3.25E-06
GO:0050789 regulation of biological process 1.17E-05
GO:0065007 biological regulation 3.19E-05
GO:0051701 interaction with host 5.62E-05
GO:0009405 pathogenesis 9.06E-05
GO:0009607 response to biotic stimulus 2.87E-04
GO:0005515 protein binding 8.44E-04
GO:0033646 host intracellular part 8.44E-04
GO:0043656 intracellular region of host 9.85E-04
GO:0005773 vacuole 0.0068
GO:0031410 cytoplasmic vesicle 0.0068
GO:0008233 peptidase activity 0.0090
GO:0016023 cytoplasmic membrane-bounded vesicle 0.0091
GO:0031982 vesicle 0.0091
GO:0005575 cellular_component 0.0096
GO:0046812 host cell surface binding 0.0096
GO:0020027 hemoglobin metabolic process 0.0217
GO:0044406 adhesion to host 0.0228
GO:0005102 receptor binding 0.0258
GO:0016337 cell-cell adhesion 0.0301
GO:0007157 heterophilic cell-cell adhesion 0.0345
GO:0017110 nucleoside-diphosphatase activity 0.0372
GO:0044218 other organism cell membrane 0.0483
GO:0044279 other organism membrane 0.0483
GO:0042540 hemoglobin catabolic process 0.0490
GO term enrichment analysis performed with Ontologizer [160]. Terms that were significantly enriched
(FDR-adjusted P-value ≤ 0.05) are shown. GO terms sorted by P-value in ascending order.
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Among the resulting 15 genes (Table 2.6) I found two genes with annotated functions,
including a putative apyrase (PF14_0297) and a putative sugar transporter (PFE1455w)
(see ‘Discussion’ on page 70). The remaining 13 genes are of unknown function. Four genes
have predicted human virulence-associated functions based on gene co-expression or protein
interaction data [161, 159], including evasion of host defense (PF07_0107), antigenic vari-
ation (PFA0360c), biological adhesion (PF10_0350), and immune response (PF10_0044).
PlasmoDB annotates another two genes with GO terms cell adhesion (PF13_0071) and im-
mune response (MAL8P1.97), respectively. Eleven genes carry a predicted signal peptide or
transmembrane domain and thus potentially function at the parasite-host interface. One of
them (PF07_0107) carries an additional PEXEL motif and is thus a predicted erythrocyte
surface or exported protein. Looking at RNA-seq expression data for genes with unknown
function, all but two genes (MAL8P1.97 and PF10_0044) have associated expression evi-
dence during the IDC. Two genes (PF07_0107 and PF13_0194) are constitutively expressed
at high levels, one gene peaks at the trophozoite stage (PF10_0350), seven genes peak at the
late trophozoite/early schizont stage, and one gene (PFF0335c) peaks during schizont devel-
opment. Two genes (PF10_0357 and PF10_0342) appear maximally expressed during the
schizont-ring stage transition and co-localize with the MSP3 gene cluster on P. falciparum
chromosome 10, suggesting a function in erythrocyte invasion.
Table 2.6: P. falciparum genes absent in P. vivax with possible role in human virulence.
PfGene (OG) Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein expr. Additional information
PF07_0107
(—)
exported protein,
unknown function
Min:40h
Max:25h
— 2 TM domains; evasion of host
defense (PlasmoDraft, 80%); PX
PF13_0194
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:0h
Max:35h
TZ chr13 MSP7-like gene cluster; SP; 1
TM domain; similar to MSP7-like
PF10_0350
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:15h
Max:25h
— chr10 MSP gene cluster; SP and GPI
anchor; biological adhesion
(PlasmoDraft, 66%)
PF13_0071
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:15h
Max:30h
TZ;SC
RU;SZ
cell adhesion, phosphate transport
(PlasmoDB)
PF13_0192
(—)
conserved,
unknown function
Min:20h
Max:30h
TZ;SC;RU
iRBCm
chr13 MSP7-like gene cluster; 2 TM
domains; NTP activity (PlasmoDraft)
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
PfGene (OG) Product RNA expr.
(IDC)
Protein expr. Additional information
MAL13P1.106
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:15h
Max:30h
(el)GC SP; 1 TM domain; up-regulated in
GC
PF14_0708*
(PLASM)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:20h
Max:35h
eGC;MZ 2 TM domains; up-regulated in GC;
predicted paralog in P. falciparum
(MAL8P1.95)
PF14_0297
(ALVE)
apyrase, putative Min:20h
Max:30h
— predicted signal anchor and 2 TM
domains; converts ATP to AMP;
purine metabolism
PFE1455w
(PROT)
sugar transporter,
putative
Min:20h
Max:35h
— 12 TM domains;
glycoside-pentoside-hexuronide:cation
symporter (GPH) family
PFA0360c
(—)
conserved,
unknown function
Min:25h
Max:30h
— SP; 1 TM domain; antigenic variation
(OPI); up-regulated in GC and SZ
PFF0335c
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:25h
Max:35h
eGC;TZ;MZ
eSC;RU
membrane protein from schizonts;
possible rhoptry/surface protein; SP
PF10_0357
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:20h
Max:0h
— chr10 MSP gene cluster; conserved
RESA domain (CCD: PTZ00341)
PF10_0342
(—)
probable protein,
unknown function
Min:30h
Max:40h
— chr10 MSP gene cluster; SP
MAL8P1.97
(ALVE)
hypothetical
protein
— oocyst SZ 12 TM domains; immune response,
MDR transporter domain
(PlasmoDB); homolog in T. parva
PF10_0044
(—)
hypothetical
protein
— — WD40 repeat-like; full EST support;
immune response (PlasmoDraft,
80%); up-regulated in SZ
Selected subset of identified chromosome-internal genes present in the highly virulent human parasite P. fal-
ciparum but absent in the less virulent human parasite P. vivax. Genes ordered and grouped by similarity
of their IDC expression profile (for legend and abbreviations see Table 2.1). Add. abbreviations: PLASM:
Plasmodium; iRBCm: infected red blood cell membrane (PIESPs) / Schizont; OPI: ontology-based pattern
identification; PX: PEXEL export motif. *PF14_0708 has a predicted OrthoMCL DB ortholog in P. vivax
(PVX_123110), but is present as extra copy in P. falciparum.
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2.3.6 Uncharacterized gene cluster on P. vivax chromosome 6 possibly
involved in erythrocyte invasion
Of the 173 identified P. vivax-specific genes compared to P. falciparum (Figure 2.9, bot-
tom right), the largest group of genes with named gene products contains members of the
previously mentioned rad gene family (39 genes, 23%), followed by MSP3 genes (12, 7%),
and MSP7 genes (3, 2%). Among genes with unannotated function (102 genes, 59%), I
identified an interesting and currently uncharacterized P. vivax gene cluster of hypothetical
proteins likely involved in erythrocyte invasion (Figure 2.11). This gene cluster is found on
P. vivax chromosome 6 (position 815,000 to 842,000) and contains eight single-exon genes
located on the same strand. The syntenic genomic region in P. falciparum maps to the
MSP3 gene cluster on chromosome 10 (position 1,390,000 to 1,444,000), which harbors 13
P. falciparum-specific single-exon genes also located on the same strand. The P. falciparum
gene cluster consists of several known antigens and genes involved in erythrocyte invasion,
including six members of the MSP3 gene family (including MSP6), the glutamate-rich pro-
tein (GLURP) as well as the S-antigen (PF10_0343) and liver stage antigen 1 (PF10_0356).
All but one of these genes (PF10_0343) have no predicted ortholog in P. vivax. It is pos-
sible that the P. vivax genes in the syntenic gene cluster on chromosome 6 have a similar
function as the P. falciparum-specific genes on chromosome 10, which makes them prime
candidate genes involved in erythrocyte invasion and interesting targets for further func-
tional characterization. Three other lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, for all
but one (PVX_110955) of these eight P. vivax genes, top P. falciparum BLASTP hits fall
into the syntenic P. falciparum gene cluster (E-value ≤ 0.05; PID ≥ 28%). Second, all eight
P. vivax genes carry a predicted signal peptide and are thus likely exported proteins. Third,
four P. vivax genes (PVX_110945, PVX_088845, PVX_099900, and PVX_089440) peak
in expression during the schizont-ring stage transition, which is typical for invasion-related
proteins [144].
I identified only few chromosome-internal P. vivax-specific genes absent in both P. fal-
ciparum and P. knowlesi that could explain unique biological features of P. vivax malaria,
in particular the formation of hypnozoites. After excluding questionable open reading
frames, only six candidate genes remained (see ‘Identification of genes unique to P. vivax’
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Figure 2.11: Hypothetical proteins on P. vivax chromosome 6 possibly involved in erythrocyte
invasion.
The upper part of the figure shows a genomic region on P. falciparum chromosome 10 with a cluster of
13 P. falciparum-specific genes, including the S-antigen, liver stage antigen 1 (LSA1), and five members of
the MSP3 gene family, including MSP6. The lower part of the figure shows the syntenic genomic region
on P. vivax chromosome 6 containing a cluster of eight P. vivax hypothetical proteins. Shaded segments
indicate orthology. Genes on the forward strand are shown in blue, genes on the reverse strand shown in
red. Figure adapted from PlasmoDB 8.0.
on page 81). One gene (PVX_099470) has an annotated function and is one of 25 WD do-
main, G-beta repeat domain containing proteins in P. vivax, all of which occur chromosome-
internally. WD-repeat proteins are a large family of proteins found in all eukaryotes and
are implicated in a variety of functions, ranging from signal transduction and transcription
regulation to cell cycle control and apoptosis. Using PVX_099470 as query, GeneWise pre-
dicts a severely truncated syntenic pseudogene in P. knowlesi with high identity (56% PID),
suggesting recent gene inactivation in P. knowlesi. The other five genes have unknown func-
tions. Four genes (PVX_089770, PVX_097730, PVX_110945, and PVX_082710) localize
to chromosome-internal RAD, MSP3 (chromosome 10), MSP3 (chromosome 6, putative),
and MSP7 gene clusters, respectively, and are thus possibly functionally related to these
gene families. The remaining gene (PVX_003710) is a 154 aa single-exon gene with EST
expression evidence but of unknown function.
2.4 Discussion
In this study, I compared the genomes of six Plasmodium species and proposed several
chromosome-internal genes as new candidate genes underlying medically important pheno-
typic differences, including human pathogenicity, human-mosquito-human transmissibility,
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and human virulence. Previous studies have shown that important molecular processes at
the parasite-host interface, including cytoadherence [59, 41], immune evasion [128], and ery-
throcyte invasion [142], are typically mediated by species- or species subset-specific genes
and that these genes cluster at subtelomeric regions of chromosomes. I hypothesized that
parasites infecting humans harbor additional species- or species subset-specific genes in
chromosome-internal regions that control pathogenicity and virulence towards humans. Al-
though I assume parasite virulence and pathogenicity to be primarily the result of gene gain
or retention, another possibility (which is not further explored here) is that some virulence
and pathogenicity is the consequence of adaptive gene loss, as observed in bacteria [162].
With respect to synteny block analysis, I confirm previous findings that the genomes
of P. falciparum and P. vivax as well as of P. vivax and P. knowlesi are highly syntenic
except at subtelomeric regions [37, 40, 119]. OrthoCluster synteny blocks agree well with
previous results apart from the above mentioned exceptions. Comparing OrthoCluster re-
sults to synteny relationships provided in PlasmoDB 7.1, I found only minor differences
(data not shown). Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 nicely illustrate that synteny blocks generally
span large portions of chromosomes (excluding subtelomeric regions) and frequently map
between non-homologous chromosomes, suggesting only few and predominantly large inter-
chromosomal rearrangements occurred since divergence from a common ancestor. P. vivax
and P. knowlesi exhibit a particularly striking degree of synteny with almost perfect one-
to-one correspondence at the chromosome level (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2), reflecting their
closer evolutionary relationship (Figure 1.2 on page 11).
Interestingly, small synteny blocks are extremely rare, suggesting an almost complete
absence of small chromosomal rearrangements in Plasmodium genomes. I identified only
three synteny blocks with ten or less genes (one of them nested) between P. falciparum
and P. vivax and five (four nested) between P. vivax and P. knowlesi. This is in stark
contrast to other single-cellular eukaryotes like yeast where small rearrangements are preva-
lent in gene order evolution [163]. My synteny analysis further reveals that 99.8% of the
3,305 P. falciparum genes with predicted orthologs in P. vivax have this ortholog posi-
tionally conserved. The cause of this apparent gene order stasis in Plasmodium genome
evolution remains unknown, but could be a consequence of increased genome stability due
to the lack of transposable elements [41]. Alternatively, Plasmodium parasites could have
problems repairing DNA double-strand breaks because Plasmodium species seem to lack a
non-homologous end-joining pathway [41]. Without an efficient repair mechanism, genomic
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insults like double-strand breaks could be strongly selected against in the haploidic stages
of the Plasmodium life cycle.
Comparing primate with rodent Plasmodium species, I identified 16 genes that are well
conserved in the three primate parasites causing human disease but are not found in rodent
parasites. This raises the possibility that some of these genes are important determinants of
primate (and thus human) pathogenicity (Table 2.1). Most of these 16 genes (9 genes) have
predicted OrthoMCL DB orthologs in other Alveolate species (Table 2.1), suggesting gene
loss in rodent malaria parasites as predominant evolutionary event driving these species-
specific differences. Moreover, the fact that the identified primate parasite-specific genes are
conserved within and beyond phylogenetically diverse Plasmodium species strongly argues
in favor of functional gene loss as compared to a chance event of no functional consequence.
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that these 16 genes are indeed absent in rodent malaria
parasite genomes. First, none of these genes has a predicted Inparanoid or OrthoMCL DB
ortholog (neither syntenic nor non-syntenic) in any of the three closely related rodent malaria
parasite genomes. Second, screening complete genomic sequences (including the nearly
complete chromosome-level assemblies of P. chabaudi and P. berghei available at PlasmoDB
7.1) with genBlastG did not identify these genes in any of the three rodent malaria parasite
genomes. If these genes were present in rodent malaria genome assemblies but mis- or
unannotated, then I would expect genBlastG to find them, because all 16 P. falciparum
genes are well conserved in P. vivax and P. knowlesi, which have a similar phylogenetic
distance to P. falciparum as the three rodent parasites. Finally, syntenic genomic regions
as determined by flanking orthologs are present in latest chromosome-level assemblies of
P. berghei and P. chabaudi and are assembled without gaps, making it less likely that
these genes are absent in rodent parasite genomes due to incomplete genome sequences or
assemblies. In some cases as shown in Figure 2.5 on page 53, I even find evidence of residual
sequence similarity in syntenic regions, which is best explained by (recent) gene loss in
rodent malaria parasites. Thus, my bioinformatics analysis strongly suggests that these 16
genes are not present in rodent malaria parasite genomes, but ultimate proof will require
confirmation from experimental studies.
Among the 16 genes specific to parasites infecting primates were several metabolic en-
zymes, including three key enzymes of the thiamine (vitamin B1) biosynthesis pathway
(Table 2.1 on page 49). This pathway has been proposed as attractive antimalarial drug
target because of its absence in human hosts [162, 164]. My analysis suggests that primate
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but not rodent malaria parasites synthesize thiamine de novo and that rodent malaria par-
asites depend entirely on thiamine uptake from vertebrate and invertebrate hosts. Indeed,
studies have shown that rodent malaria parasites have greatly impaired erythrocytic mul-
tiplication rates if thiamine is deliberately eliminated from the host [52]. Why particularly
primate parasites engage in thiamine biosynthesis is an interesting question. One possibility
is that, in primate hosts, thiamine salvage is not efficient enough to provide the parasite
with the necessary amounts of this essential co-enzyme. A more speculative alternative
is that thiamine production by the parasite provides the host with this essential enzyme
during times when it is only insufficiently available in the host’s diet. Interestingly, for all
three P. falciparum thiamine enzymes, top BLASTP hits outside Plasmodium are found in
bacteria, including Clostridium spp. as top hits in two of three cases (data not shown). In
Clostridium ljungdahlii, the three enzymes are located next to each other on the same strand
and thus form a potential operon, compatible with the possibility that, in the common an-
cestor of Plasmodium parasites, thiamine biosynthesis genes were horizontally acquired from
bacteria in a single event (probably from the mitochondrial or apicoplast genome) and sub-
sequently lost in the common ancestor of rodent malaria parasites. Alternatively, thiamine
biosynthesis genes could have been horizontally acquired only by primate-infecting parasite
species from non-endosymbiotic bacteria, but this possibility is less likely given the general
rarity of horizontal gene transfer in eukaryotes and the fact that traces of those genes are
found in syntenic genomic regions of rodent parasite genomes (Figure 2.5C).
Comparing the two human parasites P. falciparum and P. vivax with the monkey para-
site P. knowlesi, I identified 13 P. vivax genes that have a syntenic ortholog in P. falciparum
but no predicted ortholog (neither syntenic nor non-syntenic) in P. knowlesi (Table 2.4 on
page 62). The presence of such genes was unexpected because phylogenetically P. vivax is
much more closely related to P. knowlesi than to P. falciparum (Figure 1.2 on page 11).
Unlike P. falciparum and P. vivax, P. knowlesi malaria in humans is not endemic in larger
parts of the human population and is geographically restricted to forested areas in Malaysian
Borneo and peninsular Malaysia [165, 5]. This is most likely because P. knowlesi vectors
(Anopheles mosquitoes of the Leucosphyrus group) are forest mosquitoes only occasion-
ally present in open areas [166] and because of P. knowlesi’s known inability to develop
in other, more anthropophilic Anopheles species [52]. I therefore hypothesize that these 13
genes shared by P. falciparum and P. vivax but absent in P. knowlesi may include genes
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that permit the entry and survival of parasites in anthropophilic mosquito vectors. Consis-
tent with this possibility, three of the 13 genes (PF14_0236, PFA0380w, and PF10_0185)
show only weak expression during the IDC and are specifically up-regulated in sporozoites
or gametocytes. Notably, four of the identified 13 genes lack orthologs also in rodent malaria
parasites and thus could mediate functions specifically required to parasitize humans. The
remaining nine genes have predicted orthologs in rodent malaria parasites and thus likely
represent cases of gene loss in P. knowlesi. Further experimental characterization of these
13 genes is required to confirm a potential role in human transmission success, for example
by gene knock-out experiments in P. falciparum followed by close examination of changes
in sporozoite production and transmission success rates using anthropophilic mosquito vec-
tors. Eventually, these studies may lead to the development of new transmission blocking
strategies or to new ideas how future host switches from monkey to human can be pre-
vented. If the ambitious goal of malaria eradication is to be taken seriously [167], a better
understanding of molecular factors contributing to the parasite’s ability to complete its life
cycle in anthropophilic insect vectors is indispensable.
Comparing the highly virulent human parasite P. falciparum with the less virulent hu-
man parasite P. vivax, I identified 117 chromosome-internal P. falciparum-specific genes,
many of which have known virulence-associated functions (Figure 2.9 on page 59). Subtract-
ing genes with known virulence-associated functions, I identified a subset of 15 genes that I
proposed as novel candidate genes potentially linked to severe human malaria (Table 2.6 on
page 67). Because most of these 15 genes are of unknown function and lack also identifiable
orthologs in other species [168], experimental analysis in P. falciparum will be required to
elucidate their function and to confirm an association with human virulence. The two genes
with annotated functions warrant further discussion. The first gene (PF14_0297) is anno-
tated as apyrase, which is a membrane-bound enzyme converting ATP to AMP. Apyrases
are involved in purine metabolism [151] and, in mosquitoes, are expressed in salivary glands
to inhibit blood clotting [169]. The presence of apyrase in P. falciparum but not in any other
Plasmodium parasite (best NCBI BLASTP hit was found in the human apicomplexan para-
site Toxoplasma gondii) points towards an increased requirement of this enzymatic function
in P. falciparum. Apyrase has been proposed as possible target for antimicrobial therapies
[170], but my finding suggests that its use as antimalarial drug target would be restricted
to P. falciparum malaria. The second gene with annotated function (PFE1455w) is a puta-
tive Na+- or H+-driven sugar symporter of the GPH family [171] and one of currently six
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genes annotated with sugar transmembrane transporter activity in P. falciparum (GeneDB;
GO:0051119). NCBI BLASTP and TBLASTN searches reveal homologs of PFE1455w in T.
gondii (TGME49_026020) and Neospora caninum (NCLIV_046810) but not in any other
Plasmodium species. Host-derived sugars are an essential nutrient of malaria parasites for
intraerythrocytic development [172]. In the absence of gluconeogenesis in malaria parasites
[41] additional sugar transporters in the membrane of infected erythrocytes likely allow for
more efficient glucose uptake from the blood and thus for faster parasite growth, which can
be seen as an adaption towards increased virulence of P. falciparum.
Several biological features distinguish P. vivax from other Plasmodium species, includ-
ing preference for reticulocytes and its ability to develop dormant hypnozoite forms in the
liver that can cause relapses months or even years after primary infection. I hypothesized
that genes present in P. vivax but absent in the other sequenced Plasmodium species are
candidate genes underlying reticulocyte invasion and hypnozoite formation. I identified
a currently uncharacterized chromosome-internal gene cluster on P. vivax chromosome 6
containing several P. vivax-specific genes putatively involved in erythrocyte invasion (Fig-
ure 2.11). Based on synteny, this gene cluster likely encodes for MSPs, including the cur-
rently missing P. vivax ortholog of P. falciparum MSP6 [37]. I expect that further experi-
mental characterization of this gene cluster will result in new insights into P. vivax-specific
adaptations of erythrocyte invasion, but such studies probably have to await an improved
long-term blood culture system for P. vivax. In contrast, my search for P. vivax-specific
genes potentially linked to hypnozoite formation was largely unsuccessful, suggesting that
hypnozoite formation has its roots in regulatory differences and is not primarily associated
with protein-coding genes unique to P. vivax.
One peculiarity of the P. knowlesi genome is that it has hundreds surface antigens
spread all over its genome [38], which I noticed also in my analysis (Figure 2.10, lower
right). How P. knowlesi mobilized its once subtelomeric surface antigens and inserted them
into chromosome-internal regions is an intriguing question, especially because this must
have happened rather recently after the divergence from the common ancestor with P. vi-
vax and because transposable elements that could have facilitated rapid gene dispersal have
not been identified in Plasmodium genomes [41]. My finding that P. knowlesi might lack
a fully functional copy of TRF1 could provide a possible explanation for this phenomenon.
In mammalian cells, telomeric repeat binding factors play a pivotal role in protection and
maintenance of telomeres [173]. Partial or complete loss of function of telomere repeat
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binding factor 1 in P. knowlesi could cause telomere instability, resulting in frequent DNA
breakage events near telomeres whose subsequent repair causes broken subtelomeric frag-
ments to be randomly inserted into the P. knowlesi genome. Such a mechanism would also
explain why P. knowlesi harbors telomeric repeat sequences in chromosome-internal regions
[38]. Further experimental work can now test this hypothesis and, if confirmed, investigate
the important question if the loss-of-function allele of PFI1216w is a fixed wild type allele
in the P. knowlesi population or a recently introduced mutation, perhaps only present in
the sequenced laboratory strain of P. knowlesi.
2.5 Materials and Methods
2.5.1 Genome sequences and gene models
Published chromosome-level assemblies for P. falciparum, P. vivax, and P. knowlesi were
downloaded from PlasmoDB version 7.0 [61] (http://plasmodb.org). P. chabaudi and
P. berghei chromosome-level assemblies were available but unpublished. Therefore, older
contig-level assemblies from PlasmoDB version 5.5 were used for genome-wide comparisons.
The P. yoelii contig-level assembly was also downloaded from PlasmoDB 5.5. Annotated
gene models (GFF3 format) were downloaded from PlasmoDB 7.0 (P. falciparum, P. vivax,
and P. knowlesi) and PlasmoDB 5.5 (P. yoelii, P. chabaudi, and P. berghei). If a gene had
multiple isoforms, only longest isoforms (= longest protein sequence) were kept.
2.5.2 Homology-based gene model improvement of P. vivax and P. know-
lesi
Missing or incorrectly annotated gene models cause overestimates of genetic differences and,
important for this study, false species-specific genes. I therefore repaired the more obvious
defects in P. vivax and P. knowlesi gene model annotations before genome comparisons.
Using two homology-based gene predictors, including our own program genBlastG [148]
and the widely used and well established program GeneWise [147], an automated pipeline
for genome-wide gene model improvement was implemented. Briefly, protein sequences
of all protein-coding P. falciparum genes (5,317 genes, excluding pseudogenes and shorter
isoforms) were used as query to run both genBlastG and GeneWise against P. vivax and
P. knowlesi genomes. To ensure the quality of predicted gene models, only predictions
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that encoded for protein sequences with high global sequence identity (PID ≥ 60) with the
query gene were kept. If multiple predictions overlapped by more than 5% of their coding
exons, only the predicted gene with the highest protein sequence PID was kept (filtration
step). I use global PID as a measure of sequence conservation because it better captures
global similarity between two proteins as compared to for example the BLAST E-value,
which measures local sequence similarity and is more prone to various biases, including
sequence composition. In a subsequent merging step, predicted and existing gene models
were merged into a hybrid gene set, retaining predictions that (a) did not overlap with
existing gene models or (b) showed a PID improvement of at least 5% over overlapping
existing gene models. As in the filtration step, existing and predicted gene modes were
considered as overlapping if more than 5% of their coding exons overlapped. The hybrid
gene set served as basis for all subsequent comparisons.
2.5.3 Identification of genes specific to primate-infecting species
Because PlasmoDB 7.0 chromosome-level assemblies for rodent malaria parasites have not
yet been published, I used older, contig-level assemblies from PlasmoDB version 5.5. The use
of contig-level assemblies for comparison necessitated a synteny-independent, BLAST-based
approach for the initial genome-wide screening for primate parasite-specific genes. Briefly,
complete proteomes of P. falciparum (5,317 proteins), P. vivax (5,156), P. knowlesi (5,143),
and P. yoelii (7,802) were used as query to run both NCBI BLASTP (version 2.2.21) [174]
and genBlastG (version 1.28) [148] against the other five proteomes and genomes, respec-
tively (including P. berghei and P. chabaudi). Top hits of both BLASTP and genBlastG
were used to compute global PIDs with the query protein using ClustalW (version 1.83;
BLOSUM62; default parameters) [175]. If the best BLASTP hit was different from the
predicted Inparanoid ortholog then the global PID was also computed between query and
Inparanoid ortholog. A query protein was considered as conserved in another genome if
the maximum of these three PIDs (BLASTp hit, genBlastG prediction, and Inparanoid or-
tholog) was ≥ 40, and as absent if the maximum PID was ≤ 15. In particular, P. falciparum
genes were considered primate parasite-specific if conserved in P. vivax and P. knowlesi but
not in P. berghei, P. chabaudi, and P. yoelii. The rather conservative margin between high
and low PID (25 percent points) was chosen to exclude insignificant PID differences due
to fluctuating protein sequence conservation levels or imperfect gene models. Summarized
results of this first initial screening are shown in Figure 2.3 on page 49. In a second step,
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P. falciparum orthologs of the 30 putative primate parasite-specific genes were inspected
using the newer chromosome-level assemblies of P. chabaudi and P. berghei available at
PlasmoDB 7.1. I only kept P. falciparum genes for which (a) genBlastG failed to annotate
a gene with a minimum global PID of 15 also in the newer assemblies of these genomes
and (b) no gene was present at the expected syntenic region as defined by the position of
flanking syntenic orthologs. Sixteen out of the initial 30 genes fulfilled these two criteria
and are shown in Table 2.1 on page 49.
The two-step process of first screening for putative primate parasite-specific genes against
PlasmoDB 5.5 versions of rodent malaria parasite genomes and then verifying the absence
of candidate genes in PlasmoDB 7.1 was chosen because, in agreement with pre-publication
data use policies, genome-scale comparisons had to be restricted to officially published
Plasmodium genomes. Furthermore, I made no efforts to improve rodent parasite gene
models based on the older PlasmoDB 5.5 genome assemblies, because greatly improved
P. chabaudi and P. berghei gene models became available with PlasmoDB version 7.0. It
should be emphasized, however, that using the older PlasmoDB 5.5 rodent parasite genome
sequences and gene models in the initial screening step did not affect final results, because
all candidate genes from Table 2.1 on page 49 were verified as absent also in PlasmoDB 7.1.
2.5.4 Orthology prediction and synteny block detection
I used OrthoCluster [86] (executable from Dec 17, 2007, downloaded from http://genome.
sfu.ca/cgi-bin/orthoclusterdb/download), a program recently developed in my lab, for
the gene-based identification of synteny blocks. As input OrthoCluster was provided with
genome coordinates of protein-coding genes as well as with gene orthology relationships
predicted by Inparanoid (version 4) [78]. Synteny blocks (both perfect and imperfect) were
required to contain at least two pairs of orthologous genes, irrespective of genomic distance
but constrained by the amount of allowed intervening genes: for perfect synteny blocks, I did
not allow for any interruptions. For imperfect synteny blocks, I allowed for ≤ 40% out-map
mismatches (i.e. genes without predicted orthologs in the other genome) and ≤ 10% in-map
mismatches (i.e. genes with, but non-syntenic orthologs in the other genome). These two
thresholds were chosen after observing that further increasing the percentages did not result
in larger imperfect synteny blocks (Figure 2.12 on the following page). OrthoCluster was
further run with the -rs parameter, which instructs OrthoCluster to report all genes not
perfectly preserved in order and strandedness as mismatches. This allowed me to localize
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all genes for which synteny was not perfectly conserved and to examine the nature of those
differences in detail. Synteny analysis was performed only on the 14 nuclear chromosomes
excluding mitochondrial and apicoplast genomes. Imperfect synteny blocks were visualized
using Circos (version 0.52) [157]. Orthology prediction and synteny analysis was performed
using my homology-improved gene models from the hybrid gene set.
Figure 2.12: Influence of OrthoCluster -ip and -op parameters on the number of identified
imperfect synteny blocks between P. falciparum and P. vivax.
The graph shows the number of identified imperfect synteny blocks between P. falciparum and P. vivax
as a function of allowed in-map mismatches (-ip parameter) and out-map mismatches (-op parameter).
After allowing for 10% in-map mismatches and 40% out-map mismatches the number of identified synteny
blocks reaches a plateau and does not decrease further. Similar results were observed between P. vivax and
P. knowlesi (data not shown).
2.5.5 Examination of chromosome-internal parasite-specific genes within
their syntenic context
To separate questionable differences from likely true genetic differences, I examined all
parasite-specific genes in SGRs and SBRs. SGRs were examined in an automated manner
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using custom Perl scripts. The few SBRs were trickier to deal with due to ambiguous map-
ping locations in the other genome and were thus examined manually. Briefly, automated
BLASTP and GeneWise homology searches were combined with manual visual inspections
of non-syntenic regions in a genome browser. Non-random BLASTP sequence similarity
(E ≤ 1e-4 and PID ≥ 20) between two ‘syntenic’ parasite-specific genes of which both are
flanked by syntenic orthologs was interpreted as evidence of likely orthologous genes missed
by Inparanoid. I refer to these genes as positional orthologs. Furthermore, non-random
GeneWise alignments (bit-score ≥ 40) generated in syntenic regions using the putative
parasite-specific gene as query are indicative of potentially split/merged genes or missing
genes, depending on whether or not alignments overlap with existing gene models. Albeit
due to limited sequence similarity GeneWise gene models produced in this step are not en-
tirely reliable, I kept their protein translations for downstream proteomics analyses. Gene
structures (gene length, location, number of exons) were also visually examined to validate
putative orthologs. I further excluded putative parasite-specific genes for which sequence
gaps were present in syntenic regions of the respective other genome, because in this case
one cannot reliably exclude the possibility that a syntenic ortholog is present but currently
missing from the assembly.
2.5.6 Identification of genes specific to human-endemic species
Genes shared by P. falciparum and P. vivax but absent in P. knowlesi (Figure 2.10 on
page 60 and Table 2.4 on page 62) were identified by taking all confirmed P. vivax-specific
genes absent in P. knowlesi (Figure 2.10) and then excluding all genes without predicted
ortholog in P. falciparum, considering both Inparanoid orthologs and recovered positional
orthologs. In addition, I queried OrthoMCL DB [168] for the presence of orthologs of
putative human parasite-specific genes in other species than P. falciparum and P. vivax. As a
last step, I ran genBlastG with remaining P. falciparum genes against the entire P. knowlesi
genome and retained only those candidates that either (a) did not produce a gene model
with at least 15% PID and 80% query coverage or (b) produced such a gene model but
it overlapped with a P. knowlesi gene that had a different Inparanoid-predicted ortholog
in P. falciparum. The resulting gene list is shown in Table 2.4. Additional information
shown in Table 2.4 is a compilation of data obtained from searching online databases with
P. falciparum gene names and sequences, including PlasmoDB 7.1 [61], GeneDB [176],
InterPro [149], and NCBI nucleotide and protein archives.
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2.5.7 Identification of P. falciparum-specific genes
Starting with all genes in Figure 2.9 on page 59 (bottom left diagram) categorized as ‘other,
annotated function’ (15 genes) and ‘(conserved or hypothetical) protein, unknown func-
tion’ (42 genes), I excluded genes representing chromosome-internal members of previously
described (subtelomeric) gene families (7 genes), genes part of gene families with known
members in P. vivax (6 genes), genes without expression evidence or questionable open
reading frames (9 genes), and genes where visual re-examination revealed the presence of
a potential positional ortholog in P. vivax that did not meet my similarity threshold for
automatic detection (BLASTP E-value < 1e-04; PID ≥ 20). Of the remaining genes I only
retained those with potential virulence-associated functions as predicted by (a) the pres-
ence of a PEXEL motif, a signal peptide, or a transmembrane domain, or (b) PlasmoDraft
[159] or OPI [161]. I further queried OrthoMCL DB [168] for predicted orthologs in other
species. One gene (PF14_0708) was found to have a predicted ortholog in P. vivax, but
was nevertheless retained in the final list because this gene is present as an extra copy in
P. falciparum (i.e. two genes in P. falciparum and one in P. vivax). As a last step, I ran
genBlastG with all remaining P. falciparum genes against the entire P. vivax genome and
retained only those candidates that either (a) did not produce a gene model with at least
15% PID and 80% query coverage or (b) produced such a gene model but it overlapped with
a P. vivax gene that had a different Inparanoid-predicted ortholog in P. falciparum. The
resulting gene list is shown in Table 2.6 on page 67. As before, the additional information
shown in Table 2.6 is a compilation of data obtained from searching online databases with
P. falciparum gene names and sequences, including PlasmoDB 7.1, GeneDB, InterPro, and
NCBI nucleotide and protein archives.
2.5.8 Identification of genes unique to P. vivax
To identify genes exclusively present in P. vivax, I overlapped the two P. vivax-specific gene
sets of Figure 2.9 on page 59 and Figure 2.10 on page 60, which resulted in 81 P. vivax-
specific genes absent in both P. falciparum and P. knowlesi. I then excluded genes with
named gene products (RAD, MSP7, MSP3, SERA), which resulted in 38 chromosome-
internal P. vivax-specific genes encoding for hypothetical proteins of unknown function.
Because median length of encoded protein sequences was short (116 aa), I suspected many
false-positive gene predictions among those genes. I therefore further excluded all genes with
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one or more of the following characteristics: short open reading frames (< 100 aa); EST
evidence conflicting with the current gene model; coding sequence consisting mostly of low
complexity regions or repeat sequences; and presence of an overlapping gene on the opposite
strand. Excluding these low-confidence ORFs and two other hypothetical genes located near
subtelomeric regions resulted in five genes with a likely genuine ORF in chromosome-internal
regions.
2.5.9 Compositional bias of Plasmodium genomes
Some Plasmodium genomes, including P. falciparum and the three rodent malaria parasite
genomes, are exceptionally AT rich, with AT contents approaching 80%. This compositional
bias represents a potential problem for genome and protein sequence analyses, because it can
distort sequence database search statistics and scoring. To handle this technical difficulty,
I used BLAST version (v2.2.21) throughout this analysis, which corrects for compositional
bias by default (-C2 parameter). genBlastG searches were also performed using BLAST
v2.2.21 with the -C2 option turned on. Furthermore, for genBlastG-based gene model im-
provement and gene conservation analysis, I did not rely on reported BLAST E-values but
on percent identity (PID) values of full-length protein sequence alignments computed with
ClustalW [175] as a measure of sequence conservation. I used rather stringent PID cutoff
values (60% for improving gene models and 40% for looking for conserved genes in primate
parasites), expecting that this strategy is less sensitive to compositional bias than using
E-values. For Inparanoid ortholog predictions I also used BLAST v.2.2.21 with the -C2
parameter turned on. Interestingly, I observed that compared to older BLAST versions,
which do not account for compositional bias, this dramatically reduced the number of re-
ported HSPs within the P. falciparum genome and resulted in a few dozen orthologous
pairs less predicted between P. falciparum and the other Plasmodium genomes (data not
shown). In other words, the adjustment for compositional bias resulted in a somewhat
reduced sensitivity of Inparanoid. However, I was able to recover these false-negative or-
thologs as positional orthologs through my subsequent synteny analysis (see ‘Examination
of chromosome-internal parasite-specific genes within their syntenic context’ on page 79)
and excluded them from my list of putative parasite-specific genes.
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3.1 Abstract
Correct classification of genes into gene families is important for understanding gene function
and evolution. Although gene families of many species have been resolved both computa-
tionally and experimentally with high accuracy, gene family classification in most newly
sequenced genomes has not been done with the same high standard. This project has been
designed to develop a strategy to effectively and accurately classify gene families across
genomes.
I first examine and compare the performance of computer programs developed for auto-
mated gene family classification. I demonstrate that some programs, including the hierar-
chical average-linkage clustering algorithm MC-UPGMA and the popular Markov clustering
algorithm TRIBE-MCL , can reconstruct manual curation of gene families accurately. How-
ever, their performance is highly sensitive to parameter setting, i.e. different gene families
require different program parameters for correct resolution. To circumvent this problem, I
propose a comparative strategy for gene family classification. This strategy uses established
gene families from well-studied genomes as reference to find suitable parameters for classify-
ing the same gene families in less-studied related genomes. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of this novel strategy, I use TRIBE-MCL to classify chemosensory and ABC transporter
gene families in C. elegans and its four sequenced sister species.
I conclude that fully automated programs can establish biologically accurate gene fam-
ilies if parameterized accordingly. Comparative gene family classification finds optimal pa-
rameters automatically, thus giving rapid insights into gene families of newly sequenced
species.
3.2 Introduction
There are more than 20,000 protein-coding genes in a typical metazoan genome [178]. Al-
though genes differ in sequence, size, and functional domains, they can be grouped into
families based on their homology [100]. Genes of the same family usually share similar
sequences, functional domains, and even interacting partners. While some gene families
are more dynamic in evolution and show species-specific gene members, others are more
conserved and found in distantly related species or even across complete kingdoms of life.
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For example, regulatory factor X (RFX) transcription factors can be found in all mam-
malian species and each species has exactly seven RFX genes [179]. In contrast, the srz
chemosensory gene family has different sizes even in closely related Caenorhabditis species
[180].
Gene family classification, i.e. the grouping of genes or proteins into families, often yields
important insights into gene evolution and gene function [181, 182]. Indeed, arguably the
first task biologists do after having cloned a new gene is to examine whether it belongs to a
predefined gene family. Ever since the first protein database was established in the 1970s,
grant efforts have been made to classify proteins into families for insight into their functional
significance. As a result, a large number of gene families, such as the glutamate receptor
family [183], the ABC transporter family [184], and many gene families of the G-protein
coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily [185], have been curated primarily experimentally.
While the accurate definition of gene families is pivotal for their functional studies, it is very
demanding to curate gene families in all sequenced genomes, which often carry similar but
different gene families. Thus, automatic classification of genes into gene families is highly
desirable, which is typically performed using protein sequencing clustering techniques.
Clustering methods can be applied to classify many sequences in short time, in an auto-
mated manner, and most importantly, with reasonable accuracy [186]. Although clustering
programs for gene family classification can perform reasonably well in generating gene fami-
lies, they need to be parameterized for optimal results. For example, in TRIBE-MCL [186],
the most popular program for gene family classification, the inflation value is an important
parameter controlling cluster granularity and thus gene family size. However, how to find
the right inflation value is not intuitively clear. Thus, strategies for using TRIBE-MCL
range from simply using program defaults [187] or arbitrary user-defined values [188] to the
generation of multiple classifications using different parameter values [189] and the use of
parameter values found to be globally optimal with respect to some empirical quality mea-
sure [190]. It is expected that different gene families require different cluster granularities
for correct resolution; consequently, neither of the above strategies ensures the quality of
classified gene families.
In this paper, I first demonstrate how parameters impact the outcome of clustering-based
gene family classification programs, using two sets of highly curated Caenorhabditis elegans
gene families, the chemosensory and the ABC transporter gene families as example. I find
that many programs can indeed achieve very accurate results, but their performance requires
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careful fine-tuning of parameters to both gene families and data set size. I propose a novel
strategy, named comparative gene family classification, which takes advantage of the exist-
ing gene family classification knowledge by automatically calibrating program parameters
on reference gene families from well-studied species to classify genes of the same families
in closely related, newly sequenced species. Finally, the effectiveness of this approach is
demonstrated by classifying chemosensory and ABC transporter genes across all five se-
quenced Caenorhabditis species and some practical guidelines are given to users interested
in trying this approach on their own data set.
3.3 Results
To appreciate the performance of gene family classification programs, I first identified pub-
lished programs for automated sequence-based gene family classification (Table 3.1). In
total, I identified 20 programs, and for 10 of them a stand-alone version of the program
was available. Eight of these 10 stand-alone programs were downloaded from websites
[191, 186, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197] and two were requested from developers [198, 199].
Three programs were excluded from further analysis because (a) they do not scale well
and could not finish the analysis in time (>20 days on one desktop computer) [198], (b)
the program is no longer maintained for newer operating systems (Fedora Core 7, kernel
2.6.23.17-88, gcc 4.1.2) [200], or (c) the program requires a license [193] (see also ‘Search
and selection of gene family classification programs’ on page 106). Thus, the following
seven programs were selected for performance assessment: TRIBE-MCL [186], gSPC [199],
CLUSS [194], FORCE [195], MC-UPGMA [196], HomoClust [192], and BLASTClust [197].
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Table 3.1: Programs used for automated sequence-based gene family classification.
Program Number
citations
Clustering
methodology
Similarity
measure
Distant
homologs
Multi-
domain
Tree
cutting
Large-
scale
Stand-
alone
TRIBE-MCL [186] 1,125 Markov BLAST E-value transitivity implicit n/a yes yes
GeneRAGE [198] 179 single-linkage SW Z-score transitivity explicit n/a no yes
ProtoNet [201, 202] 119 average-linkage BLAST E-value transitivity implicit yes yes no
CluSTr [109] 112 single-linkage SW Z-score transitivity no no yes no
Paccanaro [203] 91 spectral LR probability n/d n/d n/a yes no
Picasso [204] 76 profile align. BLAST E-value trans./profiles explicit n/a no no
ProClust [191, 200] 76 graph-based SW E-value trans./HMMs implicit n/a no yes
Ncut [205] 63 graph-based BLAST E-value transitivity explicit n/a n/d no
SYSTERS [206, 207] 63 single-linkage BLAST E-value transitivity no yes yes no
FORCE [195] 49 graph-based BLAST E-value n/d implicit n/a no yes
Harlow [208] 42 MCL+SL BLAST bitscore transitivity implicit no yes no
gSPC [199] 37 SP BLAST E-value n/d n/d n/a yes yes
MC-UPGMA [196] 35 average-linkage BLAST E-value n/d implicit no yes yes
CLUSS [194] 32 average-linkage shared subseq. n/d implicit yes no yes
BAG [193] 26 graph-based FASTA E-value transitivity implicit n/a n/d yes
SEQOPTICS [192] 23 density-based SW score no implicit n/a no no
CLUGEN [209] 13 average-linkage NN score transitivity implicit no n/d no
JACOP [210] 13 average-linkage shared subseq. no implicit no no no
HomoClust [168] 6 single-linkage BLAST E-value transitivity implicit no yes yes
BLASTClust [197] n/a single-linkage BLAST score transitivity no n/a yes yes
Programs sorted by number of citations as obtained from Google Scholar (http://http://scholar.google.ca/, accessed on January 8, 2013).
Programs are further categorized according to classification methodology, protein sequence similarity measure, and if and how key challenges of
gene family classification are addressed: Distant homologs indicates if and how detection of remote homologs is addressed. Multi-domain indicates
if and how the problem of multi-domain proteins and promiscuous domains is addressed. Tree cutting applies to hierarchical clustering techniques
only and refers to the functionality of automatically cutting the hierarchical tree of nested clusters into a final, distinct set of putative protein
families. Large-scale indicates if larger proteome-scale data sets (>20,000 proteins) can be processed on a desktop computer in reasonable time
(hours but not days). Standalone indicates whether the program is available as stand-alone application and can be installed and run locally on
user-defined data sets. Abbreviations: n/a: not applicable; n/d: not determined; SL: single-linkage; LR: logistic regression; NN: neural network;
SW: Smith-Waterman; MCL: Markov clustering; HMM: hidden Markov model; SP: superparamagnetic.
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Table 3.2: C. elegans chemosensory gene families used as reference classification for perfor-
mance evaluation.
Chemosensory gene family No. genes Avg. CDS length (bp) Reference
sra 34 1,007 [211, 188, 212]
srab 23 998 [213, 212]
srb 16 1,053 [211, 214, 212]
srbc 73 870 [214, 212]
srd 66 977 [211, 214, 212]
sre 53 1,074 [211, 214, 212]
srg 62 951 [211, 214, 212]
srh 223 995 [215, 212]
sri 60 995 [216, 217, 212]
srj 39 1,000 [216, 217, 212]
srm 6 976 [214]
srn 1 1,086 [214]
srr 10 1,193 [214]
srsx 37 930 [214, 212]
srt 66 1,003 [218, 212]
sru 40 986 [214, 212]
srv 32 974 [214, 212]
srw 119 1,084 [214, 212]
srx 106 909 [214, 212]
srxa 17 945 [214, 212]
srz 67 958 [180, 212]
str 193 1,025 [216, 217, 212]
Gene family classification performance was tested using two C. elegans gene families that
have been extensively curated. The first data set comprises the 22 C. elegans chemosensory
gene families (Table 3.2). Chemosensory genes play an important role in the chemosensa-
tion of soil nematodes and constitute the largest known gene superfamily in C. elegans with
about 1,300 putatively functional genes [214]. Chemosensory genes belong to the broader
class of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and share the universal characteristic of a
seven transmembrane domain (7-TM) structure [212]. Chemosensory gene families in C. el-
egans have undergone extensive bioinformatics analysis. Indeed, all chemosensory gene
families in C. elegans have been extensively and manually curated by many groups in the
last decade [211, 216, 215, 217, 188, 213, 180, 214, 218, 212]. Twenty-two different C. elegans
chemosensory gene families have been curated, ranging from the large srh and str families
that comprise about 200 putative functional genes [216, 215] to the single-gene ‘family’ srn
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Table 3.3: C. elegans ABC transporter gene families used as reference classification for per-
formance evaluation.
ABC transporter gene family No. genes Avg. CDS length (bp)
A 7 5,267
B 24 3,225
C 9 4,399
D 5 1,935
E 1 1,833
F 3 1,959
G 9 1,851
H 2 1,916
This data set was derived by mapping the gene names reported in Zhao et al. [219] to the WS180 data set.
[214]. Comparative analysis of chemosensory genes in C. elegans and C. briggsae suggests
that chemosensory genes are very dynamic in evolution and many genes are species-specific.
The second data set consists of the eight C. elegans ABC transporter gene families (Ta-
ble 3.3). In contrast to the actively evolving chemosensory gene families, ABC transporter
gene families are highly conserved and are found in many species. These genes are mostly
involved in substrate transport across membranes. ABC transporters are classified into
eight families (A to H) based on number and order of transmembrane and ATP-binding
domains [220]. In C. elegans, 60 ABC transporter genes have been identified. As with the
chemosensory genes, ABC transporter gene families in C. elegans have undergone extensive
manual curation and can therefore be regarded as a trustworthy reference data set for this
project [220, 219].
3.3.1 Gene family classification programs successfully reconstruct curated
classifications
I tested these seven programs for their ability to reconstruct the curated classification of
both chemosensory and ABC transporter genes. Each program was run with the complete
C. elegans proteome (WS180) as input, which contains 20,140 protein products. Only the
longest isoform for each gene was classified, since different isoforms belong to the same gene
family. To allow for a fair comparison, all programs except CLUSS were provided with an
identical pair-wise protein sequence similarity matrix for clustering. I computed pair-wise
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similarities in an all-vs.-all BLASTP search with an E-value cut-off of 1e-10. CLUSS im-
plements an alignment-independent similarity measure [194] and therefore was run directly
with C. elegans protein sequences as input. To achieve the best performance for each pro-
gram, I systematically tested a range of different program parameters (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ on page 106). The best result was those that gave the maximum overlap with the
reference gene families, measured as the highest weighted average Jaccard index [221] (Fig-
ure 3.1). The Jaccard index accounts for both sensitivity and specificity of a classification
result and was used in previous performance evaluations [222, 168, 196].
Figure 3.1: Classification performance measured as a function of overlap between known and
predicted gene families.
False-positives (FP), true-positives (TP), and false-negatives (FN) refer to number of genes. Genes found in
a predicted cluster but not assigned to a family in the reference classification are counted as false-positives,
thus following a conservative approach and assuming that the reference classification is complete (which
might not be always the case).
For the chemosensory genes, three programs (MC-UPGMA, TRIBE-MCL, and gSPC)
reproduce the manual classification with high quality and clearly outperform other pro-
grams (Figure 3.2). In particular, MC-UPGMA performs best on the chemosensory gene
data set (weighted average Jaccard index = 0.85), followed by TRIBE-MCL (0.84), gSPC
(0.83), FORCE (0.76), HomoClust and BLASTClust (both 0.70). CLUSS performs poorly
on chemosensory genes, with a weighted average Jaccard index of 0.50. For the ABC trans-
porter genes, four programs, HomoClust, MC-UPGMA, TRIBE-MCL, and BLASTClust,
clearly outperform others (Figure 3.3). The best result is achieved by HomoClust, which
groups ABC transporter genes almost perfectly (weighted average Jaccard index 0.99). Ho-
moClust is followed by MC-UPGMA (0.97), TRIBE-MCL (0.93), BLASTClust (0.92), gSPC
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Figure 3.2: Classification performance for each C. elegans chemosensory gene family (A) and
weighted average over all 22 chemosensory gene families (B).
MC-UPGMA shows best performance on average, closely followed by TRIBE-MCL and gSPC. For each
program, the complete C. elegans proteome (WS180, 20,140 proteins) was clustered with different parameters,
and the result with the highest weighted average Jaccard index over all 22 chemosensory gene families is
shown here. Filled circles correspond to adjacent Jaccard indices: full = Jac > 0.75; three-quarter = Jac
> 0.5; half = Jac > 0.25; quarter = Jac > 0.1; empty = Jac ≤ 0.1. Avg refers to the unweighted average
(arithmetic mean) of family-specific performance values, and Weighted Avg refers to averages weighted by
family size. Abbreviations: Sensitivity (Sen); Specificity (Spe); Jaccard index (Jac).
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Figure 3.3: Classification performance for each C. elegans ABC transporter gene family (A)
and weighted-average over all eight ABC transporter gene families (B).
HomoClust performs best in terms of weighted average Jaccard index, closely followed by MC-UPGMA and
TRIBE-MCL. Classification procedure was the same as in Figure 3.2, except that program parameters were
optimized for ABC transporter gene families. Legend and abbreviations as in Figure 3.2.
(0.82), FORCE (0.46), and CLUSS (0.24). Thus, I conclude from this analysis that fully
automated computer programs can fairly faithfully reconstruct most of the curated reference
gene families.
Looking at classification results on chemosensory genes and ABC transporter genes
together, I can see that certain programs tend to outperform others. In particular, MC-
UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL give good results and rank among the top three methods on both
reference sets. For chemosensory genes, MC-UPGMA performs significantly better than
FORCE (p=0.033, one-sided paired t-test), HomoClust (p=0.001), BLASTClust (p=0.001),
and CLUSS (p=2.1e-7). TRIBE-MCL significantly outperforms BLASTClust (p=0.044)
and CLUSS (p=1.5e-6). For ABC transporter genes, both MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL
significantly outperform FORCE (p=0.0048 and 0.02, respectively) and CLUSS (p=5.6e-7
and 7.7e-5, respectively). TRIBE-MCL and MC-UPGMA performance is comparable on
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both data sets (chemosensory genes: p=0.27; ABC transporter genes: p=0.184). Thirteen
chemosensory gene families are grouped equally well by both methods, six (including the
single-gene family srn) are grouped slightly better by MC-UPGMA, and three are grouped
slightly better by TRIBE-MCL (Figure 3.2). Four chemosensory gene families (srg, srj, srv,
and str) remain poorly grouped by both MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL, from which one
gene family (srv) represents a challenge for all evaluated methods due to the low sequence
similarity of its members (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). TRIBE-MCL tends to produce larger
clusters that contain more than one gene family, as is exemplified by the chemosensory
single-gene family srn, which is grouped together with the large srh family. Similarly,
TRIBE-MCL grouped the two ABC transporter gene families G and H together.
Figure 3.4: Heat-map revealing low sequence similarities between srv family members.
The lower-left half of the matrix shows pair-wise sequence similarities determined by BLAST (E-value thresh-
old 10). The upper-right half of the matrix shows pair-wise sequence similarity determined by PSI-BLAST.
Only PSI-BLAST finds sequence similarity among all proteins within that family. Numbers within squares
correspond to −log10(E-value). Dark red indicates high sequence similarity, light red indicates low sequence
similarity. White (empty) squares indicate that no sequence similarity has been reported.
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Figure 3.5: Heat-map showing reduced but significant sequence similarity between str and srj
family members.
Separating str and srj into distinct gene families is challenging for most programs due to significant sequence
similarity between these two gene families. Figure produced with MultiExperiment Viewer [223].
Overall, both MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL can fairly faithfully reconstruct most
chemosensory and ABC transporter gene families. In addition, these two methods per-
form better than others on two very distinct data sets. In the following experiments, I will
use MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL to illustrate the idea that parameter tuning of gene
family classification programs is essential for their performance.
3.3.2 Program parameters need tuning for different gene families
Although MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL nicely reproduce manually curated gene families
from both data sets, quite different parameters were required to achieve optimal perfor-
mance. For chemosensory genes, MC-UPGMA performs best if the cluster hierarchy (the
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tree) is cut at E-value 9.6. TRIBE-MCL achieves optimal results on the same data set with
inflation value 1.2. In contrast, for ABC transporter gene families, the optimal tree cut-off
value for MC-UPGMA is at E-value 1e-14, and the optimal inflation value for TRIBE-MCL
is 2.6.
Figure 3.6: Clustering parameters optimal for chemosensory genes give poor performance on
ABC transporters and vice versa.
The left panel shows classification performance achieved by MC-UPGMA on both chemosensory genes and
ABC transporters if parameters optimal for chemosensory genes (grey bars; tree-cutoff = 9.6) and ABC
transporters (black bars; tree-cutoff = 1e-14) are used. The right panel shows the same for TRIBE-MCL,
with grey bars and black bars corresponding to inflation values of 1.2 and 2.6, respectively. For both programs
performance drops significantly if parameters are optimized on the respective other data set. TRIBE-MCL is
less sensitive to parameter change on the chemosensory gene data set, but shows a similar drop in performance
as MC-UPGMA on the ABC transporter data set.
The performance of both programs deteriorates if we use parameters tuned for one data
set for classifying the respective other (Figure 3.6). The weighted average Jaccard index
for MC-UPGMA drops from 0.85 to 0.42 on chemosensory genes and from 0.97 to 0.31 on
ABC transporter genes. Similarly, TRIBE-MCL performance drops from 0.84 to 0.75 on
chemosensory genes and from 0.93 to 0.31 on ABC transporter genes. Clearly, there is no
single parameter set that fits both data sets, which suggests that the performance of both
programs depends on the tuning of parameters for different types of gene families.
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3.3.3 Classification performance dependent on data set size
The performance of gene family classification programs depends not only on gene families,
but also on the size of the data set. This phenomenon becomes evident when we run MC-
UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL on a larger data set consisting of proteomes of five nematode
species, including C. elegans, C. briggsae, C. remanei, C. japonica, and C. brenneri (130,208
proteins in total).
Using MC-UPGMA with parameters optimal for classifying chemosensory genes in the
C. elegans data set only, we observe a drop in performance when classifying the same
genes in the context of the larger, five-species data set (Figure 3.7). The weighted average
Jaccard index drops from 0.85 to 0.75 (p=0.016, one-sided paired t-test). For example,
the chemosensory gene family sre is now split into two families, one with 15 sre genes
and the other with 38 genes. Similarly, gene family srsx classified almost perfectly on the
C. elegans-only data set before (Jaccard index 0.97) is now roughly split into half, with 17
srsx genes in one family and 19 in the other. The performance decrease of MC-UPGMA
is even more pronounced on ABC transporters, where the average weighted Jaccard index
drops from 0.97 to 0.73 (p=0.009, one-sided paired t-test) on the five-species data set. A
similar but somewhat less pronounced problem is observed for TRIBE-MCL, which drops
in performance from 0.84 to 0.74 on chemosensory genes (p=0.146, one-sided paired t-test),
and from 0.97 to 0.89 on ABC transporter genes (p=0.052).
However, the lower performance of both programs can be improved by further parameter
tuning for both types of genes. After readjusting program parameters to the larger data
set, the performance of both programs, MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL, improves to similar
levels as seen before on the C. elegans proteome (Figure 3.7).
3.3.4 Proposing a new approach: comparative gene family classification
I have demonstrated that fully automated programs for gene family classification can re-
produce curated gene families. However, program parameters are critical for classification
performance and need tuning for optimal results. Since there is no ‘one-parameter-fits-all’
strategy in gene family classification, and optimal parameters are not known a priori, how
should we use gene family classification programs?
As a remedy to this problem, I propose a comparative strategy for gene family classifica-
tion (Figure 3.8). This strategy takes advantage of the availability of curated, high-quality
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Figure 3.7: Classification parameters of MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL need to be adjusted
for data set size.
Left and right panel show the best classification performance achieved by MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL,
respectively, if clustering is performed on the C. elegans proteome in isolation (white bars), on the Caenorhab-
ditis five-species data set with unchanged parameters (grey bars), and on the Caenorhabditis five-species data
set with readjusted parameters (black bars). Optimal clustering parameters shown within bars. A range of
parameter values indicates that multiple parameter settings achieved equal top performance. Note that for
this comparison I treated the BLAST E-value threshold (E) used for filtering protein sequence similarities
prior to classification as an additional parameter that was allowed to vary (between 1e-50 and 0.1). Overall,
TRIBE-MCL appears to be more robust to data set size change compared to MC-UPGMA.
gene families in well-studied species to classify proteins of these families in related, less-
studied species. For example, we can classify gene families in the Caenorhabditis species by
taking advantage of the curated gene families in C. elegans. In the first step of this strategy,
proteins of one or more species of interest are pooled into one large data set. This data set
is then classified with parameters chosen such that classification performance is maximized
on the curated, known gene families. Proteins of different species found in identical clusters
are then classified as belonging to the same families.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, I used TRIBE-MCL to classify both
chemosensory genes and ABC transporter genes in a combined data set containing proteins
from all five sequenced Caenorhabditis species, which are available at WormBase (http:
//www.wormbase.org) release WS204 (130,208 proteins in total). I identified parameters
that generate the best classification of C. elegans chemosensory gene families, which I found
to be E-value threshold = 0.001 and inflation value = 1.2. Notably, these parameters are
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Less-studied species
with unknown gene families
Well-studied species
with curated gene families
Combined data set with both curated
and unknown gene families
Figure 3.8: Principle of comparative gene family classification.
Proteins of well studied species (filled shapes) are first pooled with proteins of less-studied species (empty
shapes). The combined protein sequence data set is then clustered with clustering parameters adjusted such
that known gene families of the the well studied species are reproduced with maximum accuracy. Proteins
with unknown gene family designations co-clustering with proteins with known gene family designations are
then assigned to the same gene family.
different from those that generated the best classification of C. elegans chemosensory genes
for the C. elegans proteome alone (Figure 3.7 on the previous page).
Using TRIBE-MCL and these parameters, I classified chemosensory genes in all five
Caenorhabditis species (Table 3.4). As expected, large numbers of chemosensory genes
are found in all five sequenced Caenorhabditis species. As previously reported, there are
more chemosensory genes in C. elegans (1,414 genes) compared to C. briggsae (1,114 genes)
[188, 213]. In addition, my comparative gene family classification strategy suggests that
C. remanei (1,684 genes) has more chemosensory genes than any other Caenorhabditis
species whose genomes have been sequenced. This includes some pronounced family size
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Table 3.4: Increased chemosensory gene content in C. elegans and C. remanei and greatly
reduced gene content in C. japonica.
Family (size) Cele Cbri Cbre Crem Cjap TP FP FN Sen Spe Jac
sra (34) 31 21 22 26 13 31 0 3 0.91 1 0.91
srab (23) 27 18 14 28 15 23 4 0 1 0.85 0.85
srb (16) 16 17 15 24 11 16 0 0 1 1 1
srbc (73) 88 42 47 40 11 73 15 0 1 0.83 0.83
srd (66) 69 47 57 64 66 66 3 0 1 0.96 0.96
sre (53) 60 47 60 64 31 53 7 0 1 0.88 0.88
srg (62) 57 65 77 94 39 28 29 34 0.45 0.49 0.31
srh (223) 221 145 166 226 68 215 6 8 0.96 0.97 0.94
sri (60) 63 47 37 82 28 58 5 2 0.97 0.92 0.89
srj/str (232) 268 239 247 353 98 232 36 0 1 0.87 0.87
srm (6) 16 17 20 32 12 6 10 0 1 0.38 0.38
srn (1) 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
srr (10) 10 8 9 11 5 10 0 0 1 1 1
srsx (37) 48 45 41 43 39 36 12 1 0.97 0.75 0.73
srt (66) 58 47 68 75 17 57 1 9 0.86 0.98 0.85
sru (40) 41 39 58 103 14 40 1 0 1 0.98 0.98
srv (32) 16 17 17 32 7 16 0 16 0.5 1 0.5
srw (119) 153 121 128 163 42 117 36 2 0.98 0.76 0.75
srx (106) 99 89 57 111 39 96 3 10 0.91 0.97 0.88
srxa (17) 3 3 1 2 2 3 0 14 0.18 1 0.18
srz (67) 69 39 70 110 0 67 2 0 1 0.97 0.97
All (1,343) 1,414 1,114 1,211 1,684 558 1,213 170 99 0.93 0.89 0.84
Shown are curated C. elegans chemosensory gene families (WS180, leftmost column) and cluster sizes as
determined by clustering a pooled data set consisting of five Caenorhabditis proteomes with TRIBE-MCL.
The combined data set was clustered with different parameters, and shown is the result with the best overlap
(i.e. highest unweighted Jaccard index) with known C. elegans chemosensory gene families (E-value threshold
= 0.001; inflation value = 1.2). The last six columns quantify the quality of overlap with C. elegans families:
true-positives (TP), false-positives (FP), and false-negatives (FN), sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), and
Jaccard index (Jac). Values in the last row represent sums, except for Sen/Spe/Jac values where they
correspond to average values weighted by family size. Note that gene families srj and str were clustered
together by TRIBE-MCL and gene numbers of both families are combined for better cross-species comparison.
Abbreviations: Cele: C. elegans; Cbri: C. briggsae; Cbre: C. brenneri; Crem: C. remanei; Cjap: C. japonica.
increases relative to C. elegans, such as srb (+50%) and sru (+150%). C. brenneri (1,211
genes) has a similar number of chemosensory genes as C. briggsae, while C. japonica (558
genes) has the least chemosensory genes compared to the other four Caenorhabditis species.
Some of the chemosensory gene family sizes in C. remanei may be overestimated since it
has been demonstrated that genome sequences used for sequencing were extracted from
heterozygotes [224]. The sequenced C. brenneri genome might contain heterozygosity as
well. The low number of chemosensory genes in the C. japonica genome partly reflects
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that the genome sequence contains gaps, which cover ∼20% of the genome. These missing
regions may be enriched with chemosensory genes. An interesting difference for C. japonica
is observed for the previously mentioned srz gene family, which it seems to lack entirely.
Another potentially confounding factor that should be kept in mind is that the gene models
predicted for the three Caenorhabditis species C. remanei, C. brenneri, and C. japonica are
preliminary and have not been examined closely. Therefore, many gene models may not be
accurate and many others might still be missing.
Table 3.5: Increased numbers of ABC transporter genes in Caenorhabditis species compared
to C. elegans.
Family (size) Cele Cbri Cbre Crem Cjap TP FP FN Sen Spe Jac
A (7) 6 6 12 6 13 6 0 1 0.86 1 0.86
B (24) 24 32 37 30 34 24 0 0 1 1 1
C (9) 10 14 22 13 9 9 1 0 1 0.9 0.9
D (5) 5 4 7 5 9 5 0 0 1 1 1
E (1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
F (3) 3 4 5 6 6 3 0 0 1 1 1
G (9) 11 11 15 11 12 9 2 0 1 0.82 0.82
H (2) 1 1 3 1 3 1 0 1 0.5 1 0.5
All (60) 61 73 102 73 87 58 3 2 0.97 0.96 0.92
Shown are curated C. elegans ABC transporter gene families [219] and cluster sizes as determined by clus-
tering a pooled data set consisting of five Caenorhabditis proteomes with TRIBE-MCL. The combined data
set was clustered with different parameters, and shown is the result with the best overlap (i.e. highest un-
weighted Jaccard index) with known C. elegans ABC transporter gene families (E-value threshold = 1e-20;
inflation value = 1.9). The remaining columns quantify the quality of overlap with known C. elegans families:
true-positives (TP), false-positives (FP), false-negatives (FN), sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), and Jac-
card index (Jac). Abbreviations: Cele: C. elegans; Cbri: C. briggsae; Cbre: C. brenneri; Crem: C. remanei;
Cjap: C. japonica.
Using the same strategy, I classified ABC transporter genes in all five Caenorhabditis
species (Table 3.5). Contrary to chemosensory genes, C. elegans shows the lowest number of
ABC transporter genes overall (61 genes), which is slightly less than C. briggsae (73 genes)
and C. remanei (73 genes). C. brenneri has the highest number of genes (102 genes; +67%
relative to C. elegans). C. japonica shows also an increased gene content for most ABC
transporter gene families relative to C. elegans (87 genes in total; +43%).
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3.3.5 Comparative gene family classification gives novel insights into well-
studied gene families
Automatically generated classification results provide an excellent starting point for further
in-depth analysis of genes and gene families. The expansion and contraction of some gene
families may be genuine, while others may reflect problems with current gene model anno-
tations, resulting in incorrect classification. For example, the ABC transporter family C,
which was analyzed extensively by Zhao and colleagues among the three nematode species
C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei [219], showed some conspicuous differences between
my classification and previous analysis. Zhao et al. found nine genes in each of these three
species with clear one-to-one orthology relationships. In contrast, my analysis suggested a
larger number of putative ABC transporter C genes: 10 in C. elegans, 14 in C. briggsae, and
13 in C. remanei (Table 3.5). These differences in gene numbers motivated me to investigate
the automatic classification result of ABC transporter family C in more detail.
Analysis of these differences revealed novel bona fide ABC transporters as well as de-
fective gene models in current gene annotations of Caenorhabditis genomes (Figure 3.9).
Three genes classified by TRIBE-MCL as ABC transporters have all necessary domains
(CBG08354 in C. briggsae and CRE14222 and CRE25095 in C. remanei). These three
genes were missed in previous analyses likely because of improved C. briggsae and C. re-
manei contig assembly after the work of Zhao et al. was finished (personal communication).
In a phylogenetic analysis, the three new genes group nicely within known ABC transporters
of family C (Figure 3.9C). Three other C. briggsae gene models identified by TRIBE-MCL as
putative ABC transporters (CBG00493, CBG00494, and CBG00495) are likely fragments of
a single ABC transporter gene. By running genBlastG, a newly developed comparative gene
predictor in my lab [148], I predict a new gene model that merges these three genes into one
(Figure 3.9A). Similarly, C. remanei gene model CRE17132 (503 aa) is a predicted 3′ gene
fragment of known ABC transporter gene Cre-mrp-1 (CRE17131; 893 aa) (Figure 3.9B).
The remaining difference of four genes in the ABC transporter C family between my
automatically generated results and those from Zhao et al. are explained by errors in the
current gene annotation of C. briggsae. I encountered a trio of orthologous genes present
in family C that are clearly not ABC transporters (C06G4.4, CBG22944, and CRE06748).
Inspection of the BLAST similarity matrix revealed that none of these three genes exhibits
sequence similarity with known ABC transporters in family C, which raised the question
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Figure 3.9: Improved ABC transporter gene models in C. briggsae (A) and C. remanei (B)
and phylogenetic tree positioning three newly identified genes within ABC transporter gene
family C (C).
Panel A shows the current gene model of C. briggsae gene CBG000495 (Cbr-mrp-8 ) as well as the improved
gene model obtained by running genBlastG with default parameters using C. elegans ortholog Y75B8A.26 as
query (http://genome.sfu.ca/genblast/). Panel B shows both current and improved gene model for the
C. remanei gene CRE17131 (Cre-mrp-1 ) using C. elegans ortholog F57C12.5c (longest confirmed isoforms)
as query. The phylogenetic tree shows the evolutionary relationship of the three new ABC transporter genes
CBG08354, CRE25095, and CRE14222 (indicated by arrows, using the corrected gene models) with known
C. elegans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei ABC transporters of family C. Tree is drawn to scale (number of
substitutions per site). Numbers at branch points represent bootstrap values from 1,000 iterations.
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why TRIBE-MCL assigned these three genes to this family. Closer investigation revealed
that one C. briggsae gene (CBG24505) in the TRIBE-MCL cluster exhibits local sequence
similarity both to ABC transporter genes (N-terminal) and to this orthologous trio (C-
terminal). Thus, CBG24505 functions as linker gene that prompts TRIBE-MCL to pull two
otherwise unrelated gene families together. The existence of two alternative, shorter gene
models at the locus of CBG24505 suggests that the current gene model of CBG24505 is in
fact a fused gene model that should be split. One shorter version of CBG24505 encodes for an
ABC transporter transmembrane region that has high sequence similarity to C. elegans gene
mrp-7 (data not shown). Interestingly, the current (non-adjacent) C. briggsae ortholog of
mrp-7 (CBG23578) lacks this 5′ transmembrane region, which suggests either a chromosomal
rearrangement or an assembly error in the C. briggsae genome that split the mrp-7 ortholog
CBG23578 into separate genes.
Taken together, my comparative gene family classification approach could successfully
reproduce previously established gene numbers of the ABC transporter C family in C. ele-
gans, C. briggsae, and C. remanei. In addition, it led to the discovery of both defective gene
models and previously missed ABC transporter genes. This confirms the feasibility of my
approach and highlights its potential for giving novel and rapid insights into gene families
across multiple species.
3.3.6 Guidelines for tuning parameters for comparative gene family clas-
sification
Some practical guidelines can be followed for tuning parameters. Comparative gene family
classification is useful if gene families are to be compared across species and if reference
classifications exist for at least one of the species. These reference classifications need not to
be perfect, in which case the clustering procedure might reveal false positive or false negative
members in reference gene families. TRIBE-MCL and MC-UPGMA are two programs that
are both efficient and accurate for gene family classification in eukaryotes. The Jaccard
index is an easy to compute and yet effective measure of cluster quality that can be used to
find optimal program parameters. The two main parameters to tune are the inflation value
in case of TRIBE-MCL and the E-value tree-cutoff in case of MC-UPGMA. After trying
different parameter values the one that yields the highest Jaccard index should be used
for classification. For larger datasets, the computation of the pair-wise similarity matrix
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with BLAST is the computationally most expensive step in the analysis, but can be easily
parallelized if required.
3.4 Discussion
Based on my assessment of publicly available gene family classification programs, I con-
clude that many are performing well. MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL performed excep-
tionally well in my comparison and nicely reconstructed most manual classifications of
both chemosensory and ABC transporter genes. I attribute the overall out-performance
of MC-UPGMA and TRIBE-MCL to beneficial intrinsic properties of the two clustering
algorithms. MC-UPGMA utilizes average-linkage clustering, which determines the related-
ness of two clusters by taking the mean similarity across all data points in those clusters.
Average-linkage clustering is known to be more robust against outliers [196]. I could clearly
observe this phenomenon, where for example in comparison to MC-UPGMA the single-
linkage clustering algorithm BLASTClust produced clusters of much lower specificity (i.e.
too large clusters) at similar levels of sensitivity (data not shown). Similarly, the iterative
graph-based clustering procedure implemented in TRIBE-MCL is robust against merging
clusters connected by only few edges, which allows the robust identification of true gene
families even in the presence of low-quality BLAST hits and promiscuous domains [186].
Nevertheless, the good performance of gene family classification programs clearly de-
pends on choosing the right parameters. For example, the overall good performance of both
TRIBE-MCL and MC-UPGMA required parameter adjustment for both types of gene fam-
ilies and proteome size. Parameters optimal for classifying one type of gene family yielded
poor performance when used for classifying the other (Figure 3.6 on page 95). The optimal
inflation value for TRIBE-MCL was 2.6 for the ABC transporter genes instead of 1.2 for the
chemosensory genes, because lower inflation values cause TRIBE-MCL to incorrectly clus-
ter the more conserved ABC transporter genes into fewer and bigger clusters. An equally
dramatic difference was seen for MC-UPGMA in terms of the optimal E-value tree-cutoff
for classifying chemosensory genes (E=9.6) and ABC transporter genes (E =1e-14), which
again reflects the higher sequence divergence among chemosensory genes compared to ABC
transporter genes. The influence of data set size on classification performance was unex-
pected and less pronounced, but is still substantial (Figure 3.7 on page 97). Keeping the
E-value for constructing the BLAST similarity matrix constant, I observed the tendency
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that the larger data set required less stringent clustering parameters for the correct reso-
lution of gene families; that is, lower inflation values in case of TRIBE-MCL and higher
E-value tree-cutoffs in case of MC-UPGMA (data not shown). One possible explanation is
that the inclusion of divergent family members from other species leads to more sparsely
connected clusters that need less stringent parameters for correct resolution. Thus, taken
together, despite the encouraging finding that fully automated programs can reconstruct
manually established gene families with good quality in principle, the question remained
how these programs should be parameterized in practice.
I proposed a novel, comparative approach to automated gene family classification that
takes advantage of already established gene family classifications in one species (reference
gene families) to classify genes of the same families in other, related species. Many model
organisms are well studied today, and many gene families of these species have been curated
in great detail. This existing knowledge of gene families can be readily leveraged for what I
call comparative gene family classification: complete proteomes of well-studied and related
species are pooled together and parameters are chosen such that classification performance
is maximized on the reference gene families (Figure 3.8 on page 98). Genes found within
identical clusters are then considered as members of the same family. This strategy can be
completely automated and thus provides a convenient shortcut to gene family classification
within the fast growing body of fully sequenced species, at least at a first approximation. It
is worth mentioning that the reference gene families used for parameter calibration must not
necessarily be complete, in which case my classification strategy will reveal missing family
members within the reference gene family itself. Also, in principal, there is no minimum
phylogenetic distance of compared species required for this approach. Comparative gene
family classification will consider genes from other species as family members as long as
those genes are as closely related to the reference gene family as existing reference gene
family members are related among themselves.
I applied this comparative gene family classification approach to chemosensory genes and
ABC transporter genes across all five sequenced Caenorhabditis species (Table 3.4 on page 99
and Table 3.5 on page 100). I observed a less dramatic increase of chemosensory gene content
in C. elegans relative to C. briggsae than reported previously (+30% instead of +70% in [188]
and +40% in [212]), probably due to a constantly improving annotation of the C. briggsae
genome. Results from other studies that carefully worked up the differential chemosensory
gene content between C. elegans and C. briggsae in selected chemosensory gene families are
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in good agreement with my results, suggesting that my strategy works well. The reported
numbers for the sra and srab gene families in [213] match almost perfectly with my results,
and I observe a similar increase in C. elegans srz gene numbers relative to C. briggsae
(+80%) as reported in [180] (+106%). However, the increased number of chemosensory
genes in C. remanei relative to C. elegans is inconsistent with previous findings [212] and
requires explanation. First, I noticed that C. remanei has in general an elevated number of
predicted genes in its genome (31,518; WS204) relative to C. elegans (20,140; WS180, only
longest isoforms) and C. briggsae (21,978), which is probably attributable to many partial
genes at contig boundaries of its largely unfinished genome sequence. Second, genome
assembly of C. remanei and C. brenneri is hampered by high levels of heterozygosity [224],
which can also lead to inflated gene numbers due to the inclusion of multiple alleles. Third,
and this applies to all non-C. elegans genomes, gene models are currently of considerably
less quality for the newly sequenced species, which means that gene numbers reported
here might change significantly in the near future and should be interpreted with caution.
Indeed, my detailed study of the ABC transporter gene family C (Figure 3.9) suggests that
imperfect gene models are a major problem in the newly sequenced Caenorhabditis species.
Guided by my comparative gene family classification strategy, I identified six gene models
in C. briggsae and C. remanei that are likely defective, causing artificially inflated numbers
of ABC transporter genes reported by TRIBE-MCL in these species.
3.5 Materials and Methods
3.5.1 Search and selection of gene family classification programs
The search for gene family classification programs was mainly conducted within the body of
PubMed-listed literature. Additional methods were identified by Internet search via Google,
looking for terms including ‘protein family classification’, ‘gene family classification’, and
‘sequence clustering’. Three programs were not considered for performance comparison
albeit a stand-alone program was available. GeneRAGE [198] was excluded because of long
runtimes on our system. My attempt to cluster the C. elegans proteome (20,140 proteins,
WS180) with GeneRAGE failed for an unknown reason after 20 days of runtime. The
second program ProClust [191, 200] did not compile on our system (Linux version 2.6.23.17-
88.fc7 (mockbuild@xenbuilder4.fedora.phx.redhat.com) , gcc version 4.1.2 20070925 (Red
Hat 4.1.2-27) due to compiler incompatibilities. ProClust source code was obtained from
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http://promoter.mi.uni-koeln.de/~proclust/ (version 1.0.1). BAG was excluded due
to license requirements [193].
3.5.2 Reference data sets (benchmarks)
Reference classification for C. elegans chemosensory genes was obtained from WS180 gene
class annotations. Gene family names, family sizes, and references are shown in Table 3.2
on page 88. I noticed a small increase in gene numbers for most chemosensory gene families
in the WS180 release (release date September 17, 2007) in comparison to gene numbers
reported by Robertson and Thomas [214], probably due to refined annotation. C. elegans
ABC transporter gene families were derived from Zhao et al. [219] by mapping gene names
reported by Zhao et al. to the WS180 data set. ABC transporter families and their sizes
are shown in Table 3.3 on page 89.
3.5.3 Measurement of classification performance
To assess the performance of a given classification result, I compute sensitivity, specificity,
and Jaccard index for each known gene family in my reference set as a function of its overlap
with predicted gene families (Figure 3.1 on page 90). The overlap is quantified in terms of
number of true-positive (TP) genes that are found both in the known and the predicted
gene family, number of false-positive (FP) genes that are found in the predicted but not
in the known gene family, and the number of false-negative (FN) genes that are found in
the known but not in the predicted gene family. Note that I count genes not assigned to
a known family in the reference classification as false-positives. Sensitivity is computed as
TP
TP+FN and is high if most genes of a known gene family are found within a predicted gene
family. Specificity is computed as TPTP+FP and is high if most genes of a predicted gene family
are found within a known gene family. The Jaccard index is computed as TPTP+FP+FN and
is high if known and predicted families roughly contain identical genes. If a known gene
family overlaps with multiple predicted gene families, sensitivity, specificity, and Jaccard
index for that known gene family correspond to the overlapping family with the highest
Jaccard index (‘maximum overlap’ rule).
To reflect classification performance across all gene families in a reference set, I computed
both the unweighted and the weighted average Jaccard index. The weighted average Jaccard
index is weighted by family size and gives more weight to larger gene families and less weight
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to smaller gene families. High weighted averages are only achieved if the overall number of
misclassified genes is low.
3.5.4 BLAST all-vs.-all comparison
C. elegans protein sequences were obtained from WormBase WS180 (23,511 proteins). Only
longest isoforms were kept (20,140 proteins). BLASTP all-vs.-all comparison was performed
with NCBI BLAST package v2.2.19 using BLOSUM62 and default parameters (E-value
≤ 10, filter query sequence = on). For the Caenorhabditis five-species comparison, addi-
tional protein sequences of C. briggsae (21,978), C. remanei (31,518), C. brenneri (30,702),
and C. japonica (25,870) were obtained from WormBase WS204 and pooled with C. ele-
gans WS180 protein sequences in one FASTA file. No filtering for longest isoforms was
performed for non-C. elegans proteins. BLASTP all-vs.-all comparison was performed on
the combined FASTA file (130,208 proteins; same parameters as for C. elegans compari-
son). Different search strategies were tried as well (using FASTA and SSEARCH instead of
BLAST, changing the BLAST substitution matrix) but not used because it did not increase
the overall classification performance.
3.5.5 TRIBE-MCL
MCL version 08-312 was obtained from http://www.micans.org/mcl/. Results in Fig-
ure 3.2 on page 91 and Figure 3.3 on page 92 were generated by the following proce-
dure: C. elegans all-vs.-all BLAST hits with E-value ≤ 1e-10 were inputted to mcxload
as suggested by the MCL manual (-abc, –-streamneglog, -stream-tf 'mul(0.4343),
ceil(200)', and –streammirrorlist). The resulting .mci file was clustered with mcl at
varying inflation values, ranging from 1.1 to 5.0 (step size 0.1). Maximum number of iter-
ations (-L) was set to 500 to prevent overly long runtimes for some inflation values. The
number of processors (-te) was set to 4 to speed up computation. All other mcl parame-
ters were left default. The average runtime of mcl on the C. elegans-only data set was 34
seconds.
The same procedure was applied for clustering the larger, five-species data set (Figure 3.7
on page 97; Table 3.4 on page 99; Table 3.5 on page 100), but here the E-value threshold
used for filtering the BLAST output prior to clustering was allowed to vary between 1e-50
and 0.1. I ran TRIBE-MCL with all possible combinations of E-value and inflation value
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(32 E-values times 39 inflation values = 1,248 runs). The combined five-species data set
comprised 130,208 proteins in total, including proteins from C. elegans (WS180, 20,140 pro-
teins), C. briggsae (WS204, 21,978 proteins), C.remanei (WS204, 31,518 proteins), C. bren-
neri (WS204, 30,702 proteins), and C. japonica (WS204, 25,870 proteins). The inclusion
of C. elegans WS180 instead of the latest WS204 allowed me to assess classification perfor-
mance against my C. elegans benchmark data set.
3.5.6 MC-UPGMA
MC-UPGMA version 1.0.0 was downloaded from http://www.protonet.cs.huji.ac.il/
mcupgma/. Results in Figure 3.2 on page 91 and Figure 3.3 on page 92 were generated by the
following procedure: C. elegans BLAST all-vs.-all hits were filtered for hits with E-value ≤
1e-10. Reciprocal hits were symmetrified by considering only the one with the lower E-value
(better hit). Sparse values in the similarity matrix (i.e. proteins that had no similarity with
E-value ≤ 1e-10) were assigned a similarity value of 10.0 (-max-distance parameter of the
program). After clustering, the produced hierarchical tree was cut into distinct clusters at
varying but uniform similarity thresholds using a custom Perl script (=E-value tree-cutoff,
ranging from 1e-50 to 9.9). All proteins found in sub-trees below that similarity threshold
were assigned to the same final cluster. The same procedure was applied for clustering the
larger five-species data set, but, as in the case of TRIBE-MCL, the E-value threshold for
filtering the five-species BLAST output before clustering was now allowed to vary between
1e-50 and 0.1. All combinations of BLAST E-values and E-value tree-cutoffs were tested.
Average runtime for clustering the C. elegans proteome with MC-UPGMA was 6 seconds.
3.5.7 gSPC
The gSPC program version 1.15 was obtained from the authors upon request. As before,
C. elegans BLAST all-vs.-all hits were filtered for hits with E-value ≤ 1e-10. Recipro-
cal hits were symmetrified by considering only the one with the lower E-value (better
hit). gSPC requires distances instead of similarities for clustering, which I computed as
200 − (min(200,−log10(E-value))). The distance between identical proteins and between
proteins with an E-value of 0 was defined as 0. The kNN parameter was varied between 10
and 300 with step size 10. The temperature parameter ranged between 1e-05 (minimum)
and 0.1 (maximum) with step size 0.005. Other clustering parameters were kept constant
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(iterations=2000; spins=20; parallel=4; joint=1; gamma=0.5; symmetric=1). The
average runtime of gSPC per parameter setting was 12 seconds. Best result on chemosen-
sory genes (Figure 3.2 on page 91) was achieved at temperature=0.02001 and kNN=40. Best
result on ABC transporters (Figure 3.3 on page 92) was achieved at temperature=0.05001
and kNN=20.
3.5.8 FORCE
A stand-alone JAVA implementation of FORCE was obtained from http://gi.cebitec.
uni-bielefeld.de/comet/force/ (v1.0 beta5). FORCE incorporates a genetic algorithm
that finds optimal values for parameters automatically. The only parameter used was the
-cutoff parameter, which was set to m3.4 as suggested in the manual. Input data were again
BLAST pair-wise protein sequence similarities, which were generated as described previously
(E-value ≤ 1e-10). Self-similarities of proteins were excluded. FORCE required 3.5 GB of
RAM assigned to the JAVA virtual machine to be run successfully. A more time and
space efficient cost matrix calculator is available at http://gi.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.
de/comet/force/, which I did not use in this analysis. Time required for clustering the
C. elegans proteome was 25 hours. I tested all three different cost models and obtained
identical results.
3.5.9 HomoClust
Linux executables for HomoClust version 1.1 were downloaded from http://mars.csie.
ntu.edu.tw/~cychen/HC/HomoClust.htm. The input file for HomoClust was generated
from the same C. elegans BLAST all-vs.-all comparison as used previously. Only hits with
E-value ≤ 1e-10 were considered. Self-similarities were ignored. Similarity values corre-
sponded directly to E-values as determined by BLAST. No symmetrification of similarity
values was performed as this was not required by HomoClust. The two key parameters
of HomoClust are Simdown-th and Simup-th, which specify the minimum and maximum
sequence similarity, respectively, used for evaluating the homogeneity of clusters in the first
phase of the algorithm. For both parameters, I tested values ranging from 0 to 250 with step
size 10. Other fixed parameters were -s evalue and -a HomoClust. All other parameters
were left default. Reported homogeneous clusters were interpreted as putative gene families.
Cutting the reported cluster hierarchy at other, varying similarity thresholds (as was done
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for MC-UPGMA) was not possible in case of HomoClust, because no cluster similarity or
distance values were provided in the program output. The average runtime per parameter
set tested was 9 seconds.
3.5.10 CLUSS
CLUSS version 3.0 was downloaded from http://prospectus.usherbrooke.ca/CLUSS/
Download/SRC/CLUSS_3.0/CLUSS.rar. CLUSS 3.0 allows selecting older program version
(1.0 and 2.0) at startup and I tested all three of them (the Kmer program version was not
tested). CLUSS was run directly with C. elegans WS180 protein sequences as input with-
out prior BLAST comparison (no external similarity measure required by the program).
Other parameters were: substitution matrix = BLOSUM62; redundant sequences = with-
draw; phylogenetic tree = one tree for each subfamily. CLUSS 2.0 gave slightly better
results than CLUSS 1.0 and thus CLUSS 2.0 results were used. CLUSS 3.0 crashed twice
after one week runtime with the error message 'too many iterations in eigenvectors
searches'. Execution time was 12 and 55 hours for CLUSS 1.0 and CLUSS 2.0, respec-
tively. Note that this time includes the generation of pairwise sequence similarities, because
CLUSS was not run with precomputed BLAST results.
3.5.11 BLASTClust
BLASTClust is part of the NCBI BLAST package and was downloaded from http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/download.shtml (version 2.2.19) [197]. Minimum sequence
similarity threshold was specified in terms of percent identity (-S parameter) and varied
between 10 and 80 with step size 10. Minimum alignment length coverage (-L) varied
between 0.1 and 0.9 with step size 0.1. E-value threshold in the BLASTClust config file (-e)
was set to 1e-10. Other fixed command line parameters were -p T (input is protein sequence)
and -a 5 (number of CPUs). All other parameters default. I generated a hit-list file
(containing neighboring proteins above threshold) at first run of BLASTClust (-s) and used
this file for subsequent runs to speed up computation (-r). The first run of BLASTClust took
30 minutes (including the generation of the hit-list file). Subsequent runs of BLASTClust
finished in fewer than one second.
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3.5.12 Phylogenetic analysis
The phylogenetic tree in Figure 3.9 on page 102 was produced with MEGA4 [225]. I used
ClustalW [226] to construct a multiple alignment (default parameters) of both known and
putative new ABC transporter family C genes. For the identified split gene models (Fig-
ure 3.9A and Figure 3.9B) I included the protein sequence encoded by the corrected, longer
gene models. Columns containing gaps as well as immediately adjacent columns were re-
moved from the alignment before tree construction. The phylogenetic tree was produced by
the minimum evolution method and 1000 bootstrap iteration.
3.6 Conclusion
As more genomes are sequenced and genes annotated, more users will search for appropriate
methods and strategies for automated genome-wide gene family classification. I showed
that currently available programs for automatic sequence-based gene family classification
can reconstruct manually curated gene families quite accurately. However, even the best
performing programs need to be adjusted to different protein families and data sets to yield
optimal performance. I demonstrated that a comparative approach is helpful in this context:
by adjusting program parameters such that reference gene families of well-studies species are
classified correctly, it is possible to ensure the correct classification of the same families in
other, closely related but less-studied (or newly sequenced) species. Many gene families have
been worked up with great detail and large efforts in the past, providing a rich substrate
for comparative gene family classification to work with.
Chapter 4
Comparative visualization of gene
features
Note regarding contributions
This chapter has been published in Bioinformatics. The full citation is shown below.
C. Frech, C. Choo, and N. Chen. FeatureStack: Perl module for comparative visualization
of gene features. Bioinformatics, 28(23):3137–8, 2012
As the first author, I conceived the method, implemented the Perl program, and made it
available on CPAN and GitHub. C. Choo wrote test cases and helped testing the program.
I wrote the manuscript with input from N. Chen.
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4.1 Abstract
FeatureStack is a Perl module for the automatic generation of multi-gene images. Fea-
tureStack takes BioPerl-compliant gene or transcript features as input and renders them
side by side using a user-defined BioPerl glyph. Output images can be generated in SVG
or PNG format. FeatureStack comes with a new BioPerl glyph, decorated_gene, which
can highlight protein features on top of gene models. Used in combination, FeatureStack
and decorated_gene enable rapid and automated generation of annotation-rich images of
stacked gene models that greatly facilitate evolutionary studies of related gene structures
and gene families. Bio-Draw-FeatureStack and Bio-Graphics-glyph-decorated_gene
are freely available at the Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) and GitHub.
4.2 Introduction
Comparative analysis of gene structures is important for understanding gene function and
evolution. To facilitate gene structure comparison, multiple related gene models need to be
shown side by side in a single compact image. In addition, sequence features such as protein
domains should be highlighted for functional annotation and to provide reference points for
comparison (see [38] for an example).
Few specialized tools have been developed for the comparative visualization of gene
structures, including FancyGene [228], GECA [229] and GSDS [230]. FancyGene provides
rich annotation options but is limited to the display of a single genomic locus and image
generation cannot be automated. Conversely, GECA and GSDS allow rapid image genera-
tion for many genes, but options to highlight sequence features on top of gene models are
limited.
Here, I present two Perl modules, Bio::Draw::FeatureStack and Bio::Graphics::
glyph::decorated_gene, which build upon existing BioPerl [231] and BioGraphics [232]
functionality for the highly generic and versatile visualization of multiple gene structures.
When used in combination, these two modules allow for fully automated and yet highly con-
figurable image generation, which greatly facilitates comparisons of many gene structures.
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4.3 Methodology
FeatureStack takes an array of BioPerl feature objects as input; projects them onto a com-
mon coordinate space; flips features on the negative strand (option -flip_minus), removes
untranslated regions (option -ignore_utr); left-aligns them by start codon, protein do-
main or a user-defined offset (option -feature_offsets); sets a fixed intron size (option
-intron_size); removes unwanted transcripts (option -transcripts_to_skip) and then
draws a SVG or PNG image of the so transformed features using a user-specified glyph
(option -glyph).
Below is a brief synopsis for the use of FeatureStack:
$feature_stack = new Bio::Draw:: FeatureStack
(
-features => \@features # feature array -ref
-glyph => 'gene',
-flip_minus => 1,
-ignore_utr => 1,
-panel_params => { # passed on to panel
-width => 1024,
-pad_left => 80,
-pad_right => 20,
-grid => 1
},
-glyph_params => { # passed on to glyph
-utr_color => 'white ',
-label_transcripts => 1,
-description => 1
}
);
$png = $feature_stack ->png; # or ->svg
Input features can represent BioPerl genes or transcripts with a three-tier (gene →
mRNA→ CDS/UTR) or two-tier (mRNA→ CDS/UTR) level structure, respectively. The
way features are retrieved is FeatureStack-independent and can, for example, be achieved
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using Bio::DB::SeqFeature::Store or Bio::DB::GenBank, both BioPerl modules. Fea-
tureStack was designed with the goal of providing maximum flexibility in image generation.
As such, the user can control the output both via FeatureStack’s own options and by provid-
ing panel- and glyph-specific parameters to fine-control all aspects of the rendering process.
FeatureStack can be used with any BioPerl glyph that is compatible with the input features’
structure and is particularly powerful when used in combination with my newly implemented
decorated_gene glyph, which installs together with FeatureStack as Comprehensive Perl
Archive Network (CPAN) dependency. decorated_gene allows the highlighting and label-
ing of protein motifs such as signal peptides, transmembrane domains or protein domains
on top of gene models, which greatly facilitates the comparison of gene structures. Protein
features can be specified in amino acid coordinates and will be automatically mapped to
nucleotide coordinates. Please refer to the CPAN module description of decorated_gene
for a detailed documentation of glyph options.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.1 showcases the functionality of FeatureStack and decorated_gene on the example
of the regulatory factor X (RFX) transcription factor gene family [233]. Genes were ordered
by their phylogenetic distance and automatically aligned horizontally by the start of the
DNA-binding domain (shown in black), which represents their most conserved feature. Note
that exons are drawn to scale, whereas introns are displayed with a fixed size of 50 bp to
accommodate for the large intron size differences between species. By default, FeatureStack
draws both exons and introns to scale. Differences in gene structure and features become
evident once gene models are displayed with FeatureStack as shown in Figure 4.1. For
example, the DNA-binding domain is encoded by one to three exons, and the transcription
activation domain is only conserved in some human and fly genes.
FeatureStack can also be used (option -alt_feature_type) to display various types of
features associated with gene models, such as cis-regulatory elements or genomic variations.
Figure 4.2 shows RFX target genes in Caenorhabditis elegans next to their associated X-
box motifs. X-box motifs are cis-regulatory elements bound by RFX and are found in the
promoters of almost all C. elegans ciliary genes. Typically, X-boxes locate ∼50-200 bp
upstream of translation start sites. Outliers like nud-1 and dyf-5 that have their X-box
motif farther upstream are easily identified from the image.
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Figure 4.1: FeatureStack example output showing RFX gene family members over a diverse
set of species.
Shown species include human (hs), fly (dm), Caenorhabditis elegans (ce, four isoforms), C. briggsae (cb),
Monosiga brevicollis (mb), Acanthamoeba castellanii (ac), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (sc) and Allomyces
macrogynus (am). Only exons drawn to scale. Colors: DNA-binding domain (black); N-terminal activa-
tion domain (dark slate blue); A, B, C and D domains (red, yellow, blue and green, respectively); combined
BCD domain (dark gray); low complexity regions (LCRs) in white; dark green bars below DBD indicate
regions of similarity with viral Pox_D5 domain.
FeatureStack can also be used to quickly identify atypical gene family members, pointing
towards biologically interesting genes or gene prediction errors. Figure 4.3 shows members
of a hypothetical Plasmodium falciparum gene family named hyp5/hyp15 . Gene PFB0950w
is easily identified as outlier, with a much larger intron and no predicted signal peptide (SP)
and vacuolar transport signal (VTS). This suggests that PFB0950w is either incorrectly
predicted or an unusually divergent gene family member, possibly a pseudogene. A more
recent version of PlasmoDB (version 9.0) shows PFB0950w with the canonical hyp5/hyp15
gene structure, making this an example of an earlier mispredicted gene model that was
easily identifiable with FeatureStack.
Additional documentation as well as source code and data files used to produce the three
figures in this article are available online at CPAN (http://search.cpan.org/~chrisfr/
Bio-Draw-FeatureStack-0.03/lib/Bio/Draw/FeatureStack.pm) and GitHub (https://
github.com/Gig77/Bio-Draw-FeatureStack).
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Figure 4.2: FeatureStack output displaying additional features associated with gene models.
C. elegans RFX target genes are shown in gray and aligned at the translation start site. cis-regulatory
elements (X-box motifs) are shown in red and are drawn in an additional track above the associated gene
model. FeatureStack was configured to show only the 5′ ends of RFX target genes to increase image resolu-
tion. X-box motifs were labeled with the motif sequence, relative position to target gene start codon, and
HMM score. Relative start positions are computed automatically by FeatureStack. Note also that the ruler
at the top shows coordinates relative to the translation start site of target genes. RFX target genes taken
from Table 1 in [234]. X-box motifs predicted using Hmmer3 [235]. Target genes that did not generate an
X-box prediction within 1 kb up- or downstream the translation start site not shown.
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Figure 4.3: Use of FeatureStack to quickly identify atypical gene family members.
Shown is a group of related P. falciparum genes (hyp5 and hyp15 gene family members) that are characterized
by the presence of an N-terminal signal peptide (SP) located on a short first exon and a vacuolar transport
signal (VTS) and two C-terminal transmembrane (TM) domains encoded on a larger second exon. Gene
models for this figure were obtained from PlasmoDB v8.0 [61].
Chapter 5
Comparative analysis of
subtelomeric regions
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5.1 Abstract
Plasmodium parasites, the causative agents of malaria, express many variant antigens on cell
surfaces. Variant surface antigens (VSAs) are typically organized into large subtelomeric
gene families that play critical roles in virulence and immune evasion. Many important
aspects of VSA function and evolution remain obscure, impeding our understanding of
virulence mechanisms and vaccine development. To gain further insights into VSA function
and evolution, I comparatively classified and examined VSA gene families across seven
Plasmodium species.
I identified a set of ultra-conserved orthologs within the largest Plasmodium gene family
pir , which should be considered as high-priority candidates for experimental functional
characterization and vaccine development. Furthermore, I predict a lipid-binding domain
in erythrocyte surface-expressed PYST-A proteins, suggesting a role of this second largest
rodent parasite gene family in host cholesterol salvage. Additionally, it was found that
PfMC-2TM proteins carry a novel and putative functional domain named MC-TYR, which
is conserved in other P. falciparum gene families and rodent parasites. Finally, I present new
conclusive evidence that the major Plasmodium VSAs PfEMP1, SICAvar, and SURFIN are
evolutionarily linked through a modular and structurally conserved intracellular domain.
My comparative analysis of Plasmodium VSA gene families resulted in new functional
and evolutionary insights, which will serve as valuable starting points for targeted experi-
mental studies.
5.2 Introduction
Subtelomeric regions of Plasmodium genomes are evolutionary melting pots of genomic
diversity (see Chapter 1 on page 33). Due to their genetic plasticity, subtelomeric regions
harbor mostly large and species-specific gene families, some of which, like the P. falciparum
gene family var (see page 17), are important determinants of human virulence. Moreover,
many subtelomeric gene families are expressed at the surface of the parasite or infected
erythrocytes, where they are suspected to modulate important host-parasite interactions,
including the parasite’s ability to evade the host immune system [128]. Besides variant
surface antigens (VSAs), subtelomeric regions of Plasmodium genomes encode also many
families of exported proteins. These proteins are exported beyond the parasitophorous
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vacuole to the cytosol of the infected erythrocyte, where they help remodeling the infected
host cell or are trafficked further to the erythrocyte surface [139, 140]. A summary of
Plasmodium subtelomeric gene families and their known functions is provided in Table 1.6
on page 36.
Because of their role in immune evasion, VSAs are of principal interest in vaccine devel-
opment [129]. However, one practical obstacle for using VSAs in a vaccine is their notorious
variability. This variability derives both from differential expression of gene family members
within genomes and from allelic diversity between genomes within parasite populations. The
search for surface-exposed proteins that are both antigenic and conserved is therefore one
important goal in vaccine research. Genome sequencing of several human malaria parasites,
including P. falciparum [41], P. vivax [37], and P. knowlesi [38], promised to revolutionize
vaccine development by laying out the complete map of putative antigens that could serve
as vaccine targets. Although these genomes undoubtedly provide now a rich resource for
(comparative) genomics studies to learn more about parasite biology and immune evasion
strategies [141, 236], the promise of an effective antimalarial vaccine remains to be fulfilled.
RTS,S is currently the most promising P. falciparum vaccine candidate, but latest results
from clinical trials showed that RTS,S provides only modest protection against both clinical
and severe malaria in young infants [237]. For P. vivax the situation looks even grimmer
with currently no vaccine candidate in advanced clinical trials [238].
In this study, I use a recently developed comparative gene family classification strat-
egy [177] to classify VSAs and exported proteins across the genomes of seven Plasmodium
species, including P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. knowlesi, P. yoelii, P. chabaudi, P. berghei,
and P. gallinaceum. I hypothesized that the sensitive sequence-based clustering of the en-
tire body of currently available Plasmodium proteins will yield new insights into genetic
determinants of human virulence and open up new avenues for vaccine development. In this
strategy, protein sequences from Plasmodium genomes are first clustered into a hierarchical
tree using average-linkage clustering and the resulting tree is then searched for clusters cor-
responding to known VSA and exported gene families. Finally, identified clusters are closely
analyzed for gene content and inter-cluster relationships. This analysis resulted in several
noteworthy findings, including the identification of unusually well conserved PIR orthologs
that are of potential interest for vaccine development; prediction of the likely function of
PYST-A proteins; discovery of a novel and putatively functional PfMC-2TM domain named
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MC-TYR; new conclusive evidence supporting the common evolutionary origin of the viru-
lence gene families var, SICAvar, and surfin; and the identification of many new VSA and
exported gene family members, including new phist genes in rodent parasites. Collectively,
these findings enhance our knowledge about virulence-associated gene families in malaria
parasites and provide valuable starting points for future experimental studies.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Curation and comparative classification of variant gene families in
Plasmodium genomes
I curated VSA and exported gene families by reviewing the literature as well as gene anno-
tations in PlasmoDB 7.0 [61]. Collected Plasmodium gene families had to meet one of the
following criteria: (a) expressed at the parasite surface or the surface of infected erythrocytes
(19 families); (b) predicted host cell localization by virtue of the presence of a PEXEL/VTS
export motif (25 families); any other gene family that is (c) species (subset)-specific or (d)
located at subtelomeric regions of chromosomes (15 families). The resulting list contains
59 gene families in total and is shown in Table 5.1. For brevity, I collectively refer to these
59 gene families as Plasmodium variant gene families in the following (note that Table 5.1
is somewhat larger than Table 1.6 on page 36 because it includes some gene families not
located at subtelomeres).
After curation, I classified Plasmodium variant gene families using a comparative gene
family classification strategy described previously (Chapter 3 and [177]). Briefly, I hierar-
chically clustered the combined set of all protein sequences with MC-UPGMA [196] and
extracted those sub-trees that maximally overlapped with the curated (reference) gene fam-
ilies. Most of the 59 curated gene families were resolved with both high sensitivity (Sn)
and specificity (Sp) (Table 5.1). Average and median Jaccard indices (J) of extracted clus-
ters were 0.87 and 0.98, respectively. Almost half of gene families (28 gene families, 47%)
were clustered perfectly with a Jaccard index of 1.0. An additional 20 gene families (34%)
clustered with a good Jaccard index ≥ 0.75. Only 11 gene families clustered with lower
quality (J < 0.75) due to low sensitivity (PcEMA1, emp3, hyp1, pk-fam-d), low specificity
(TSP_1, hyp17, pv-fam-d, hyp6 ) or both (hyp15, TRAP, hyp2 ). Failure to classify these
gene families with high quality could reflect methodological difficulties in resolving these
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gene families (for example due to multi-domain proteins) or indicate problems with the
reference classification. Overall, I conclude from these results that my clustering strategy
works well on Plasmodium variant gene families and produces protein sequence clusters of
high quality.
Table 5.1: Classification summary of Plasmodium variant gene families.
Gene family Sn Sp Jacc pfal pviv pkno pyoe pber pcha pgal
VSA
var 1.00 0.99 0.99 67
(66)
— — — — — —
vir/kir 0.94 0.82 0.78 1 310
(262)
66
(65)
3 2 2 1
yir/bir/cir 0.99 0.98 0.97 — — — 897 100
(99)
195
(191)
—
rif /stevor 0.99 0.98 0.98 192
(190)
— — — — — —
SICAvar 1.00 0.90 0.90 — — 31
(28)
— — — —
Pfmc-2TM 1.00 1.00 1.00 12
(12)
— — — — — —
TryThrA-
PvTRAG
1.00 1.00 1.00 4
(4)
36
(36)
26 5 7 6 1
surfin/Pvstp1 1.00 1.00 1.00 9
(9)
2
(2)
— — — — 2
cys6 1.00 1.00 1.00 10
(10)
11 12 14 10 10 6
P25_28 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
2
(2)
2
(2)
2
(2)
2
(2)
2
(2)
1
PcEMA1 0.71 0.92 0.67 — — — 2 1 13
(17)
—
pyst-a 1.00 0.90 0.90 1 1 1 169
(138)
23
(22)
132
(131)
1
VSA (invasion)
dbl 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
2
(2)
4 2 2 2 1
rbp/235kDa 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
8
(8)
1 19 6 8 —
msp-3 0.89 0.89 0.80 4
(6)
14
(12)
4 2 2 2 —
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Gene family Sn Sp Jacc pfal pviv pkno pyoe pber pcha pgal
msp-7 1.00 1.00 1.00 6
(6)
11
(11)
4 3 3 3 1
rhoph1/clag 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
3
(3)
1
(1)
2 2 3 1
TRAP 0.60 0.75 0.50 4
(5)
4 3 4 4 4 3
TSP_1 1.00 0.73 0.73 8
(6)
8
(7)
7
(5)
9
(5)
8
(5)
8
(7)
5
PPLP 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
5 5 5 5 5 3
Exported
phist/rad 0.97 0.89 0.86 72
(66)
74 43 2 2 2 4
gbp130 1.00 1.00 1.00 3
(3)
— — — — — —
pst-a 0.97 1.00 0.97 10
(10)
9
(10)
6 12
(12)
4 28 1
emp3 0.50 1.00 0.50 1
(2)
1 1 — — — —
ab_hyda 1.00 1.00 1.00 4
(4)
2 2 2 2 2 1
ab_hydb 1.00 1.00 1.00 4
(4)
1 1 — — — 1
HRP 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp1 0.50 1.00 0.50 1
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp2 0.50 0.50 0.33 2
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp4 1.00 1.00 1.00 9
(9)
— — — — — —
hyp5 1.00 0.89 0.89 9
(8)
— — — — — —
hyp6 1.00 0.40 0.40 5
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp7 1.00 1.00 1.00 3
(3)
— — — — — —
hyp8 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
— — — — — —
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Gene family Sn Sp Jacc pfal pviv pkno pyoe pber pcha pgal
hyp9 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
— — — — — —
hyp10 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp11 1.00 1.00 1.00 5
(5)
6 5 1 1 1 —
hyp12 1.00 0.75 0.75 4
(3)
— — — — — —
hyp13 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp15 0.75 0.75 0.60 4
(4)
— — — — — —
hyp16 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
(2)
— — — — — —
hyp17 1.00 0.67 0.67 3
(2)
— — — — — —
pk-fam-b 1.00 0.83 0.83 — 1 12
(10)
— — — —
pk-fam-c 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 5
(5)
— — — —
pk-fam-e 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 3
(3)
— — — —
Othera
etramp 0.97 0.94 0.91 15
(14)
10
(9)
9 15 6
(7)
12 4
acs 1.00 0.93 0.93 14
(13)
5 5 5 5 7 5
ACBP 1.00 1.00 1.00 4
(4)
— — — — — —
pv-fam-g 1.00 1.00 1.00 3 3
(3)
3 3 3 3 3
pk-fam-a 1.00 0.89 0.89 — — 9
(8)
— — — —
pc-fam 0.85 1.00 0.85 — — — 5 1 17
(20)
—
pk-fam-d 0.50 1.00 0.50 — — 1
(2)
— — — —
pv-fam-d 1.00 0.57 0.57 1 28
(16)
9 — — — —
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Gene family Sn Sp Jacc pfal pviv pkno pyoe pber pcha pgal
pyst-c 1.00 0.82 0.82 — — — 22
(18)
3 11 —
pv-fam-b 1.00 1.00 1.00 — 6
(6)
1 — — — —
pv-fam-c 1.00 1.00 1.00 — 7
(7)
— — — — —
pyst-d 0.77 1.00 0.77 — — — 10
(13)
— — —
pyst-b 1.00 0.96 0.96 — — — 56
(54)
28 21 —
pv-fam-h 1.00 0.80 0.80 4 5
(4)
3 — — — —
Average 0.94 0.92 0.87
The table shows classification performance and gene numbers per species of 59 Plasmodium variant gene
families. See main text on page 123 for description of how these gene families were identified. Better
studied gene families are shown at the top of each category. Classification performance of each gene family
is measured in terms of sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), and Jaccard index (Jacc). The remaining columns
show how many genes of each species have been classified to belong to this gene family (excluding annotated
pseudogenes and gene fragments). Numbers in parentheses indicate how many genes of this species served as
reference gene family members for cluster calibration and extraction. Abbreviations: VSA. . . variant surface
antigen; pfal. . .P. falciparum; pviv. . .P. vivax; pkno. . .P. knowlesi; pyoe. . .P. yoelii; pber. . .P. berghei;
pcha. . .P. chabaudi; pgal. . .P. gallinaceum. aother species-specific or sub-telomeric gene families.
5.3.2 PIR contains unusually well conserved orthologs
Plasmodium interspersed repeats (pir) is the largest and one of the most diverse gene families
in malaria parasites. Pir gene family sizes in different species range from 68 in P. knowlesi
to 838 in P. yoelii, with amino acid similarities ranging from 30-50% between P. chabaudi,
P. yoelii and P. berghei and from 20-30% between P. chabaudi and P. vivax [239]. In my
analysis pir separates nicely into two large non-overlapping clusters of high sensitivity and
specificity (Table 5.1). One cluster represents the vir and kir subfamilies of P. vivax and
P. knowlesi, respectively (384 genes; Sn=94%; Sp=82%; J=78%), and the other cluster
represents the yir, bir, and cir subfamilies from P. yoelii, P. berghei, and P. chabaudi,
respectively (1,192 genes; Sn=99%; Sp=98%; J=97%). The somewhat reduced specificity
of the vir/kir gene cluster is due to inclusion of the pv-fam-c gene family (7 genes), of
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which I think it represent a novel vir subfamily (see Table 5.2 on page 133 and text on
page 134). In addition, the vir/kir cluster contains 59 P. vivax hypothetical proteins, many
of which carry a predicted vir domain and are thus likely true but currently unannotated
members of the vir gene family (see annotated gene models of the complete vir gene cluster
at http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/gfc-plasmodium/).
Figure 5.1: Rodent parasite genes clustering with primate parasite vir/kir genes.
Three rodent parasite pir genes (PCHAS_010120, PBANKA_010050, PY06119) cluster with one vir
(PVX_113230) and one kir (PKH_114850) gene instead of with their respective paralogs, forming a clus-
ter of putative orthologous genes (dashed rectangle). This cluster then groups with other members of the
vir14 subfamily further up the tree. The two numbers at internal branch points of the tree indicate the
similarity of the left and right branch connected by this branch point, with the number at the top repre-
senting the BLAST connectivity in percent and the number at the bottom representing the average BLAST
E-value. Blue and black rectangles within gene models indicate predicted Plasmodium_Vir (PF05795) and
transmembrane domains (TM), respectively. Boxes between tree and gene models show RNA-seq expres-
sion profiles over the intraerythrocytic developmental cycle. The tree shown here is only an excerpt from
the larger vir/kir gene cluster, which can be found at http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/gfc-plasmodium/
clusters/vir-kir/static.html. Abbreviations: SP. . . signal peptide.
To my surprise, I found three PIR proteins from rodent parasites (PCHAS_010120,
PBANKA_010050, and PY06119) nested deep within the vir/kir protein cluster rather
than clustered with their respective paralogs (Figure 5.1). This unexpected result suggested
that some of the otherwise highly divergent PIR proteins are well conserved across species,
representing a cluster of putative orthologous genes. Subsequent genome-wide analysis of
PIR sequence conservation revealed that each of the five Plasmodium species contains in-
deed a single and likely orthologous PIR protein that is clearly better conserved between
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species than any other member of the PIR family (Figure 5.2A). The five genes are: P. vivax
vir14 -related protein PVX_113230; P. knowlesi KIR protein PKH_114850; P. yoelii hypo-
thetical protein PY06119; P. berghei BIR protein PBANKA_010050; and P. chabaudi CIR
protein PCHAS_010120. Orthology of these five PIR proteins is supported by OrthoMCL
DB (version 5.0, orthologous group OG5_173782) [168]. Multiple sequence alignment of
these five conserved PIR orthologs reveals a 224 aa long, gapless block recognized as the
Plasmodium_Vir domain (PF05795). The block spans 56% of the average protein sequence
length and has 107 columns (48%) perfectly conserved (Figure 5.2B). This exceptional high
degree of sequence conservation within an otherwise highly divergent gene family suggests
that the conserved domains in these proteins are direct descendants of the founder member
of the large pir gene family and that these genes serve an ancestral and probably special
function in malaria parasites.
Identification of conserved and likely prototypical members of the large pir gene fam-
ily allowed me to re-examine whether there exists conserved PIR homologs outside P. vi-
vax/P. knowlesi and rodent malaria parasites, in particular within the Laverania clade
including P. falciparum. NCBI PSI-BLAST searches (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
seeded with each of the five conserved PIR orthologs did not reveal significant sequence
similarity within P. falciparum or any other species not currently known to contain PIR
proteins. Similarly, multiple rounds of Jackhmmer searches [240] seeded with the alignment
from Figure 5.2B did not identify convincing homologs. Thus, despite extensive sequence
conservation between monkey and rodent parasites, PIR is apparently not conserved in
other Plasmodium or Apicomplexan species, suggesting that PIR surface antigens perform
an important function unique to the P. vivax/P. knowlesi and rodent lineage of malaria
parasites.
5.3.3 PYST-A predicted to be involved in lipid binding and transfer
Gene family expansion is an important genomic process by which parasites adapt to differ-
ent lifestyles and host environments [241, 242]. My classification strategy readily identifies
differentially expanded gene families in Plasmodium species (Table 5.1 on page 124), includ-
ing rhoph1/clag, surfin and acs (expanded in P. falciparum), msp-3, msp-7, and pv-fam-d
(expanded in P. vivax), TryThrA/PvTRAG (expanded in P. vivax and P. knowlesi), phist
and hyp11 (expanded in the three primate parasites), rbp/235kDa and pyst-c (expanded in
P. yoelii), and PcEMA1, pc-fam, and pst-a (expanded in P. chabaudi).
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160 * 180 * 200 * 220
PY06119* 30 : KPNKYWKRIEPIFEPSEWVREIVYKLQRNVTFLNENRDGDKLYGKHCYDLNYWLYEQVYKNSGLNDNSLSFFITL : 104
PBANKA_010050 30 : KPNKYWKRIEPIFEPSEWVREIVYKLHRNVTFLNENRDDDKLYGKHCYDLNYWLYEQVYKNSDLNDNSLSFFITL : 104
PCHAS_010120 30 : KPNKYWKRIEPIFEPSERVRDIVYKLQRNVTLLNENRGEDQLYVKHCYDLNYWLYEQVYKSFNLNENSIHFFMTL : 104
PVX_113230 38 : QENVYWEAIEGSYEQTPWVRDVFFKLERNLTEINESRGEDSLSKKHCYDLNYWLYEQVYENLNNNENDENFFKII : 112
PKH_114850 151 : AKNVYWEAMKGSYEQTPWVRDVFFKLERNITELNGNSSEDILRKKHCYDLNYWLYEQVYENLNKNENDENFFKII : 225
N YW 6e 5E 3 wVR 6 5KL RN6T 6Nenr D L KHCYDLNYWLYEQVY n N N FF 6
* 240 * 260 * 280 * 300
PY06119* 105 : DILLNSWENMNADKFNGNKDICQPDNTLVDINYLKEIKYLADYVENFETIKSAAIEDTNKACNVYIDYLRSAIPA : 179
PBANKA_010050 105 : DILLNSWENMNADKFNGNKDICQPDNTLVDINYLKEIKYLADYVENFETIKSAAIEDTNKACNAYIDYLRSAIPA : 179
PCHAS_010120 105 : DILLNSWENMNADQFNGEKDICQPDNTLIDINYLKEIKYLGDYVENFDTIKSAAIEDTNKACNVYIDYLRYAIPA : 179
PVX_113230 113 : DGLQNAWTNINNDKFPNADNICHPDKTLVDMKYLKDVKHLFDFIEDFSTIKTAAIKDTNNACQKYIDYLKLKVPL : 187
PKH_114850 226 : DDLQGAWKNINNDKFANADNICHPDKTLVDMKYLEDVKDLFDLIEDHSTIKAAAINDTKNACLKYIDYLKIKVPL : 300
D L n W N6N DkF 1IC PD TL6D6 YLk 6K L D 6E1f TIK AAI DTn AC YIDYL4 6P
* 320 * 340 * 360 *
PY06119* 180 : YYEWNTVCTIDEENLCNKYIRDYEKYNPKGVLCNLSVTGLAFAQLFNQCYKSIVNIFINVNNAPVRTTIKLRNGL : 254
PBANKA_010050 180 : YYEWNTVCTIEEENICNKYIRDYEKYNPKGVLCNLSVTGLAVAQLFNQCYKSIVNIFMNVNNAPVRTTIKLRNGL : 254
PCHAS_010120 180 : YYEWNKLCTLEEENLCNKYIHDYEKYDPKGVLSNLSVTGLAFAQLFNKCYKNIVSIFLSTNNASERTTIKLRNGL : 254
PVX_113230 188 : YYEWNDVCTMEEENICTKYIDDYPKYNPKNVLENLSVVSLALASIFNDCYQNIINLFTEAEKIEPRTVLKHRDIT : 262
PKH_114850 301 : YYEWNNICTMEEENICTKYIDDYSKYDPKNVLENLSVVSLALASIFNDCYQNIINLFTEAEKIEPRTVLKQRGIT : 375
YYEWN 6CT6eEEN6C KYI DY KY1PK VL NLSV LA A 6FN CY I6n6F RT 6K R
(A)
(B)
Figure 5.2: Five putative PIR orthologs are exceptionally well conserved across species.
(A) PIR protein sequences from five Plasmodium species, including P. yoelii (826 yir genes), P. berghei (135
bir genes), P. chabaudi (196 cir genes), P. vivax (345 vir genes), and P. knowlesi (68 kir genes), were globally
aligned in an all-vs.-all pairwise manner using ClustalW. Box plots show the resulting distribution of global
percent identity values for each pair of species. For each species pair, one pair of proteins (red circles) stands
out in terms of its cross-species conservation level. The proteins corresponding to these outliers are the
same as the ones identified in Figure 5.1 and include PY06119 (P. yoelii), PBANKA_010050 (P. berghei),
PCHAS_010120 (P. chabaudi), PVX_113230 (P. vivax), and PKH_114850 (P. knowlesi). The second exon
of PY06119 was found to be truncated and an improved version of this gene model (PY06119*) was therefore
used in the analysis. (B) Multiple sequence alignment of the conserved part of the five PIR orthologs. Note
the exceptional high degree of sequence conservation (indicated by black and gray columns), suggesting an
important molecular function for this particular PIR protein in each of the five Plasmodium species.
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One of the most striking examples of a differentially expanded gene family in Plas-
modium parasites is the P. yoelii gene family pyst-a. Pyst-a has been shown to con-
tain only a single member in primate malaria parasites but over one hundred members
in P. yoelii and P. chabaudi [40, 39]. In my analysis, PYST-A proteins cluster almost per-
fectly (Sn=100%;Sp=90%;J=90%) within a larger cluster containing also PC-FAM-1 and
PB-FAM-1 proteins, clearly showing that these three gene families are equivalent (orthol-
ogous) in the three rodent parasite species. Total gene numbers in the combined pyst-
a/pc-fam-1/pb-fam-1 sequence cluster are 168, 132, 23 genes in P. yoelii, P. chabaudi, and
P. berghei, respectively. As expected, I found only a single pyst-a gene family member
in primate malaria parasites (PF14_0604 in P. falciparum, PVX_117290 in P. vivax, and
PKH_124210 in P. knowlesi). A single copy of pyst-a was also detected in the bird parasite
P. gallinaceum, supporting the idea of extensive proliferation of the pyst-a gene family in
the rodent malaria parasite lineage [40].
Interestingly, while examining annotated pyst-a gene models (Figure 5.3A), I noticed
that most pyst-a gene family members carry a predicted Bet v1-like superfamily domain
[243] (http://supfam.org/SUPERFAMILY/cgi-bin/scop.cgi?ipid=55961; HMMER3 E-
value ≤ 1e-10), suggesting a potential role for the pyst-a gene family in lipid binding and
transfer. In search for further molecular support of this possibility, I used I-TASSER to
predict a three-dimensional structure for the single P. falciparum gene family member
PF14_0604 (Figure 5.3B). The predicted protein structure is very similar to several human
proteins carrying the steroidogenic acute regulatory-related lipid transfer (START) domain,
including PDB protein 1EM2 (C-score=-1.22; TM-score=0.724; RMSD=1.71). Taken to-
gether, these results provide first evidence that the second largest rodent malaria parasite
gene family pyst-a is involved in lipid transport, likely playing a role in salvaging cholesterol
from the host (see discussion on page 145).
5.3.4 PfMC-2TM proteins are conserved in rodent parasites and are re-
lated to HYP8 and HYP2 through the novel MC-TYR domain
Hierarchical protein sequence clustering is a powerful approach to elucidate distant evolu-
tionary relationships between gene families [196]. Table 5.2 summarizes known and novel
evolutionary links between Plasmodium variant gene families as suggested by my hierarchical
clustering results. Novel links of note include links between Pfmc-2TM and hyp8 (BLAST
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Figure 5.3: PYST-A proteins predicted to be involved in lipid binding and transfer.
(A) Predicted Bet v1-like superfamily domain (SSF55961, in red) in selected pyst-a gene family members from
six Plasmodium species. Hmmer3 E-values shown in parentheses. (B) I-TASSER predicted homology model
(C-score=-1.22) of the single P. falciparum pyst-a gene family member PF14_0604 (left) next to crystal
structure of steroidogenic acute regulatory-related lipid transfer (START) domain-containing human protein
MLN64 (PDB entry 1EM2; right). Predicted alpha helices and beta strands of PF14_0604 highlighted
in blue and green, respectively (the first predicted alpha helix of PF14_0604 has no correspondence in
MLN64 and was omitted for clarity). Note the overall high similarity between the two structures (TM-
score=0.724; RMSD=1.71). (C) Protein sequence alignment obtained by threading PF14_0604 onto 1EM2
using MUSTER. Percent sequence identity (PID) of structurally aligned residues is 12.5% over 78% of
PF14_0604 sequence length. Secondary structure (SS) elements colored according to structural model in B.
Identical and similar amino acids colored in black and gray, respectively. Sequence and structural similarity
of PF14_0604 with START domain-containing proteins suggest a role of PYST-A proteins in lipid binding
and transfer, likely to salvage cholesterol from the host (see discussion on page 145).
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Table 5.2: Established and novel evolutionary links between Plasmodium variant gene families
predicted by hierarchical clustering.
Cluster A Size A Cluster B Size B MP
(#)
MP
(%)
Avg.
E-val.
Avg. PID
(Std.dev)
Established links
rif 161 stevor 31 281,244 74.8 0.016 26.4(3.1)
vir/kir 385 yir/bir 1,192 2,087 0.4 9.7 28.2(5.2)
surfin 15 Pvstp1 2 90 93.8 3.9e-15 38.3(6.6)
var 67 dbl 18 707 42.8 1.7e-10 25.0(2.9)
phist-c 80 rad 58 718 15.5 0.38 23.9(3.7)
phist-c/rad 138 phist-b 21 241 8.3 2.4 25.2(4.2)
phist-c/rad/phist-b 168 phist-a 29 273 4.0 1.6 26.4(5.3)
ab_hydb 10 pst-a 77 787 99.6 1.7e-11 33.1(6.2)
ab_hydb/pst-a 87 ab_hyda 17 231 10.4 3.8 28.4(5.5)
surfin/Pvstp1 17 SICAvar 31 2,003 35.7 0.013 37.8(8.4)
surfin/Pvstp1/
SICAvar
51 var 67 435 1.8 1.9 37.9(6.8)
Novel links
surfin/Pvstp1/
SICAvar/var
149 pir 1,814 772 0.1 14 30.5(6.5)
Pfmc-2TM 12 hyp8 2 24 100.0 1.6 27.9(2.4)
Pfmc-2TM/hyp8 14 hyp2 2 23 76.7 5.6 32.6(2.8)
hyp4 9 hyp6 5 40 80.0 1.9 26.7(1.5)
hyp15 4 hyp5 9 44 100.0 0.082 31.0(5.5)
pk-fam-a 9 pk-fam-b 13 38 16.2 2.3e-06 55.7(18.4)
pk-fam-a/pk-fam-b 22 pv-fam-d 38 137 11.6 0.048 30.6(7.9)
pyst-a/pc-fam-1/
pb-fam-1
328 PcEMA1 16 90 1.5 7.7e-32 50.6(8.9)
pv-fam-h* 12 hyp16 2 16 80.0 7.8e-12 33.7(6.8)
hyp16/pv-fam-h 12 pk-fam-c 5 22 30.6 0.72 38.1(5.5)
TSP_1 53 P25/28 13 29 1.1 18 32.0(11.2)
hyp11 19 rbp/235kDa 47 13 1.1 31 30.4(6.0)
phist-c/rad/phist-b* 168 pk-fam-e 3 30 4.5 1.9e-06 67.5(14.3)
vir/kir* 385 pv-fam-c 7 94 2.9 1.3 27.0(5.2)
pir* 1,814 pyst-d 10 179 0.9 0.11 64.2(14.6)
The hierarchical tree was searched for neighboring and parental clusters where both clusters (denoted A and
B) map to variant gene families as identified in Table 5.1. Such cluster pairs are shown if (a) their BLAST
match pair percentage (MP%) is ≥ 1% or (b) they share at least 100 BLAST match pairs (MP#). Avg.
E-value and Avg. PID denote the average E-value and percent identity of all BLAST match pairs between
the two clusters. Size A and Size B indicate numbers of genes in respective clusters, excluding annotated
pseudogenes and gene fragments. An asterisk next to cluster A indicates that cluster A is a parental cluster
of cluster B, i.e. cluster B is fully contained in cluster A. My search predicts both previously established
(top) and novel evolutionary links (bottom) between Plasmodium variant gene families.
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match pair percentage (MP)=100%; average E-value of BLAST match pairs (E)=1.6), Pfmc-
2TM/hyp8 and hyp2 (MP=76.7%; E=5.6), hyp4 and hyp6 (MP=80%, E=1.9), hyp5 and
hyp15 (MP=100%, E=0.082), hyp16, pv-fam-h, and pk-fam-c (MP=30.6%, E=0.72), as well
as pk-fam-a, pk-fam-b and pv-fam-d (MP=11.6%, E=0.048). Thus, several Plasmodium vari-
ant gene families currently assumed to be species-specific have in fact putative members in
other Plasmodium species, opening up new avenues to experimentally study their function in
model organisms. Of note, I found that pv-fam-c is entirely nested within the larger vir/kir
cluster (MP=2.9%, E=1.3) and thus likely represents a novel vir subfamily that I named
vir36 . pyst-d (InterPro IPR006492), a family of ∼15 short (median length 60 aa) P. yoelii
proteins, was found to be completely nested within the large pir gene family. Inspection of
pyst-d and neighboring gene models in the genome revealed that this gene family is likely
spurious and consists entirely of misannotated exons belonging to adjacent yir gene models.
Other novel links in Table 5.2 are of lower connectivity and should be considered tentative.
Pfmc-2TM is an actively studied P. falciparum VSA gene family [244, 134, 245], which
motivated me to investigate its putative link with the two hypothetical P. falciparum gene
families hyp8 and hyp2 in detail. The 12 annotated PfMC-2TM proteins cluster first with
two P. falciparum gametocyte-exported proteins of the hyp8 gene family (MAL13P1.61/
GEXP07 and PFA0670c/GEXP10) and then with a cluster of three P. falciparum exported
proteins of unknown function, one of which is a member of the hyp2 gene family (PFB0926c).
The second annotated hyp2 gene family member (PF10_0024) is not found in this cluster
and instead groups with HYP16 and PV-FAM-C proteins, supporting the notion that hyp2
might not constitute a real gene family [120]. The combined Pfmc-2TM/hyp8/hyp2 cluster
contains a total of 23 proteins and is shown in Figure 5.4A. Notably, this cluster also includes
six rodent parasite genes of unknown function that share the typical two-exon gene structure
with Pfmc-2TM genes, including a signal peptide on the short first exon and a conserved
PEXEL-like motif (RxLxQ) on the 5′ end of the larger second exon. Most importantly,
Phobius [246] predicts two adjacent C-terminal transmembrane (TM) domains for four of
the six rodent parasite proteins (posterior probability > 0.2) as well as traces of a second TM
domain in the remaining two (posterior probability < 0.2). No TM domains are present in
the three P. falciparum proteins clustering with (and including) HYP2 protein PFB0926c.
Further inspection of the Pfmc-2TM/hyp8/hyp2 gene cluster using multiple protein
sequence alignments identified a hitherto unknown ∼70 aa long conserved domain located
between the PEXEL motif and the two TM domains (Figure 5.4B). The domain has a
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Figure 5.4: PfMC-2TM proteins carry a novel domain named MC-TYR that is conserved in
rodent malaria parasites and P. falciparum HYP2 and HYP8 proteins.
(A) Members of the P. falciparum gene families Pfmc-2TM, hyp8 and hyp2 as well as six rodent parasite
genes share a conserved ∼70 aa domain named MC-TYR (indicated in dark blue) located between the
PEXEL/VTS motif (shown in red) and the two C-terminal transmembrane domains (TM, shown in black).
TM domains in dark gray are predicted by Phobius but not TMHMM. SignalP predicted signal peptides
(SP) shown in yellow. The phylogenetic tree to the left is a bootstrap consensus tree based on the MC-TYR
alignment shown in panel B. Numbers represent bootstrap values (values below 60 not shown). (B) T-coffee
multiple sequence alignment of MC-TYR. MC-TYR stands for Maurer’s clefts tyrosine domain due to two
almost invariably conserved tyrosine residues (Y, indicated by arrows), which are of potential functional
importance. Top row: ‘H’ denotes residues within alpha helices predicted by JPred 3, thus MC-TYR has a
predicted three alpha-helical secondary structure (SS).
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predicted three-alpha helical structure and contains two almost invariant tyrosine residues
(Y) of potential functional importance. Only in three proteins one of the two tyrosine
residues is conservatively replaced with phenylalanine (F). Based on this observation, I
name this novel domain the Maurer’s clefts tyrosine (MC-TYR) domain.
To explore the possibility that MC-TYR is conserved beyond the seed cluster of Fig-
ure 5.4, I carried out sensitive profile-based searches using PSI-BLAST. Five rounds of NCBI
PSI-BLAST initiated with any one of the 12 Pfmc-2TM MC-TYR protein sequences con-
sistently identified three additional P. falciparum hits, albeit above PSI-BLAST’s E-value
inclusion threshold (E>0.005). These three hits include one of three annotated HYP12 pro-
teins (MAL7P1.6; E=0.2) and two other exported proteins of unknown function (PF11_0511
and MAL8P1.206; E≤2.7). Like the three proteins of the hyp2 cluster, these three genes
share the typical two-exon gene structure with Pfmc-2TM genes except for the TM domains.
This data suggests that MC-TYR is likely present in additional exported P. falciparum pro-
teins and probably includes the P. falciparum hyp12 gene family. I should mention that
neither protein sequence clustering nor PSI-BLAST searches identified a relationship of
PfMC-2TM with HYP7, PYST-B or virD proteins, as has been proposed previously based
on shared gene architectural features [247, 134].
In conclusion, I provide first evidence that PfMC-2TM proteins carry a novel and puta-
tive functional domain that I named MC-TYR. MC-TYR is conserved in other P. falciparum
exported proteins and non-P. falciparum species, opening up new opportunities to exper-
imentally characterize the function of this important VSA gene family in model malaria
parasites.
5.3.5 PfEMP1, SICAvar, and SURFIN are interrelated through a modu-
lar and structurally conserved intracellular tryptophan-rich domain
As shown in Table 5.2, hierarchical clustering supports the previously proposed link be-
tween the well-studied Plasmodium VSA gene families var (encoding PfEMP1 proteins),
SICAvar, and surfin/pvstp1 [132]. Unexpectedly, the surfin/pvstp1 cluster includes also
two genes from P. gallinaceum (which I named PgSurf1 and PgSurf2 ) that have very simi-
lar gene structures to P. falciparum surfin genes (Figure 5.5A), demonstrating for the first
time that SURFINs are conserved outside a human malaria parasite. Further up the tree,
SURFIN/PvSTP1 proteins first group with P. knowlesi SICAvar proteins (28 genes and 214
pseudogenes, MP=35.7%, Avg.E=0.013) and then with another large cluster (MP=1.8%;
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Avg.E=1.9) containing the two P. falciparum gene families var (69 genes, 38 pseudogenes)
and dbl (4 genes) as well as six other DBL domain-containing proteins, including two MSP3
proteins (PF10_0348 and PF10_0355), MAEBL (PF11_0486), AMA1 (PF11_0344), gi-
ant protein Pf332 (PF11_0506), and one protein of unknown function (PFA0665w). No-
tably, still further up the tree the surfin/pvstp1/SICAvar/var gene cluster is joined by
the large gene family pir (1,814 genes), uniting all major Plasmodium VSA gene fami-
lies except rifin/stevor in a single gene cluster. However, with only 772 BLAST high-
scoring segment pairs (HSPs) in total and an average E-value of 14 the connectivity be-
tween surfin/pvstp1/SICAvar/var and pir was found to be extraordinarily low (Table 5.2).
Because rifin/stevor genes are not part of this unified VSA gene cluster, I conclude that
there is currently no sequence-based evidence supporting a link between rifin/stevor and
pir. However, as others before me [136], I noticed suspicious similarities in some protein fea-
tures (protein size, positioning of TM segments, secondary structural elements) that make
such a link at least plausible (data now shown). A more definitive answer about the evolu-
tionary relationship of surfin/pvstp1/SICAvar/var, pir, and rifin/stevor will have to await
the availability and comparison of tertiary protein structures.
To better understand the nature of the relationship among SURFIN/PvSTP1, SICAvar,
PfEMP1, and the DBL-containing proteins, I investigated the sequence similarity matrix of
this cluster as well as individual pairwise BLAST sequence alignments. As revealed by the
sequence similarity heat map shown in Figure 5.6, SICAvar and PfEMP1 proteins share no
direct pairwise sequence similarity with each other, but exhibit both weak similarity with
SURFIN/PvSTP1 proteins (SICAvar: MP=36%/E=0.013; PfEMP1: MP=17%/E=0.7).
Notably, one P. knowlesi SICAvar protein (PKH_081360) and two of the DBL-containing
proteins (Pf332 and PFA0665w) stand out by having high sequence similarity not only with
paralogs of their respective own gene families but also with SURFIN/PvSTP1 proteins
(PKH_081360: MP=94%/E=4e-13; Pf332: MP=89%/E=7e-6; PFA0665w: MP=89%/
E=0.2). By examining the underlying BLAST alignments I found that BLAST consis-
tently identified HSPs within the C-terminal intracellular regions of these proteins. In
SURFIN/PVSTP1, the HSPs overlapped with the intracellular tryptophan-rich domain
(WRD) previously described by Winter et al. [132]. In PfEMP1 proteins, the HSPs over-
lapped with the PfEMP1 intracellular region also known as the acidic terminal sequence
(ATS) or VARC [59, 249].
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Figure 5.5: PfEMP1, SURFIN/PvSTP1, SICAvar and two P. falciparum DBL-containing pro-
teins are interrelated through a modular and structurally conserved intracellular tryptophan-
rich domain (WRD).
(A) Intracellular regions (right of aligned black transmembrane domains) of SURFIN, PvSTP1, SICAvar,
PfEMP1, and two DBL-containing proteins carry 1-7 copies of WRDs (dashed rectangles), which themselves
are composed of a variable number of conserved WRD-A (green) and WRD-B (blue) subdomains. Note
conservation of complete WRDs (consisting of one A and two B subdomains) in at least one P. knowlesi
SICAvar-like gene (PKH_081360) and in the bird parasite P. gallinaceum (PgSurf1 and PgSurf2 ). A dashed
rectangle extending beyond subdomains indicates that the WRD but not all of its subdomains reached sta-
tistical significance (E≤0.01) in the Hmmer search. (B) Multiple sequence alignment of selected sequences
representing the WRD-A (top) and WRD-B (bottom) subdomains. ‘/1’ and ‘/2’ after protein accessions
denote first and second occurrences of a subdomain within a (not necessarily the same) WRD, respectively.
Darker shades of gray indicate higher conservation. (C) Tertiary structure of PfEMP1 intracellular domain
(ATS) as recently determined using NMR spectroscopy [248]. The structure reveals a conserved core com-
posed of four alpha helices, which map to conserved sequence blocks of the WRD-A and WRD-B subdomains
as indicated by red bars above alignments. Abbreviations: LCR. . . low complexity region.
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Figure 5.6: Sequence similarity heat map of PfEMP1, SURFIN/PvSTP1, and SICAvar.
The heat map shows all pairwise BLAST sequence similarities between proteins of the surfin/pvstp1, var, and
SICAvar gene cluster. White indicates no sequence similarity, red medium sequence similarity, and yellow
high sequence similarity (see legend). Arrows indicate genes with unusual sequence similarity patterns as
mentioned in the text.
Subsequent multiple sequence alignments of SURFIN, PfEMP1 and SICAvar intracel-
lular regions revealed a more complete picture of the relationship of these proteins than
described previously [132]. I find that SURFIN WRD has a modular architecture consisting
of two distinct and structurally conserved subdomains, which I named WRD-A and WRD-B
(Figure 5.5). WRD-A and WRD-B occur in variable numbers and configurations in different
gene families (Figure 5.5A). The typical WRD consist of one WRD-A (shown in green) and
two WRD-B subdomains (shown in blue), which is found in P. falciparum (6-7 copies) and
P. gallinaceum (4-5 copies) SURFIN proteins, the two full-length P. vivax PvSTP1 proteins
(single copy), and the two P. falciparum DBL-containing proteins, including Pf332 (single
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WRD copy, reported previously) and PFA0665w (1-2 WRD copies, new finding). Where
WRDs occur in tandem, the first of the two WRDs is typically more conserved, as illus-
trated by the partially empty dashed rectangles representing cases where complete WRDs
but not individual subdomains reached statistical significance in my HMMER3 search (E
≤ 0.01). In other gene families, WRD is only partially conserved. The typical SICAvar
protein contains a single WRD-A but no WRD-B subdomain, while PfEMP1 proteins carry
one copy of both WRD-A and WRD-B separated by a ∼130 aa long variable region. Dur-
ing my studies an experimentally determined three-dimensional structure of the PfEMP1
intracellular ATS domain became available, which shows that ATS consists of a conserved
core composed of four alpha helices [248] (Figure 5.5C). These four helices map nicely to
the two conserved homology blocks corresponding to WRD-A and WRD-B (Figure 5.5B,
red bars above alignments), supporting the biological significance of these alignments.
Importantly, I identified at least one P. knowlesi SICAvar protein (SICAvar-like gene
PKH_081360) with a completely conserved WRD (one WRD-A and two WRD-B), which
explains the high BLAST sequence similarity of this protein with P. falciparum SURFINs
(Figure 5.6) and provides for the first time compelling sequence-based evidence that the
two antigenically variant gene families var and SICAvar are evolutionarily linked via their
intracellular domains. A TBLASTN search against the P. knowlesi genome using WRD-B
of PKH_081360 as query identified one additional SICAvar antigen (PKH_102071, E=4e-
11) carrying a WRD-B subdomain, but this gene appears to be severely truncated (295 aa)
and lacks WRD-A, suggesting that PKH_102071 might be a pseudogene.
5.3.6 Predicted new members of variant gene families
Sequence clustering complements consensus-based strategies (e.g. hidden Markov models)
for the identification of gene family members. I therefore examined gene clusters of sufficient
quality (J ≥ 0.6, Table 5.1 on page 124) for the presence of putative new gene family
members. Table 5.3 lists newly predicted members of several P. falciparum gene families,
including phist (4 genes), hyp4/hyp6 (3 genes), TSP_1 (2 genes), msp-7 (2 genes), msp-3
(1 gene), etramp (1 gene), hyp5 (1 gene), hyp15 (1 gene), and hyp10 (1 gene). Examination
of these genes revealed no obvious case of misclassification, suggesting that they are indeed
potential novel members of these gene families.
To verify the credibility of these predictions, I examined the clustering result of the
large and highly divergent phist gene family in more detail (Figure 5.7). Phist (Plasmodium
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Table 5.3: Putative new P. falciparum gene family members of variant gene families.
Gene
family
New member MP
(#)
MP
(%)
Avg.
E-value
Avg. PID
(Std.dev)
Current
annotation/comment
phist PF14_0744 21 9.9 0.2 27.6(5.6) exported protein, unknown
function
PF14_0745 23 10.9 0.3 24.7(4.7) probable protein, unknown
function
MAL8P1.205 40 18.9 0.0002 28.2(4.4) GEXP13
PF10_0015aa 88 41.5 7e-14 35.0(11.9) carries acyl-CoA binding
domain
hyp4/hyp6 PFL2560c 2 12.5 3e-15 46.3(14.4) probably truncated
pseudogene
PFI0086w 5 31.3 0.002 29.0(3.7) alternative start codon 40
aa downstream
PF14_0760 4 25.0 0.2 35.7(13.2) exported protein, unknown
function
TSP_1 MAL8P1.45 48 23.3 7e-17 42.7(14.7) conserved protein, unknown
function
PF08_0136b 24 11.7 4e-34 35.3(16.3) von Willebrand factor
A-domain related
msp-7 PF13_0192 14 46.7 0.9 25.7(4.8) part of MSP7 gene cluster
on chr13
PF13_0194 3 10 3 28.8(3.3) part of MSP7 gene cluster
on chr13
msp-3 PF10_0351 4 14.3 4 30.4(3.8) part of MSP gene cluster on
chr10
etramp PFL0065w 2 2.8 9e-15 43.7(6.5) conserved protein, unknown
function
hyp5 PF14_0743 10 100.0 3e-5 31.4(2.5) annotated hyp15 protein
hyp15 PFB0950w 3 100.0 3e-18 44.5(13.0) exported protein, unknown
function
hyp10 PF08_0001 1 50.0 3 34.6(0.0) exported protein, unknown
function
hyp12 MAL8P1.206 3 100.0 2e-17 47.1(4.9) exported protein, unknown
function
hyp17 PF14_0741 1 50.0 1e-198 91.2(0.0) split gene model; merged in
PlasmoDB 9.0
Clusters corresponding to variant gene families were searched for P. falciparum proteins that are currently
not annotated as members of these gene families. Only clusters with a Jaccard index of at least 0.6 were
considered in this search (Table 5.1). Annotated pseudogenes and gene fragment not shown. MP (#) and
MP (%) indicate number and percentage of BLAST match pairs between the putative new member and all
other proteins in the cluster of this gene family. Avg. E-value and Avg. PID denote the average E-value and
the average PID of these BLAST match pairs, respectively. aUnusual phist gene family member carrying an
N-terminal acyl-CoA-binding protein domain (Pfam PF00887).
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helical interspersed subtelomeric) is a large subtelomeric gene family of exported proteins of
unknown function with ∼70 members in P. falciparum, ∼40 members in P. vivax, and ∼27
members in P. knowlesi. So far, only one gene family member has been identified in each of
the three rodent parasite genomes, suggesting extensive radiation of the phist gene family
in primate parasites [120]. In P. falciparum, phist has been divided into three subfamilies
(phist-a, phist-b, and phist-c). Another chromosome-internally expanded P. vivax gene
family of 44 genes named rad (aka pv-fam-e) has later been shown to be related to phist
[37].
In my results, the phist-a, phist-b, phist-c, and rad gene families are resolved with high
accuracy (J ≥ 0.9) and, as expected, cluster together into the larger phist gene family
(Sn=0.97; Sp=0.94; J=0.92) (Table 5.1 on page 124 and Figure 5.7A). Phist-c first clusters
with rad followed by phist-b and phist-a, which differs from an earlier report suggesting
that phist-a and phist-b form a clade with phist-c being the out-group [120]. In total,
the phist cluster contains 22 full-length proteins that are currently not annotated as phist
gene family members, including the four P. falciparum genes from Table 5.3 (PF14_0744,
PF14_0745, MAL8P1.205 (GEXP13), and PF10_0015), two from P. vivax (PVX_003555
and PVX_096065), 14 from P. knowlesi (including four exported proteins from the pk-fam-
e gene family that clusters with phist-b), and one from each P. berghei and P. chabaudi
(PBANKA_070080 and PCHAS_093720). The two novel rodent parasite phist family
members cluster with the phist-c subfamily and could be interesting targets for experi-
mental studies of PHIST function in the rodent model system. Multiple protein sequence
alignment of these putative new phist gene family members (Figure 5.7B) shows that key
residues of the PHIST PRESAN domain (PF09687) are well conserved, suggesting that
these 10 genes are likely true members of the phist gene family that have been missed by
motif-based searches. Notably, the PHIST cluster also contains two proteins from P. galli-
naceum, supporting previous findings that PHIST is conserved in the bird parasite [120]. I
conclude that my clustering procedure resolves even challenging gene families correctly and
is a successful strategy to identify putative new gene family members in P. falciparum and
other Plasmodium species.
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Figure 5.7: Predicted new members of the exported gene family phist in several Plasmodium
species, including rodent parasites.
(A). Left: Heat map of pairwise BLAST sequence similarities between all proteins of the PHIST cluster.
Shades of red indicate degree of similarity (white = no similarity, red = high similarity). Right: Compressed
PHIST dendrogram extracted from the hierarchical tree. Annotated phist gene family members indicated in
blue. Putative new gene family members shown in red (full-length proteins) or black (annotated pseudogenes
or gene fragments). Note the putative new phist gene family members in rodent parasites at the bottom.
Black triangles indicate collapsed sub-trees, with numbers of contained genes in parentheses. (B) Top: Pfam
family PF09687 (PRESAN domain) sequence logo highlighting conserved key residues (big letters) of the
phist gene family. Bottom: Corresponding conserved blocks extracted from a T-coffee multiple sequence
alignment of selected putative new PHIST members. Note that these putative new gene family members
have most key residues of the PRESAN domain conserved, suggesting that they are likely true members of
the diverse phist gene family.
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5.4 Discussion
In this study, I classified and investigated VSA and exported gene families across seven
Plasmodium genomes. This led to several interesting findings, some of which may have
application value.
The identification of a single ultra-conserved PIR ortholog in each of the PIR-containing
Plasmodium species (Figure 5.2 on page 130) was unexpected, because pir is one of the most
diverse Plasmodium gene families . The same conserved PIR orthologs were recently found
by an independent group studying the genetic diversity of the global P. vivax population
[250]. Their work showed that P. vivax gene PVX_113230 (one of the five conserved PIR
orthologs) is completely invariant across four strains sampled from different sites around
the world and also exhibits conserved synteny in rodent malaria parasites. The fact that
these highly conserved PIR orthologs were identified in my study highlights the value of
comparative genomics in general and of comparative gene family classification in particular.
The discovery of ultra-conserved PIR orthologs has two important implications. First,
these genes can now serve as starting points to elucidate PIR function, which is still un-
known. I predict that gene knockouts of the conserved PIR orthologs in the more acces-
sible rodent model system will result in measurable phenotypes, which will give impor-
tant clues about the molecular function of PIR. Alternatively, tagging the conserved PIR
orthologs with different fluorescence markers coupled with the manipulation of their ex-
pression levels should further help clarifying PIR localization and function. Second, PIR
ortholog PVX_113230 should be explored as potential vaccine target for P. vivax malaria.
At this point antigenicity of PVX_113230 remains uncertain, but if PVX_113230 is con-
firmed as surface-exposed antigen like other VIR proteins [135], antibodies raised against
PVX_113230 could elicit exquisite cross-strain immunity. Notably, like most other VIR pro-
teins, PVX_113230 has a predicted C-terminal TM domain (see Figure 5.1 on page 128),
suggesting possible surface localization. That parasite genes with limited genetic diversity
can be effective vaccine targets was recently demonstrated in P. falciparum, where antibod-
ies against an essential and highly conserved ligand for erythrocyte invasion (PfRh5) elicited
neutralizing cross-strain immunity [48, 251]. This seemingly paradoxical situation, i.e. the
fact that the host immune system can be mobilized against a highly conserved parasite
protein, makes sense if one imagines PfRh5 and PVX_113230 as functionally important
and therefore conserved components of host-parasite interaction complexes. Within such a
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complex, PfRh5 and PVX_113230 are not under direct immune attack because they are ef-
ficiently shielded by immunodominant paralogs. Under this model, the numerous divergent
PIR paralogs encoded in Plasmodium genomes simply act as red herrings or “smoke-screen”
whose main purpose is to camouflage the functionally critical components from the host
immune system [252]. A similar model has been proposed for rif /stevor and surfin genes
in the context of the merozoite invasion process [253]. Regardless of the exact function of
the many PIR paralogs, it appears likely that they have some impact on parasite survival
and are not merely the by-product of stochastic gene family expansion in subtelomeric re-
gions. This can be concluded from the fact that despite being quite divergent from each
other, many pir paralogs are actively maintained in Plasmodium genomes, i.e. they are not
undergoing rapid pseudogenization by accumulating internal stop codons or frame-shifting
mutations.
Another large family of surface antigens that is currently without known function is
the large rodent parasite gene family pyst-a (named pc-fam-1 and pb-fam-1 in P. chabaudi
and P. berghei, respectively). Studies of pyst-a expression have shown that the pyst-a
family member and glutamate-rich protein Pc90 (also known as Pc(em)93, Pc(em)96, and
Pch105/RESA [254]) is the immunodominant protein within red blood cell (RBC) mem-
branes and localizes to the cytoplasmic face of the membrane [255, 256]. More recently,
RBC membrane localization of a pyst-a homolog (PBANKA_083680) has also been demon-
strated in P. berghei [257]. Pyst-a genes are concurrently expressed in large numbers without
evidence of differential expression in response to different host environments [258], suggest-
ing that altering expression of pyst-a gene family members is not an immune evasion strategy
of the parasite. Using bioinformatics sequence and structural analysis, I predict the exis-
tence of a StAR-related lipid-transfer (START) domain in pyst-a proteins (Figure 5.3 on
page 132). START is the archetypical domain found in the steroidogenic acute regulatory
(StAR) protein, which is part of a multi-protein complex termed the “transduceosome”
whose function in mammals is to transfer cholesterol across the two mitochondrial mem-
branes and to initiate the first enzymatic step in steroid biosynthesis [259, 260]. Cholesterol
is also a major lipid fraction in the membrane bilipid layer and is required for membrane
genesis. Plasmodium parasites cannot synthesize cholesterol de novo [261]. It has been
shown that host cell membranes of P. falciparum-infected erythrocytes show a 50% de-
crease in the cholesterol/phospholipid ratio compared to uninfected cells [262]. In addition,
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malaria infections result in hypocholesterolaemic conditions [263]. Together these observa-
tions suggest that the parasite scavenges required cholesterol from both host erythrocyte
membranes and plasma. How this is accomplished by the parasite is currently not under-
stood. Based on the presence of a cholesterol-binding START domain in RBC membrane-
localized PYST-A proteins I hypothesize that PYST-A is part of a molecular machinery that
diverts cholesterol away from erythrocyte membranes to fuel parasite growth within erythro-
cytes. Notably, P. chabaudi PcEMA1 proteins could constitute a second component of this
proposed cholesterol import machinery. I found five PC-FAM-1 proteins (PCHAS_060180,
PCHAS_140150, PCHAS_137050, PCHAS_110050, and PCHAS_042050) that share se-
quence similarity with both PYST-A (C-terminal) and PcEMA1 proteins (N-terminal).
I could not find obvious problems with the gene models of these five proteins, suggest-
ing that they are genuine PYST-A/PcEMA1 protein hybrids. Co-occurrence of PYST-A
and PcEMA1 domains within the same polypeptide suggests physical interaction between
PYST-A and PcEMA1 proteins. This possibility is supported by the fact that PcEMA1
proteins also localize to the cytoplasmic face of the RBC membrane [264]. It remains to
be shown why rodent malaria parasites maintain so many PYST-A proteins compared to
primate malaria parasites. PYST-A proteins are probably immunogenic in rodent but not
primate parasites, putting PYST-A proteins under strong selective pressure to diversify. If
true, then the single PYST-A proteins in primate malaria parasites could be a viable vac-
cine target. Alternatively, massive pyst-a gene amplification could increase the efficiency of
cholesterol salvage, probably satisfying an elevated need for cholesterol in rodent parasites
or compensating for lower cholesterol levels in rodent blood.
Another actively studied erythrocyte surface-expressed gene family of currently unknown
function is the P. falciparum gene family Pfmc-2TM . The 12 members of the Pfmc-2TM
gene family encode putative functional and highly similar (avg. global pairwise PID =
76%, range 61-96%) basic membrane proteins that, based on gene structural features, are
grouped within the larger 2TM superfamily. The 2TM superfamily consists of 200-300 aa
long proteins that on their first exon carry a signal peptide followed by a N-terminal PEXEL
motif and two C-terminal TM domains on their second exon. Besides Pfmc-2TM, the 2TM
superfamily includes rif /stevor in P. falciparum as well as genes in P. knowlesi, P. vivax,
and rodent parasite genomes, all sharing similar architectural features [265]. It is important
to note that, other than pir, the larger 2TM superfamily is currently united based on gene
structural features and not sequence similarity; in fact, to date no PfMC-2TM sequence
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homologs have been identified in P. falciparum or any other species. PfMC-2TM proteins
have been localized to the Maurer’s clefts [134, 245], the parasitophorous vacuole and the
parasitophorous vacuole membrane [245], and the erythrocyte surface [266]. At this latter
location, 2TM proteins including PfMC-2TM are thought to interact with the host immune
system through a surface-exposed and hypervariable loop region that is located between
the two TM domains [266]. PfMC-2TM proteins are most highly expressed in the mid-
trophozoite stage and have been shown to undergo expression switching, suggesting that
the Pfmc-2TM gene family plays a role in antigenic variation [244, 134].
In this study, I provide first evidence that the Pfmc-2TM gene family has additional
members both within and outside the P. falciparum species (Figure 5.4 on page 135). Ex-
perimental clues for the existence of potential Pfmc-2TM homologs in rodent Plasmodium
genomes already existed, but the identity of these genes has not been established [245].
Furthermore, I showed that PfMC-2TM proteins contain a conserved and putative func-
tional domain located between PEXEL and the two TM domains, which I named MC-TYR.
These two findings have important implications for future studies of PfMC-2TM function.
Experimental double-knockout studies can now be attempted in rodent parasites on the two
Pfmc-2TM gene family members to see if they produce an observable phenotype. Given
the reduced number of Pfmc-2TM gene family members in rodent malaria parasites com-
pared to P. falciparum and the more tractable rodent model system for exoerythrocytic life
cycle stages, such experiments should reveal new valuable information about PfMC-2TM
function. Two additional observations suggest that hyp2, hyp8, and the six rodent malaria
proteins are genuine members of the extended Pfmc-2TM gene family. First, all but three of
the putative new Pfmc-2TM members (PCHAS_110090, PFB0926c, and PFB0970c) have
a similar basic isoelectric point (9.2-10.5 pH) as known PfMC-2TM proteins. Second, all
newly identified members that have two TM domains carry a single proline residue within
the second TM domain, another known characteristic of PfMC-2TM proteins [134]. Proline
residues internal to helices are often found in transporters, channels, and receptors, and tend
to be conserved between homologous proteins. In contrast, I did not observe conservation
of the two cysteine residues preceding the TM domains [134]. Also the fact that no TM
domains are present in three of the proteins carrying MC-TYR is intriguing and suggests
that the presence of two TM domains is not essential for MC-TYR function. It is also note-
worthy that most of the hyp2 and hyp8 gene family members are more broadly expressed
throughout the intra-erythrocytic life cycle than PfMC-2TM proteins, showing expression
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not only in the mid-trophozoite stage but also in early ring and schizont stages (PFB0926c,
PFB0970c, MAL13P1.61, and PFA0670c) as well as in gametocytes (hyp8 ) (PlasmoDB 9.0).
This suggests that the function of MC-TYR containing proteins is not restricted to tropho-
zoites. My clustering results do not provide evidence for a link between Pfmc-2TM and the
pyst-b gene family as has been proposed previously based on gene structural features [134].
Besides the large 2TM superfamily, malaria parasites express additional VSA gene fam-
ilies on cell surfaces. Among them are the var gene family in P. falciparum and SICAvar
in P. knowlesi, both of which encode proteins expressed at the erythrocyte surface and are
known to undergo antigenic variation. SURFIN, a family of 10 P. falciparum proteins, has
been shown to be expressed on the surfaces of both infected erythrocytes and merozoites
[132]. By examining intracellular regions of co-clustered SURFINs, PfEMP1 and SICAvar
proteins, we now better understand the sequence conservation pattern present among these
major Plasmodium VSAs (Figure 5.5 on page 138). I found that SURFIN proteins con-
tain twice as many WRDs as reported previously and that each WRD consists of three
conserved blocks. The first block, named WRD-A (40-60 aa), is found once in each of the
WRDs, whereas block two and three represent two copies of a second subdomain that I
named WRD-B (40-50 aa). Winter et al. previously described the conservation pattern
among WRD-containing proteins in terms of shared conserved elements denoted S1, S2,
S2*, S2**, and PEXEL-like motif [132]. Compared to this earlier study, I find that WRD-A
corresponds to segment S1 plus five additional C-terminal amino acids in WRD-A, which
map to the second alpha helix of the protein structure (Figure 5.5B). WRD-B corresponds
roughly to the C-terminal half of segment S2, and segment S2* (featuring a duplication
within antigen Pf332) is in fact the first of the two WRD-B copies found within this pro-
tein. The short S2** subsegment, indicating another duplication at the end of each WRD
in SURFIN 4.2, is in fact the most conserved part of the second copy of the WRD-B sub-
domain in this protein. The PEXEL-like motif localized within the S1 segment was also
found to be well conserved in my study (Figure 5.5B). Interestingly, this PEXEL-like motif
has currently no correspondence in the reported tertiary ATS structure (Figure 5.5B and
Figure 5.5C), which might be explained by the fact that the ATS-Core deletion construct
that was used to determine the ATS structure lacked the PEXEL-like motif [248]. It thus
remains to be shown if the PEXEL-like motif is in fact part of ATS-Core or serves another
conserved function in WRDs.
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Importantly, my data provides the first conclusive sequence-based evidence that the
two major antigenically variant gene families in P. falciparum (var) and in P. knowlesi
(SICAvar) share a common evolutionary origin, substantiating the usefulness of the P. know-
lesi-rhesus monkey model for the in vivo study of P. falciparum antigenic variation. Anti-
genic variation in malaria parasites was first discovered in P. knowlesi [38, 138] and a contin-
uous blood culture system for P. knowlesi is now available [267], which makes P. knowlesi
the ideal model organism to study this phenomenon both in vitro and in vivo. In 2005,
Winter et al. provided the first bioinformatics evidence that PfEMP1 and SICAvar proteins
are probably evolutionarily linked through their intracellular domains, which share partial
sequence similarity with the intracellular tryptophan-rich domain (WRD) of SURFIN pro-
teins [132]. Short conserved sequence motifs have also been identified in var and SICAvar
introns [38] as well as in extracellular regions of these proteins [268]. However, at present the
picture is highly fragmented and the reported sequence similarity of intracellular regions be-
tween PfEMP1 and SICAvar is essentially limited to a highly conserved six amino acid long
PEXEL-like motif, questioning the robustness of this observation. My thesis provides addi-
tional evidence for common ancestry of PfEMP1 and SICAvar, which rests on three critical
observations. Firstly, not only WRD-B (formerly segment S2) but also WRD-A (formerly
segment S1) is entirely conserved in PfEMP1 proteins. Secondly, at least one SICAvar pro-
tein (PKH_081360) has a completely conserved WRD, consisting of one WRD-A and two
WRD-B subdomains. Thirdly, complete WRDs are conserved in at least two other P. falci-
parum proteins (Pf332 and PFA0665w), that are clearly related to PfEMP1 proteins through
N-terminal DBL domains. Why were these sequence similarities not detected previously?
Unlike SURFINs, PfEMP1 proteins have WRD-A and WRD-B separated by a large (∼130
aa) variable insertion, which in the protein structure does not adopt a stable fold [248].
Similarly, compared to SURFINs, PfEMP1 proteins carry additional insertions both within
WRD-A (∼20 aa insertion) and WRD-B (∼3 aa insertion) (Figure 5.5B). In WRD-A, the
insertion splits the highly conserved PEXEL-like motif from the rest of the WRD-A subdo-
main (Figure 5.5B). The presence of these three insertions in PfEMP1 proteins combined
with the fact that WRD-B is absent in all but one SICAvar protein likely thwarted earlier
attempts to find significant sequence conservation between PfEMP1 and SICAvar proteins
[136, 132]. It is not too surprising that larger blocks of conserved sequence between PfEMP1
and SICAvar are confined to intracellular regions as extracellular regions are likely under
strong diversifying selection pressure from the host immune system. Consistent with earlier
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reports, I did not find evidence that WRD or any of its subdomains is conserved within the
large pir gene superfamily of Plasmodium surface antigens [132].
Despite this now much improved picture of the conservation structure of PfEMP1,
SICAvar, and SURFIN intracellular domains, many important questions remain. Why do
SURFINs have multiple copies of complete WRDs while most other gene families carry
only a single WRD? What is the functional significance of having two WRD-B subdomains
(SURFINs and Pf332) vs. having only one WRD-B subdomain (PfEMP1)? Why is WRD-
B found in only a single SICAvar protein (PKH_081360) while all other members of the
SICAvar gene family carry only the WRD-A subdomain? Unfortunately, the molecular
function of WRD is currently not well understood, so these questions are difficult to an-
swer. Studies have shown that ATS of PfEMP1 interacts either directly or indirectly via
the knob-associated histidine-rich protein (KAHRP) with erythrocyte membrane skeletal
proteins, including actin and spectrin [269, 270, 271, 249, 272]. ATS is thus believed to
anchor PfEMP1 at the membrane of infected RBCs, which strengthens and stabilizes the
roots of PfEMP1-endothelial receptor interaction. Similarly, Pf332, which contains a single
complete WRD near its C-terminal end, was found to contribute to the overall deforma-
bility of P. falciparum-infected erythrocytes through anchoring and scaffolding [273, 274],
probably through WRD-mediated binding of Pf332 to actin [275]. It seems therefore plau-
sible that the main function of WRD is to provide a scaffold for anchoring surface antigens
like PfEMP1 to the RBC cytoskeleton. The function of having many WRDs resulting from
gene family expansion and/or intra-protein domain amplification is then probably to in-
crease the strength of this scaffold. This would explain why particularly P. falciparum,
which compared to other malaria parasites has strong cytoadherence properties, expresses
so many WRDs in form of the surfin gene family. SURFINs have not yet been implicated
in anchoring surface antigens to the erythrocyte cytoskeleton, but I think that this is a rea-
sonable hypothesis that should be tested experimentally. It is also worth mentioning that
the ABBABBABB-like repeat structure of the SURFIN WRDs is reminiscent of similar
repeats present in other cytoskeleton-binding proteins, including the vertebrate titin and
the invertebrate twitchin muscle proteins [276]. Regardless of the exact function of WRD,
its modular nature suggests that different proteins carrying distinct WRD subdomains act
in concert to perform this function. P. knowlesi protein PKH_081360, which appears to be
the only functional protein in the P. knowlesi genome carrying both WRD-A and WRD-B,
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thus probably interacts physically with other, WRD-A-containing SICAvar proteins to an-
chor SICAvar to the cytoskeleton. With the refined WRD structure presented here and the
recently established in vitro culture system for P. knowlesi [267] it should now be possible
to test this prediction experimentally. For example, knock-out studies of P. knowlesi pro-
tein PKH_081360 can now be attempted to look for observable phenotypes, in particular
changes in cytoadherence properties or the rigidity of infected erythrocytes. Ultimately,
such experiments will hopefully expand our knowledge of how P. falciparum accomplishes
cytoadherence at the molecular level, which is responsible for much of the virulence of this
parasite.
5.5 Materials and Methods
5.5.1 Protein sequence data set
The raw protein sequence data set included 259,778 protein sequences from 18 species, in-
cluding seven Plasmodium species (P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. knowlesi, P. yoelii, P. berghei,
P. chabaudi, P. gallinaceum), three related Apicomplexan parasites (Theileria parva, Toxo-
plasma gondii, Cryptosporidium parvum), seven other, well-studied model organisms (Dro-
sophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Monosiga brevicollis, Saccharomyces cere-
visiae, Arabidopsis thaliana, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Escherichia coli), and human.
This data set was filtered to retain only longest isoforms, which reduced the number of
protein sequences to 171,476. Protein sequences were obtained from various sources as sum-
marized in Figure 5.8. The rationale for including additional species besides Plasmodium
was that on the one hand I hoped to improve the sensitivity of the clustering algorithm
through the transitivity principle and that on the other hand I expected that functional
insights could be gleaned from functionally characterized non-Plasmodium proteins that
cluster together with uncharacterized Plasmodium proteins. For the P. vivax and P. know-
lesi genomes, I used previously improved gene predictions as described in Chapter 2. For
P. berghei and P. chabaudi, considerably improved genome assemblies and gene prediction
sets became available since my synteny study and therefore these improved assemblies and
gene predictions were used for gene family classification.
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Figure 5.8: Species and number of proteins per species included in the protein sequence data
set for clustering.
The dendrogram to the left shows the phylogenetic relationship of the species and was compiled from the
tree of life Web site (http://tolweb.org). WTSI. . .Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (http://www.sanger.
ac.uk/resources/downloads/protozoa/plasmodium-gallinaceum.html).
5.5.2 P. gallinaceum gene prediction
When this study was initiated, gene annotations for P. gallinaceum were not available
and therefore predicted using the homology-based gene predictor genBlastG (version 1.28)
[148]. P. gallinaceum supercontigs (4,996) were obtained from the Sanger FTP site (ftp://
ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/pathogens/Plasmodium/gallinaceum/) and annotated with gen-
BlastG using protein sequences from the well-curated P. falciparum gene set (PlasmoDB
6.0) as query (parameters: -c 0.5 -s 0 -r 1 -gff -pro -b). This resulted in 3,141 pre-
dicted P. gallinaceum protein-coding gene models. It is important to note that this P. galli-
naceum gene set was created solely for the purpose of comparative gene family classification
and should be considered preliminary. While protein-coding genes with sufficient sequence
similarity to P. falciparum proteins are expected to be well represented, P. gallinaceum
genes or exons with low similarity might be absent or mispredicted. Also, the currently
low sequencing coverage of the P. gallinaceum genome (three-fold) implies that many gene
models will be missing.
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5.5.3 Similarity searching and hierarchical clustering
Before BLAST searches low-complexity regions were masked with TANTAN [277] (param-
eters: -p -s 0.99 -r 0.005) because low-complexity filtering as automatically performed
by BLAST was found to be unable to mask more complex repeats, causing clustering
of non-homologous proteins. NCBI BLASTP version 2.2.25+ (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov) (parameters: -evalue 100 -num_descriptions 2000 -outfmt 6 -word_size
2 -lcase_masking) was then used to compare protein sequences in an all-vs.-all pairwise
manner, resulting in a total of 24,206,683 high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs). HSPs were
then filtered to retain only the best HSP (= lowest E-value) per protein sequence pair, result-
ing in 12,224,106 symmetrified best HSPs. E-values were transformed into positive dissim-
ilarity values for hierarchical clustering using the formula 200−min(200,−log10(E−value100 )),
whereas E-values of 0 were assigned the minimum dissimilarity value of 0. Hierarchical clus-
tering was performed using MC-UPGMA (version 1.0.0) [196] obtained from http://www.
protonet.cs.huji.ac.il/mcupgma/ (parameters: -max_ distance=200 -iterations=100).
5.5.4 Cluster extraction
Cluster extraction from the hierarchical tree was performed using custom Perl scripts as
illustrated in Figure 5.9. Starting at a leaf node corresponding to a known gene family
member (black circles), I moved up the hierarchical tree until specificity ( TPTP+FP) dropped
below 0.1 or sensitivity ( TPTP+FN) reached the maximum value of 1.0 (i.e. all known family
members are contained within this sub-tree). For each internal node visited during this
bottom-up tree traversal, I computed and noted its Jaccard index ( TPTP+FP+FN). The above
procedure was repeated for each known member of a gene family. Finally, the internal node
with the highest Jaccard index was selected as representative gene cluster for this gene
family. Annotated pseudogenes or proteins of non-reference species were not considered
when computing specificity, sensitivity, and Jaccard indices. Defined reference species for
each clustered gene family are shown in Table 5.1 on page 124 and correspond to species
with gene numbers in parentheses.
5.5.5 PIR conservation analysis
For each of the five pir subfamilies (bir, cir, yir, kir, vir), all members of a subfamily
were globally aligned to all members of the other four subfamilies. Global protein sequence
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Figure 5.9: Gene family classification strategy.
(A) Jaccard index (J) as measure of overlap between a trusted reference gene family (right ellipse) and a
predicted gene family (left ellipse). (B) Proteins of a known reference gene family (black) are hierarchically
clustered with all other proteins of one ore more species (white). From the resulting hierarchical tree the best
matching cluster (= sub-tree with the highest Jaccard index, dashed rectangle, here J=0.83) is extracted to
represent the gene family. All proteins in this cluster will be predicted as members of this gene family.
alignment was computed with ClustalW (version 1.83) [175] using the default BLOSUM
matrix and default parameters. The distribution of global PID values shown in Figure 5.2A
(page 130) was generated using the ‘boxplot’ function of R with the range parameter set
to 2.5. The multiple sequence alignment shown in Figure 5.2B was computed online at
http://tcoffee.crg.cat using T-Coffee with default parameters [278]. The alignment
was then pruned and formatted with GeneDoc 2.7 [279].
5.5.6 PYST-A function and structure prediction
Domain annotations shown in Figure 5.3A were generated with HMMER3 [235] (http:
//hmmer.janelia.org/) using HMMs downloaded from SUPERFAMILY version 1.75 [280]
(http://supfam.cs.bris.ac.uk/SUPERFAMILY/downloads.html#Models) and visualized
with FeatureStack [227]. Downloaded HMMs were first converted into a HMM database us-
ing hmmpress (default parameters) and then searched against Plasmodium protein sequences
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using hmmscan (default parameters). The protein structure prediction of PF14_0604 was
generated using I-TASSER server [281, 282] with default parameters. TM-score, RMSD,
and PID correspond to values outputted by I-TASSER, which used TM-align to compute
these values [283]. Protein sequence alignment and secondary structure prediction were also
obtained from the I-TASSER output. Both predicted and template protein structures were
rendered with PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.3, Schrödinger,
LLC).
5.5.7 MC-TYR identification and phylogenetic analysis
PfMC-2TM, HYP2 and HYP8 protein sequences clustering together in the hierarchical tree
(Figure 5.4 on page 135) were aligned using the T-Coffee web service [278]. The MC-TYR
domain was identified by visual inspection of the resulting multiple sequence alignment.
Transmembrane domains were predicted using the TMHMM standalone version (v2.0c)
[284] and the EBI Phobius Web server [246] (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/phobius).
Coloring of the MC-TYR multiple sequence alignment was performed with GeneDoc [279]
using the ‘Shade 4 Levels’ option. The secondary structure of MC-TYR was predicted
with Jpred 3 [285] using the multiple sequence alignment of Figure 5.4B as input. The
phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 5.4A was produced with MEGA5 [286] using the maximum
likelihood method with 100 bootstrap iterations.
5.5.8 Identification of WRD-A and WRD-B subdomains
Guided by local BLAST sequence similarities, I compiled a hand-curated set of intracellu-
lar SURFIN, PvSTP1, SICAvar, PfEMP1, and DBL-containing protein sequences. These
sequences were aligned using PSI-Coffee from the T-Coffee web site [278] with default pa-
rameters. Resulting multiple sequence alignments were manually curated with GeneDoc 2.7
[279] and poorly aligned sequences were removed. Curated multiple sequence alignments
representing WRD-A (19 sequences) and WRD-B (32 sequences) subdomains were then
converted into Stockholm format at http://myhits.isb-sib.ch/cgi-bin/reformat and
used as input for HMMER3 searches (default parameters). I also hand-curated a multi-
ple sequence alignment representing the complete WRD consisting of one WRD-A and two
WRD-B subdomains for training of a HMM. HMMER3 predictions were then visualized on
top of gene models (Figure 5.5A) using FeatureStack [227]. Only matches with an E-value
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of 0.01 or lower are shown. TM domains were identified with TMHMM (v2.0c) [284]. Do-
mains in extracellular regions of proteins as shown in Figure 5.5A were also identified with
HMMER3, using Pfam v26.0 domains as input (E-Value ≤ 1e-10) [107]. Annotated domains
correspond to Pfam entries PF12887 (SICA_alpha), PF12878 (SICA_beta), and PF05424
(Duffy_binding). Gene structures of PgSurf1 and PgSurf2 were manually curated based
on two large adjacent open reading frames in both genes, representing exon 1 and exon 2.
5.5.9 Data access
I set up a project Web page (http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/gfc-plasmodium) provid-
ing clustering results for all Plasmodium gene families examined in this study. For each gene
family, this data includes: cluster dendrogram (Newick format); sequence similarity matrix
(tab-delimited format); list of protein accessions and descriptions (tab-delimited format);
protein sequences (multi-fasta format); and images of annotated gene models in form of both
a static and an interactive HTML page. These images also contain cluster dendrograms and
intraerythrocytic expression profiles for P. falciparum and P. vivax proteins.
Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
Species-specific differences in the gene content of pathogens can explain differences in their
virulence towards humans. Examples for this are numerous and can be found across bacteria,
fungi, and protist pathogens [287, 288, 289]. In malaria parasites, probably the best case
in point is the species-specific var gene family, the prime virulence determinant of severe
P. falciparum malaria in humans (see page 17). Identifying and characterizing species-
specific genes in related human and non-human pathogens is thus a promising strategy to
uncover pathogen-encoded genetic determinants of human virulence. With the availability
of both human and non-human Plasmodium genomes, we can now apply this strategy to
malaria parasite genomes and look for human virulence factors by means of comparative
genome analysis. If identified, such species-specific genes could be starting points for the
development of new strategies to prevent or treat malaria in humans.
The aim of this thesis was therefore to identify and computationally characterize the
species-specific gene content of malaria parasite genomes. When this study was initiated
in 2008, the genomes of seven Plasmodium species had been sequenced to at least 3-fold
coverage, including the genomes of the two most important human parasites (P. falciparum
and P. vivax), the genome of a monkey parasite that also infects humans (P. knowlesi), the
genomes of three rodent parasites (P. yoelii, P. chabaudi, and P. berghei), and the genome
of one bird parasite (P. gallinaceum). The P. gallinaceum genome had the lowest coverage
(3-fold), which limited its use for whole-genome synteny analysis in this study but sufficed
for inclusion in the gene family-based comparison.
The structure of Plasmodium genomes is markedly different between subtelomeric regions
and chromosome-internal regions. While chromosome-internal regions are characterized
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by marked conservation of gene content and order, subtelomeric regions are evolutionary
dynamic and contain large families of mostly species-specific genes (see pages 24 and 33).
This difference in genome structure motivated the use of two complementary techniques for
genome comparison: I reasoned that species-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions
can be reliably identified as genes disrupting perfect synteny; in subtelomeric regions, I
followed a gene family-based approach, where genes are first classified into gene families
that are then examined for their species-specific gene content.
Earlier studies of Plasmodium genomes already suggested that chromosome-internal re-
gions, albeit highly syntenic, contain many species-specific genes [37, 119]. However, prior
to this thesis, no data has been published on the systematic identification of these species-
specific gene differences across all sequenced Plasmodium genomes. Because I was specifi-
cally interested in species-specific genes associated with human virulence, I decided to focus
my efforts on three particular species comparisons. In the first comparison, I compared
the genomes of malaria parasites capable of causing human disease (P. falciparum, P. vi-
vax, and P. knowlesi) with malaria parasites that cannot cause human infections (P. yoelii,
P. berghei, and P. chabaudi). The goal here was to identify candidate genes associated with
human pathogenicity. In the second comparison, I focused on comparing the genomes of
malaria parasites that are endemic in the human population (P. falciparum and P. vivax)
with a closely related parasite that appears to be a zoonosis (P. knowlesi). The rationale
here was that this comparison will reveal candidate genes linked to the transmission suc-
cess of malaria parasites from human-to-human via anthropophilic mosquito vectors. In the
third comparison, I compared the most virulent human malaria parasite P. falciparum with
the much less virulent human malaria parasite P. vivax, reasoning that this will identify
additional genes associated with severe human malaria.
Each of these three comparisons revealed hundreds of putative species-specific genes
in chromosome-internal regions. A major challenge was then to distinguish real genomic
differences from annotation artifacts. I have therefore invested several months of efforts
to improve gene annotations of non-P. falciparum species and to weed out questionable
differences caused by remaining imperfect gene annotations (see ‘Gene model improvement
in P. vivax and P. knowlesi’ on page 45 and ‘Examination of chromosome-internal parasite-
specific genes within their syntenic context’ on page 79). Although these efforts have not
been prominently featured in my publication [141], they were in fact crucial because they
brought down the number of the initially identified gene differences dramatically (Figure 2.9
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on page 59 and Figure 2.10 on page 60). I am now confident that the remaining reported
differences are real, but of course I cannot rule out the possibility that with improved genome
assemblies and gene annotations some of those differences will turn out to be false-positives
in the future.
Of the identified species-specific genes in chromosome-internal regions, some stood out
because they allowed me to confidently predict differences in the metabolic potential of
malaria parasites (Figure 2.4 on page 52). Albeit interesting, it remains to be shown whether
or not the difference in the parasite’s ability to synthesize vitamin B1 de novo plays a role
in human virulence. The same is true for all the other identified species-specific genes, most
of which have currently no known function (Table 2.1 on page 49, Table 2.4 on page 62,
and Table 2.6 on page 67). Conceived as a purely bioinformatics study, I had no means
in my thesis to experimentally follow-up or validate my findings. However, I hope that
the successful publication of my gene lists will ‘jump-start’ biological experimentation in
malaria labs around the world with the goal to elucidate the function of some of these genes
and hopefully confirm predicted phenotypic associations. It is at least encouraging to see
that my efforts re-discovered many known virulence genes and that the identified genes are
statistically significantly enriched for virulence-associated functions (Table 2.5 on page 66).
For the characterization of species-specific differences in subtelomeric regions, I first had
to identify an appropriate method for automated gene family classification. Many pro-
grams for automated gene family classification have been published, of which TRIBE-MCL
is clearly most popular (Table 3.1 on page 87). However, I realized that the performance of
those methods had never been assessed independently, so I had no means to decide objec-
tively which method performs best. In addition, it was not clear to me how I could ensure
that Plasmodium gene families are classified correctly if I had to decide a priori on program
parameters that control the size of those gene families (in case of TRIBE-MCL this is for
example done via the ‘inflation’ parameter). I therefore decided to compare the performance
of gene family classification programs in an unbiased manner and to come up with a solution
for the problem of program parametrization. I found that TRIBE-MCL and MC-UPGMA
performed best in a comparison using highly curated Caenorhabditis gene families as ‘gold
standard’ (see Figure 3.2 on page 91 and Figure 3.3 on page 92). Furthermore, I found
that the problem of parametrization can be solved by using a comparative approach to gene
family classification (Figure 3.8 on page 98). One limitation of comparative gene family
classification is that it relies on known gene families for cluster calibration and therefore
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cannot be used to identify novel gene families. This limitation, however, was not critical
for my thesis, because due to the importance of subtelomeric and exported gene families
they had already been carefully investigated in many Plasmodium genomes prior to my
thesis [41, 39, 37, 38, 120]. It is thus unlikely that entirely new gene families remain to
be discovered in Plasmodium genomes, although this possibility cannot be completely ex-
cluded because with the exception of P. falciparum, subtelomeric regions are not completely
sequenced and assembled in all the published Plasmodium genomes. Nevertheless, I rea-
soned that new insights could be gained by comparing these known gene families across all
published Plasmodium genomes, which until my thesis had not been attempted.
After classifying Plasmodium gene families, I faced the problem of how to efficiently
compare the gene content of different gene families across species. Ideally, such a compar-
ison includes the visual examination of annotated gene models to quickly identify unusual
gene family members. In addition, sequence similarities among gene family members should
be visualized such that super- and sub-family structures become apparent. For this latter
requirement, heat maps turned out to be particularly informative, which can be visualized
relatively easy using for example Microsoft Excel. Once created, heat maps allowed me to
examine weak sequence similarities between gene families and to identify proteins that ex-
hibit an unusual pattern of sequence conservation across families (Figure 5.6 on page 139).
For the former requirement, I could not identify a suitable program that allowed me to visu-
alize large numbers of annotated gene models and I therefore decided to develop one myself
(Chapter 4). My goal was to make this program as versatile as possible to accommodate not
only my own needs but also those of other users who might find such a functionality useful.
The result of my efforts, the Perl module FeatureStack, is implemented on top of existing
GBrowse and BioPerl functionality, which allows for a highly customizable visualization of
gene features and the support of many different feature input formats (see synopsis on page
115). Furthermore, I made FeatureStack and example usecases available over the Compre-
hensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN), which makes it very easy for users to install and use
this program. I consider FeatureStack as a valuable contribution to BioPerl and expect it
to become reasonable popular within the field of comparative genomics over the next few
years. I will continue maintaining the code base of FeatureStack, which includes bug fixes
and the addition of new features if requested by users.
Applying my two ideas of comparative gene family classification and visualization to
Plasmodium gene families turned out to be very fruitful and resulted in several interesting
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discoveries. Personally, I consider the identification of highly conserved orthologs within
the large pir gene family as the most interesting finding (Figure 5.1 on page 128 and Fig-
ure 5.2 on page 130), because it is of potential practical relevance in the field of vaccine
development. Potent vaccines against eukaryotic parasites are notoriously difficult to de-
velop because their relatively large genomes often encode many different variants of surface
antigens, which greatly impairs the host’s ability to mount an effective immune response. In
malaria parasites, this is particularly true for the surface-expressed gene family pir, which
consists of over a hundred genes in each species and is the largest known Plasmodium gene
family. The molecular function of pir genes is currently unknown. My identification of a
single conserved pir ortholog in each of the pir-containing malaria parasite species opens
up new avenues to study the molecular function of this gene family, for example using the
rodent malaria model system. If like other members of the pir gene family the conserved
orthologs are confirmed to be antigenic, they could turn out to be ideal vaccine candidates.
Albeit the focus of my thesis was the identification of protein-coding gene differences
among malaria parasite species, this does not imply that this is the only type of genetic
difference that could play a role in human virulence. One case in point is the chimpanzee
parasite P. reichenowi, which cannot infect humans albeit it shares a very similar gene set
with P. falciparum with >99% identity in most protein sequences. Interestingly, it turns
out that this difference in host specificity is the result of only a few amino acid changes
in a parasite-encoded ligand (EBA-175) that recognizes sialic acids on erythrocyte surfaces
during erythrocyte invasion [290]. This is probably only one of many examples where small
genetic changes, including regulatory differences, can result in big phenotypic consequences.
By focusing on genic differences between species, I necessarily miss out on these more
subtle differences between genomes, whose identification would require the comparison of
more closely related genomes (once they become available) and different methodologies.
That said, I do think that gene gain and gene loss are important drivers for interspecific
phenotypic differences and therefore deserve to be studied in their own right.
Similarly, much can be learned by comparing malaria parasite genomes within the same
species, although again this was not the focus of my thesis. In fact, intra-species genome
comparisons of human malaria parasites is currently the most actively pursued field of
research in Plasmodium genomics. Many dozens P. falciparum and P. vivax isolates from
around the world have been re-sequenced with the goal to characterize population-wide
genomic variations at different levels, including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),
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microsatellites, insertions or deletions (indels), and copy number variants (CNVs) [291,
292, 250, 293]. Once identified, genomic variations can be leveraged to identify loci under
diversifying selection (thus identifying antigens that could serve as vaccine targets) and
to find variants that are associated with key clinical phenotypes, most importantly drug
resistance [294]. Drug resistance genes can then be followed as they spread through the
parasite population, allowing informed decisions about when and where to start or stop
using certain drugs to counteract the spread of drug resistant parasites.
Looking into the future, I can see several bioinformatics studies that could follow in the
footsteps of my thesis and are probably worth pursuing. Firstly, the power of comparative
genome analysis directly depends on the relatedness of the compared species; that is, the
phylogenetically closer the compared species are, the more likely it is to pinpoint genetic
differences linked to the phenotype of interest (in this case human virulence). Comparing
for example P. falciparum and P. vivax with non-human malaria parasites that are very
closely related to each of these two species (in case of P. falciparum a few such species have
been discovered just three years ago, see page 8) should help to further narrow down the
list of putative human virulence genes. Of course such an analysis will have to await the
arrival of additional Plasmodium genome sequences, which I assume are currently under
way. Secondly, it would be interesting to assess quantitatively if Plasmodium species are
indeed exceptional with respect to their degree of syntenic conservation as has been claimed
repeatedly. One could for example compile a scatter plot that shows the average pairwise
PID between 1-to-1 orthologs on the x-axis and the average (normalized) size of synteny
blocks on the y-axis, for a range of species pairs sampled from Plasmodium and other
eukaryotic organisms. This would allow to examine if there exists a linear relationship
between sequence divergence and synteny block size (which I expect) and, more importantly,
whether the degree of syntenic conservation that is seen within the Plasmodium genus
deviates significantly from the regression line. If this is indeed the case, then one could
contemplate about possible causes of gene order stasis in Plasmodium genomes, for example
the lack of transposons. To the best of my knowledge, such a quantitative analysis of gene
order conservation has not been carried out to date. Thirdly, I was always honestly intrigued
by the exceptionally high A+T content of the P. falciparum genome and was wondering
about its cause. An interesting comparative genomics study could be to compare the A+T
rich P. falciparum genome with the more balanced P. vivax genome to pinpoint genetic
differences linked to this trait. I would specifically focus on cataloguing genes involved in
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DNA repair and would not be surprised to find if P. falciparum had some inefficiencies in
its DNA repair apparatus that drive A+T content. Finally, the comparative gene family
classification method proposed in Chapter 3 should be made more accessible to biologists.
This could for example be done by implementing a Web service that allows the user to
input a set of protein sequences that are believed to constitute a gene family. The program
than clusters these input sequences together with sequences taken from an internal database
and outputs the best matching cluster, together with heat maps and annotated gene models
produced by FeatureStack. The biologist can then examine these results to learn more about
the relationship between his/her input proteins and other proteins from the database.
In conclusion, my comparative studies of Plasmodium genomes identified several inter-
esting genes that potentially underlie important phenotypic differences between malaria
parasites, in particular human virulence. These genes can now be examined further by tar-
geted experimental analyses to test predicted phenotypic associations and to elucidate gene
functions. Some of these genes hopefully turn out to be useful for the future development
of new strategies to prevent and treat malaria in humans. As such, I hope that my thesis
has made a small contribution to our fight against one of the most devastating infectious
diseases affecting mankind.
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As co-author of OrthoClusterDB I contributed to functionality that allows the compar-
ison of more than two species. This included provisioning gene correspondence files by first
running OrthoMCL [77] to detect orthologous groups and then converting the OrthoMCL
output into a OrthoCluster-compatible format. Furthermore, I was in charge of user support
and Web site maintenance.
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Abstract
Background: The recent availability of an expanding collection of genome sequences driven by
technological advances has facilitated comparative genomics and in particular the identification of
synteny among multiple genomes. However, the development of effective and easy-to-use methods
for identifying such conserved gene clusters among multiple genomes–synteny blocks–as well as
databases, which host synteny blocks from various groups of species (especially eukaryotes) and
also allow users to run synteny-identification programs, lags behind.
Descriptions: OrthoClusterDB is a new online platform for the identification and visualization of
synteny blocks. OrthoClusterDB consists of two key web pages: Run OrthoCluster and View Synteny.
The Run OrthoCluster page serves as web front-end to OrthoCluster, a recently developed program
for synteny block detection. Run OrthoCluster offers full control over the functionalities of
OrthoCluster, such as specifying synteny block size, considering order and strandedness of genes
within synteny blocks, including or excluding nested synteny blocks, handling one-to-many
orthologous relationships, and comparing multiple genomes. In contrast, the View Synteny page gives
access to perfect and imperfect synteny blocks precomputed for a large number of genomes,
without the need for users to retrieve and format input data. Additionally, genes are cross-linked
with public databases for effective browsing. For both Run OrthoCluster and View Synteny, identified
synteny blocks can be browsed at the whole genome, chromosome, and individual gene level.
OrthoClusterDB is freely accessible.
Conclusion: We have developed an online system for the identification and visualization of
synteny blocks among multiple genomes. The system is freely available at http://genome.sfu.ca/
orthoclusterdb/.
Background
Accumulating evidence suggests that genes within a
genome are not randomly distributed. Instead, they form
various types of conserved gene clusters, such as operons
[1,2], genes co-regulated by common transcription mech-
anisms [3], and genes co-expressed in a same tissue type
such as muscle [4]. The recent availability of an expanding
collection of genome sequences driven by technological
advances has facilitated genome-wide detection of these
functional gene clusters through comparative genome
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analysis [5]. However, the development of effective and
easy-to-use methods for identifying such conserved gene
clusters among multiple genomes–synteny blocks–that at
the same time host databases of these synteny blocks lags
behind.
The term synteny has been used to refer different concepts
in the past. Initially, synteny was used to indicate that
genes are located on the same chromosome [6]. Recently,
synteny has been more generally used to describe conser-
vation, and syntenic genes have been generally taken as
genes co-localized within conserved genomic blocks
among related genomes [7]. There are further differences
regarding the level of conservation. For example, some
define two genomic sequences as a synteny block as long
as they contain orthologous gene sets regardless of their
order [8] or the existence of insertion/deletions [9]. In this
paper, we generally follow recent definitions of synteny
block and define it as a "genomic region of conserved
gene content". We distinguish between "perfect synteny
blocks" (genomic regions of perfectly conserved gene con-
tent, including gene order and strandedness) and "imper-
fect synteny blocks" (genomic regions of imperfectly
conserved gene content, order or strandedness).
Most methods developed in the past years for detecting
synteny blocks cannot be generally applied because they
fail in one or more of the following tasks: (A) comparing
multiple genomes; (B) detecting synteny blocks contain-
ing interruptions (mismatches); (C) considering strand-
edness (orientation) of genes; and (D) handling one-to-
many orthologous relationships (reviewed in [10]). To
overcome the above limitations, we have recently devel-
oped a program, OrthoCluster, for synteny block detec-
tion [10].
To make it easy for users to run OrthoCluster and to inter-
pret the output, we have now developed a web server,
OrthoClusterDB http://genome.sfu.ca/orthoclusterdb/,
which provides an easy-to-use web interface to
OrthoCluster and immediate access to synteny blocks that
have been precomputed with OrthoCluster. Currently,
only two synteny detection methods–Cinteny [11] and
SyMAP [12]–also provide servers for online access and
access to databases.
Construction and content
The OrthoClusterDB website consists of the following two
key web pages: Run OrthoCluster and View Synteny. The
Run OrthoCluster web page enables users to run
OrthoCluster with their own genome annotation files and
correspondence files (containing orthologous relation-
ships among all input genomes) to identify synteny
blocks. The View Synteny web page allows users to browse
through pre-computed synteny blocks between up to
three genomes at the genome, chromosome and gene
level. In addition to these two pages, OrthoClusterDB also
has a Download page, which provides users with the data-
sets used for generating the pre-computed results and
OrthoCluster executables, and a Help page, which
includes answers to frequently asked questions, protocols
for using Run OrthoCluster and View Synteny pages, and the
OrthoCluster tutorial.
Utility and discussion
Run OrthoCluster
The Run OrthoCluster page allows users to run OrthoClus-
ter online using their own genome annotation and corre-
spondence files to identify synteny blocks among a large
number of genomes (Figure 1). Before running
OrthoCluster online, users are recommended to check
whether their genomes of interest are already included in
the precomputed datasets in the View Synteny page. We
provide details regarding where genome annotations are
obtained together with release version number for each
genome so that users can track down the data source for
accurate analysis and comparison.
Two types of files are needed as input, the genome file and
the correspondence file (both are plain tab-delimited text
files). A genome file contains all genes and their coordi-
nates in an input genome, while the correspondence file
contains orthologous relationships among all input
genomes. Users can define and modify parameters for
running OrthoCluster, such as block size, order and
strandedness of genes within synteny blocks, and inclu-
sion/exclusion of nested synteny blocks resulting from
one-to-many orthologous relationships. Notably, even
though most users run OrthoCluster using genes and their
orthologous relationships as input, OrthoCluster can be
used to process any type of genomic feature (or genetic
markers) as long as their orthologous relationships are
provided.
Users can upload two or more input genomes. The first
input genome ("Genome 1") is by default taken as the ref-
erence genome and the rest are referred to as the target
genomes. By default, perfect synteny blocks will be gener-
ated.
The main part of the result page consists of the Genome
Painter image that displays an overview of detected syn-
teny blocks between a reference genome and target
genome(s) at the chromosome/contig-level (Figure 2).
This is achieved by first partitioning the reference genome
into segments of different colors. (A) For reference
genomes with 50 or less chromosomes/contigs but more
than one chromosome/contig, each chromosome/contig
gets assigned a different color and is shown in a separate
column with its corresponding name. (B) For reference
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Web interface of the Run OrthoCluster page showing the input parametersFigure 1
Web interface of the Run OrthoCluster page showing the input parameters.
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A sample output Genome Painter image, with a link for output download and a link to GBrowseFigure 2
A sample output Genome Painter image, with a link for output download and a link to GBrowse. In this example, 
C. elegans is the reference genome and C. briggsae is the target genome.
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genomes with more than 50 chromosomes/contigs but
fewer than 256 chromosomes/contigs, chromosomes/
contigs are drawn with a continuous color gradient and
without displaying their name for clarity. (C) For refer-
ence genomes containing more than 256 chromosomes/
contigs, only the first 256 largest chromosomes/contigs
are assigned unique colors and chromosomes/contigs
beyond this number will be assigned the same color
(black). (D) For reference genomes that are composed of
only one chromosome/contig, the chromosome/contig is
colored in a rainbow-spectrum manner. Detected synteny
blocks are then highlighted within target genomes by
drawing all syntenic regions in the color of their corre-
sponding segment in the reference genome. The gray color
in the target genomes indicates that no corresponding
synteny blocks have been found in that region. By default,
the order of the chromosomes/contigs displayed is sorted
by size.
The Genome Painter image is particularly useful for visual-
izing overall conservation of different genomes. For exam-
ple, as illustrated in Figure 3, there is an obvious large
inversion between the Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1
genome and the genomes of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA14
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA7, as reported previously
[13]. In contrast, the genomes of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
PA14 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA7 are generally very
similar.
Each synteny block within the Genome Painter image is
clickable and cross-linked to a genome browser for gene-
level view of the chromosomal/contig region containing
that block. We use the Generic Genome Browser
(GBrowse) [14] for that purpose, a widely used genome
browser program (Figure 4). Users can enter the GBrowse
view either by clicking on the link in the result summary
table, or by directly clicking on the color-coded synteny
blocks in the genome painter image. We configured
GBrowse to display the genes of the reference genome in
one track and the corresponding synteny blocks of the tar-
get genomes in separate tracks. Each synteny block dis-
played in the genome browser in the target genome is
cross-linked to another genome browser, in which the tar-
get genome is displayed as the reference for that synteny
block.
Large inversion in Pseudomonas aeruginosa genomesFigure 3
Large inversion in Pseudomonas aeruginosa genomes. a) Genome Painter image of three P. aeruginosa genomes, showing 
a large inversion of the two target genomes with respect to the reference genome (P. aeruginosa PAO1). b) GBrowse image of 
the large inverted region. The two junctions are surrounded by red dashed boxes. c) GBrowse image of the left-most junction 
of the inverted region. d) GBrowse image of the right-most junction of the inverted region.
a) b)
c)
d)
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The Run OrthoCluster page also allows users to redefine the
default behavior of OrthoCluster as well as the Genome
Painter output. First, users can modify the order of chro-
mosomes/contigs in the Genome Painter image by upload-
ing a simple text file containing all the chromosome/
contig names in a desired order. Format details can be
found in the Help page. Second, users can generate various
types of imperfect synteny blocks by varying the parame-
ters of OrthoCluster, such as the minimum and maximum
number of genes within the block, number/percentage of
in-map mismatches (i.e. genes with known but non-syn-
tenic orthologs) and out-map mismatches (genes without
known orthologs) in a block, and preservation of the rel-
ative order and strandedness of orthologous genes within
each synteny block. Additionally, the user is allowed to
display non-nested synteny blocks only. Nested synteny
blocks within larger blocks occur because of one-to-many
orthologous relationships, which are usually present in
the correspondence file and which OrthoCluster consid-
ers simultaneously at the moment of generating the syn-
teny block.
View synteny
Genomes of some species are of general interest. To facil-
itate identification of synteny blocks between these
genomes, we have created the View Synteny page, where
users can select predefined genomes of interest for synteny
identification and examination. In the current release
(Release 2), five groups of genomes are available (Figure
5): Pseudomonas (14 genomes), Plasmodium (6 genomes),
Caenorhabditis (2 genomes), Drosophila (12 genomes), and
Mammals (20 genomes). For these groups, genome files
were preloaded and formatted on the web server. The cor-
respondence files for running OrthoCluster are generated
on the fly on the web server by parsing precomputed
InParanoid [15] results (for two genomes) or by running
MultiParanoid [16] (for multiple genomes).
To start a job in the View Synteny page, users first select a
group of interest and then a reference genome within this
group. Once a reference genome is selected, up to two tar-
get genomes can be chosen from the same group. Users
may choose to identify perfect (no mismatches allowed)
or imperfect (containing 5% in-map mismatches, 10%
out-map mismatches) synteny blocks. The result page for-
mat is the same as that of the Run OrthoCluster page.
There are three major differences between the View Syn-
teny page and the Run OrthoCluster page. First, in the View
Synteny page, users do not need to prepare input files,
GBrowse-based synteny browser with C. elegans as reference genome and C. briggsae as target genomeFigure 4
GBrowse-based synteny browser with C. elegans as reference genome and C. briggsae as target genome. The 
first track shows the WormBase gene model for C. elegans, and the second track is the synteny block detected in C. briggsae. 
CL-2905 is the synteny block ID assigned by OrthoCluster, and the number in brackets next to the ID refers to the chromo-
some location of the block in C. briggsae
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making it easier for the user to get quick results for the spe-
cies of interest. Second, in the View Synteny page, genes in
the genome browser are linked to their corresponding
gene pages in public databases, such as WormBase http://
www.wormbase.org/[17] for the Caenorhabditis group,
FlyBase http://www.flybase.org/[18] for the Drosophila
group, or Ensembl http://www.ensembl.org/[19] for the
Mammals group. This makes it easy for following up indi-
vidual genes within synteny blocks in more detail. Third,
results from all jobs submitted via the View Synteny page
are stored permanently in the database (MySQL) of the
web server so that results will be immediately returned the
next time users try to identify synteny blocks among the
same genomes.
Download
The Download page makes available the datasets used by
OrthoClusterDB to generate the precomputed results,
including the genome annotation files and the pair-wise
correspondence files. Genome annotation files were gen-
erated based on the GFF (General Feature Format) files
obtained from the corresponding model organism data-
bases or, in case of the Pseudomonas genomes, from NCBI.
Pair-wise correspondence files were generated using
Inparanoid [15] with default settings. Also, the stan-
dalone version of OrthoCluster for Linux, MacOS, and
Windows platforms can be downloaded, allowing users to
run OrthoCluster locally on their own computers.
Computational Platform
OrthoClusterDB is currently supported by a Dual Quad
Core Xeon machine that has 8G RAM. The processing
time for jobs submitted via Run OrthoCluster and View
Synteny page depends on the number of genes contained
in input genomes and the number of orthologous rela-
tionships defined in the correspondence file. For pair-wise
analysis, jobs usually finish within seconds. For multiple-
genome analysis with large correspondence files, jobs may
take longer. Such jobs usually take up to one minute to
finish on the first run. On the second run, jobs finish
immediately because previous results are cached on the
server. For larger jobs, users are encouraged to download
OrthoCluster from the download page and run it locally.
Conclusion
Accurate and effective identification of synteny bocks pro-
vided by OrthoClusterDB will facilitate many compara-
tive genomics analyses, including the identification of
functional gene clusters, ortholog assignment, gene
model improvement, identification of lineage-specific
genome family expansion and contraction, as well as the
characterization of various types of genome rearrange-
Web interface of View Synteny showing currently available groups of genomes for selectionFigure 5
Web interface of View Synteny showing currently available groups of genomes for selection.
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ment events such as insertions/deletions, inversions,
transpositions, and reciprocal translocations [10]. Cur-
rently, OrthoClusterDB allows fast access to precomputed
synteny blocks for 54 different genomes within 5 groups
of species of general interest. Ultimately, OrthoClusterDB
will be expanded to include synteny blocks for all
sequenced and annotated genomes.
Availability and requirements
OrthoClusterDB is free for public access. The engine
behind OrthoClusterDB, OrthoCluster, is also free and
can be downloaded from the OrthoClusterDB website
http://genome.sfu.ca/cgi-bin/orthoclusterdb/download.
OrthoCluster is an effective program and can be run on a
single processor. Executables are available for MacOS, PC
and Linux. Source code is available upon request.
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Appendix B
CooVar: Co-occurring variant
analyzer
This appendix has been published in BMC Research Notes. The full citation is shown below.
Ismael A Vergara, Christian Frech, and Nansheng Chen. CooVar: Co-occurring variant
analyzer. BMC Res Notes, 5(1):615, Nov 2012
The original program was named VariantAnalyzer and developed by Ismael A. Vergara,
a former PhD student in my lab. After he graduated, I continued developing the program
and published it under its new name in BMC Research Notes. As co-first author of CooVar,
I contributed by significantly improving the speed of the algorithm by using indices for
sequence retrieval and interval trees for variant overlap analysis. Furthermore, I conducted
a detailed comparison of CooVar’s results with those from Ensembl’s VariantEffectPredictor
(VEP), comprehensively tested the program and implemented bug fixes, and substantially
re-wrote an earlier version of the manuscript for publication. I am currently in charge of
maintaining the program, which is under continued use by various members in my lab.
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CooVar: Co-occurring variant analyzer
Ismael A Vergara1,2, Christian Frech1 and Nansheng Chen1*
Abstract
Background: Evaluating the impact of genomic variations (GV) on protein-coding transcripts is an important step
in identifying variants of functional significance. Currently available programs for variant annotation depend on
external databases or annotate multiple variants affecting the same transcript independently, which limits program
use to organisms available in these databases or results in potentially incorrect or incomplete annotations.
Findings: We have developed CooVar (Co-occurring Variant Analyzer), a database-independent program for
assessing the impact of GVs on protein-coding transcripts. CooVar takes GVs, reference genome sequence, and
protein-coding exons as input and provides annotated GVs and transcripts as output. Other than similar programs,
CooVar considers the combined impact of all GVs affecting the same transcript, generating biologically more
accurate annotations. CooVar is operated from the command-line and supports standard file formats VCF, GFF/GTF,
and GVF, which makes it easy to integrate into existing computational pipelines. We have extensively tested CooVar
on worm and human data sets and demonstrate that it generates correct annotations in only a short amount of
time.
Conclusions: CooVar is an easy-to-use and lightweight variant annotation tool that considers the combined impact
of GVs on protein-coding transcripts. CooVar is freely available at http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/coovar/.
Keywords: Variant effect prediction, Variant annotation, Genomic variation, Sequence analysis, Protein-coding
transcript, Indel, SNV, Insertion, Deletion
Findings
Introduction
One central goal of many genomics projects is to detect
different types of genomic variations (GVs) and to
understand how these GVs explain differences at the
phenotypic level, for example, between healthy and dis-
eased individuals [1,2]. Accurate and comprehensive de-
tection of GVs, including single-nucleotide variations
(SNVs), insertions and deletions, has been greatly facili-
tated by the development of next generation sequencing
technologies [3] and variation detection methods [4].
After GVs are defined, evaluation of their functional
impact on protein-coding transcripts becomes the pri-
mary focus. Many programs have been developed for
this task, of which Ensembl’s Variant Effect Predictor
(VEP) [5], GATK’s VariantAnnotator [6], Sequence Vari-
ant Analyzer (SVA) [7] and ANNOVAR [8] are among
the more popular ones.
Current variant annotation programs have important
limitations. First, they assess the effects of multiple co-
occurring GVs on the same transcript independently,
which can be problematic when nearby GVs alter each
other’s effect [9]. For example, a small deletion can re-
store the open reading frame (ORF) disrupted by a small
insertion co-occurring nearby on the same transcript. A
second limitation is that most programs are tightly
coupled to external databases, making their use incon-
venient or even impractical for users who work on
organisms whose genome sequence or annotation is not
available in these databases.
Implementation
We have developed an easy-to-use Perl program named
CooVar (Co-occurring Variant Analyzer) to address
these limitations. CooVar takes as input (i) a list of GVs
in the popular Variant Call Format (VCF) [10] or in a
simpler tab-delimited file format, (ii) the reference gen-
omic DNA sequence in FASTA format, and (iii) protein-
coding exon coordinates in GFF or GTF format.
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The core output of CooVar are two files: a GVF file
[11] reporting the functional impact of each input GV
on transcripts, and a GFF file including (i) the transcript
models, (ii) all GVs impacting each transcript, and (iii) a
prediction of how GVs impact the function of each tran-
script. The functional impact of GVs on protein-coding
transcripts is annotated as: ORF_INTACT, if the tran-
script is not impacted by any GVs; ORF_PRESERVED,
if the transcript is impacted by GVs but these GVs do
not introduce internal stop or splice site variants;
ORF_DISRUPTED, if an internal stop or splice site vari-
ant is present; and FULLY_DELETED, if the transcript is
deleted. In the case of a transcript that has its ORF
disrupted by an internal stop codon, CooVar provides
the percentage location of the first internal stop codon
in the variant peptide compared to the reference.
CooVar classifies GVs according to the GVF v1.05 spe-
cification for structural variants described in the Se-
quence Ontology (SO) Project [12]. For SNVs, these
categories include silent_mutation, synonymous_codon,
conservative_missense_codon, non_conservative_missense_
codon, stop_gained, stop_lost, splice_acceptor_variant,
and splice_donor_variant. Insertions and deletions are
classified into the categories silent_mutation, frame-
shift_variant, inframe_variant, splice_acceptor_variant,
and splice_donor_variant. The functional impact of
missense SNVs causing amino acid changes is further
evaluated with the Grantham score [13] and annotated
as CONSERVATIVE or MODERATELY_CONSERVATIVE
(both classified as conservative_missense_codon) and
MODERATELY_RADICAL or RADICAL (both classified
as non_conservative_missense_codon) [14]. For SNVs
impacting protein-coding exons, CooVar also reports
both the amino acid change and the codon change be-
tween the reference genome and the variant. This allows
the user to observe immediately if a change in a codon
is caused by one, two or three co-occurring substitutions
at the same codon. Furthermore, CooVar lists separately
all those SNVs that fall into multiple categories by
impacting two or more protein-coding transcripts differ-
ently (e.g. synonymous vs. missense).
In addition to the annotation of individual transcripts
and GVs, CooVar outputs various summary statistics.
For example, CooVar generates statistics on the codon
bias for synonymous versus non-synonymous SNVs. In
two other files CooVar outputs the length distribution of
indels across the whole genome versus the length distri-
bution of indels impacting only protein-coding tran-
scripts as a way to detect biases towards non-frameshift
indels in exonic regions. The file variant.stat provides
information on the distribution of internal stop codons
and on the total number of transcripts affected by SNVs,
insertions and deletions, or by any combination of those.
If the –circos flag is used, CooVar computes the genomic
distribution of SNVs, insertions, deletions and coding
exons in a format compatible with the Circos tool for
visualization [15].
One advantage of CooVar over other programs is that
it provides full-length variant transcript and protein
sequences in FASTA format as output, which can be
useful for downstream analyses (for example for se-
quence alignments). The same information is provided
at the exon level in two additional files. Since a direct
comparison between the reference and variant transcript
is also desirable, CooVar provides an exon-based align-
ment of reference and variant sequences for each tran-
script, with variant nucleotides marked in uppercase.
This makes it easy to spot all SNVs, insertions and dele-
tions that impact a given protein-coding transcript in a
region of interest.
Another commonly requested feature in variant anno-
tation is to identify GVs that overlap with protein
domains. This is because GVs affecting conserved
domains are more likely to be of functional importance.
With CooVar this analysis can be performed in two
steps. First, the script protein2genome.pl can be used to
map protein (domain) coordinates to the genome, which
generates a GFF file with genomic coordinates. The
script annotate-regions.pl can then be used to compute
the overlap between this GFF file and the CooVar GVF
output file. Overlap computation is performed efficiently
using interval trees and generally finishes within a few
minutes, even for very large data sets. The result of this
two-step process is a new GVF file in which GVs are
annotated with the protein domains they overlap with. It
is worth mentioning that annotate-regions.pl script is
generic and can also be used to annotate GVs that over-
lap with non-protein-coding regions (for example tran-
scription factor binding sites) as long as coordinates for
these regions are provided in the required input GFF
format.
More detailed information about program parameters
and input file formats can be found in the program
README file or in the Perl scripts themselves.
Results and discussion
We have tested CooVar on two datasets, both of which
are available from the project website. The first dataset
corresponds to 120,638 GVs (116,999 SNVs, 1,553 inser-
tions ranging from 1 to 34 bp in length and 2,086 dele-
tions ranging from 1 to 24 bp in length) detected in the
Hawaiian isolate CB4856 of the model organism Caenor-
habditis elegans. CB4856 GVs, the N2 reference genome
(isolated in Bristol, England) and 24,256 annotated N2
protein-coding transcript models were obtained from
WormBase release WS210 [16]. CooVar had a proces-
sing time of 10 minutes for this data set and classified
15,293 transcripts as ORF_INTACT, 8,446 transcripts
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as ORF_PRESERVED, and 517 transcripts as ORF_
DISRUPTED. Figure 1 shows a Circos image with the
distribution of SNVs, deletions, and insertions along
the six C. elegans chromosomes. This image was gener-
ated by using the CooVar output files (option –circos) as
input for Circos (version 0.62-1) [15].
The second dataset contains 4,044,200 human GVs
detected in an anonymous individual (HG00732-200-37-
ASM) sequenced by Complete Genomics. This data set
was recently made publicly available for the research
community as part of a larger 69 genome data set
[17,18]. HG00732-200-37-ASM variants were first
Figure 1 Distribution of SNVs, insertions, and deletions along the C. elegans genome for Hawaiian isolate CB4856. Segmented rings on
the outside represent the six C. elegans chromosomes. Going from outside to inside, the line plot shows SNV density (inward pointing peaks =
higher density), histograms represent the density of deletions (also drawn inwards), and the heatmap depicts the density of insertions (dark red =
higher density) detected in the Hawaiian isolate CB4856. Note the generally higher density of SNVs towards the telomeres and the presence of
chromosome-internal peaks on chromosome IV and V. Data points for this image were automatically generated by CooVar using the –circos
option. Circos was then used to generate the image. Circos configuration files necessary to create this type of image are provided with the
C. elegans test data set at http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/coovar/.
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extracted from the 69-sample VCF file using vcf-subset
[10]. We then discarded all but the first alternative allele
and used the filtered VCF file as input to CooVar. The
genomic reference sequence and the protein-coding
gene set were both obtained from the Ensembl web site
(release GRCh37.68, hg19). For comparison, we anno-
tated the exact same VCF file with Ensembl’s Variant Ef-
fect Predictor (VEP) [5]. VEP was run locally using the
Perl script variant_effect_predictor.pl and configured
to retrieve Ensembl data (release 68) over the internet
(−−host useastdb.ensembl.org). The VEP output for the
HG00732-200-37-ASM data set can be downloaded
from the CooVar project homepage.
Results of this comparison are summarized in Table 1.
CooVar took 36 minutes to process the complete human
data set and reported 4,158,840 annotated variants. VEP
outputted 4,043,939 variants and finished within 37
hours and 24 minutes. The overall increased number of
variants reported by CooVar is because CooVar decom-
poses compound input VCF variants into sometimes
multiple SNV and indel variants, which are then anno-
tated and reported separately. For example, CooVar
decomposes a VCF input variant with the reference allele
“ATG” and the alternative allele “AC” into one SNV
(T->C) and one deletion variant (with G being the
deleted base in this case). In contrast, VEP will annotate
such compound variants as a single variant, resulting in
sometimes ambiguous or nonspecific classification
results (see examples below).
As expected, both programs classify the vast majority
of variants as not impacting protein-coding exons
(Table 1, category intronic/intergenic/UTR). Only 0.6%
of all variants (24,955 variants by CooVar and 24,449 by
VEP) are predicted to impact protein-coding exons in
some form. To allow for a detailed comparison of anno-
tation results, we assigned variants impacting protein-
coding exons into one (and only one) of the following
categories: variants not altering protein translation
(synonymous/stop retained); variants altering protein
translation (missense); variants impacting AG/GT splice
site di-nucleotides (splice donor/acceptor); variants lead-
ing to stop codon loss (stop lost) or gain (stop gained);
and insertions or deletions that shift (frameshift) or pre-
serve the open reading frame (inframe). Thirty-one
VEP variants could not be assigned to one of these
categories and were classified as other. This includes
variants that VEP nonspecifically annotated as coding_
sequence_variant. A number of variants (409 for CooVar,
389 for VEP) could not be unambiguously assigned to a
single category because they impact multiple transcripts
differently and were classified as multiple.
Overall, we find that numbers of GVs in each category
agree well between CooVar and VEP (Table 1). Both pro-
grams predict ~11,500 synonymous variants and about
the same number of missense variants. CooVar’s
Grantham score classifies ~20% of missense variants as
moderately radical or radical, which agrees well with
the VEP SIFT classification scheme that predicts 18% of
missense variants to be deleterious. Both programs pre-
dict about 50 stop lost mutations and 135 stop gain
mutations. Interestingly, VEP predicts 20 more frame-
shift variants than CooVar (490 vs. 470 variants) and 34
less inframe variants (165 vs. 199 variants). Also, the
number of predicted splice site variants is markedly dif-
ferent between the two programs, with almost twice as
many splice site variants predicted by VEP (184 variants)
than CooVar (97 variants).
To understand the nature of these differences, we per-
formed a detailed manual analysis of GVs that were differ-
ently annotated between CooVar and VEP. In general, we
find that the main source of discrepancy between CooVar
and VEP is due to the fact that CooVar but not VEP
recognized the presence of SNVs within more complex or
compound VCF input variants. For example, reference
and alternative allele in the VCF input variant 11:11,292,688:
GGGTCAGGACGCG->GGGTCAGGACGCC differ by only
a single SNV (G->C, underlined). CooVar correctly reports
this variant as synonymous SNV while VEP annotates it less
specifically as coding_sequence_variant, without information
Table 1 Comparison of GVs annotated with CooVar and
VEP for human individual HG00732-200-37-ASM
CooVar VEP
Runtime 36m 37h 24m
Total reported GVs 4,158,840 4,043,939
Intronic/intergenic/UTR 4,133,885 4,019,490
Impacting protein-coding exon 24,955 24,449
Synonymous/stop retained 11,585 11,434
Missense 12,011 11,576
Conservative (%)$ 9,526 (79.3) 7,447 (64.3)
Non-conservative (%)+ 2,485 (20.7) 2,110 (18.3)
Unknown consequence (%) 0 (0) 2,019 (17.4)
Splice donor/acceptor 97 184
Stop lost 47 46
Stop gained 137 134
Frameshift 470 490
Inframe 199 165
Other 0 31
Multiple* 409 389
ORF disrupted 782¥ 871§
Each GV reported by CooVar (v0.05) and VEP (v2.6) was assigned to one (and
only one) of the above categories. $ CooVar: Grantham score conservative or
moderately conservative; VEP: SIFT benign; + CooVar: Grantham score
moderately radical or radical; VEP: SIFT deleterious. * GVs assigned to more than
one category due to differential impact on different transcripts. ¥ Presence of
internal stop codon within the first 70% of ORF length, after applying all
variants. § Predicted frameshift or stop gain variant within the first 70% of ORF
length. Abbreviations: GV . . . genomic variation; ORF . . . open reading frame;
VEP. . . Variant Effect Predictor; UTR. . . untranslated region.
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on codon impact. The different numbers in stop lost and stop
gained variants are attributable to the same effect. For ex-
ample, CooVar interprets multi-SNV variant 19:43,922,549:
AGA->TGC as stop lost variant while VEP annotates it as
coding_sequence_variant and 3_prime_UTR_variant. Manual
inspection showed that the first of the three SNVs encoded by
this input variant (A->T) indeed changes the stop codon of
transcript ENST00000253435 from TAA to TAT, suggesting
that the CooVar prediction is correct.
The much larger number of splice site variants predicted
by VEP is also explained by the higher resolution with
which CooVar decomposes complex VCF input variants.
For example, variant 11:117,303,853:CCCAGT->CCCAGC
is annotated as splice donor variant by VEP but not Coo-
Var, which reports it as synonymous SNV. Manual inspec-
tion showed that the coordinates of this variant
(117,303,853–117,303,858) indeed overlap with a donor
splice site of transcript ENST00000527706, but the actual
SNV encoded by this variant (T->C) is in fact synonymous.
Thus, in this case, a simple coordinate overlap analysis as
seems to be performed by VEP produces an incorrect re-
sult. Other examples of this type include variant
7:101,194,424:CGTAA->TGTAA (CooVar: synonymous),
5:159,835,654:TACCA->TACCG (CooVar: missense), or
19:16,612,363:GTG->GTA (CooVar: silent).
Complex input variants also account for discrepancies
observed between indel annotations. We randomly picked
and examined 10 of the 34 inframe variants predicted by
CooVar but not VEP. For 9 out of these, we find that they
are genuine inframe indels that VEP classified as missense
(for example 10:126,715,151:TGCAGAGGAGC->TGCG
GAGGAGCCGCAGGCTGGGGCTGCAGGGC or 12:53,
045,625:CT->CCGCTGCCGCCTCCAAAGCC; note the
length difference is a multiple of 3 in both cases). Why VEP
classifies these variants as missense variants was not obvi-
ous to us. The remaining variant of these ten variants was
actually classified as inframe variant by VEP but assigned to
category multiple by our classification scheme because VEP
predicts it as both inframe and stop gained variant.
Another main source of discrepancy in indel classification
arose from so called “boundary indels”. We refer to boundary
indels as indels that fall right next to the start or end of cod-
ing exons, thus leaving some uncertainty about the exact im-
pact of these variants on the protein-coding transcript.
Variant 7:142,494,013 is an example of an insertion where
the exact placement of the inserted sequence is ambiguous,
resulting in a predicted frameshift insertion by CooVar but
in a predicted coding_sequence_variant and 5_prime_UTR_
variant by VEP. Most of the frameshift variants predicted by
VEP but not CooVar represent boundary indels. Representa-
tive examples include 11:111,853,106:G->GC (1-bp insertion
right before coding exon), 16:76,311,602:G->GT (1-bp inser-
tion right after coding exon), 16:31,770,696:GA->GAA (1-bp
insertion into start codon), and 17:39,254,335:AT->ATT
(1-bp insertion before start codon). We manually inspected
all 20 frameshift variants predicted by VEP but not CooVar
and confirm that CooVar predictions appear to be correct, i.
e. these variants are likely not causing frameshift mutations
in affected transcripts.
We were also interested in the number of ORFs that
were predicted to be disrupted by both CooVar and
VEP. For this particular comparison, we defined a Coo-
Var ORF as being disrupted if an internal stop codon oc-
curred within the first 70% of the ORF’s length after
applying all GVs to a transcript. CooVar provides the
position of the first internal stop codon as part of its
output. VEP does not provide ORF status information in
its output, so we defined a VEP ORF as being disrupted
if VEP predicted at least one frameshift or stop gain
variant within the first 70% of the ORF’s length. Using
these criteria, we find that CooVar predicts 782 ORFs to
be disrupted while VEP predicts 871 ORFs as disrupted
(Table 1). We inspected about half (48) of the transcripts
that had assigned a different ORF status by the two pro-
grams and found that most of them (20 ORFs, e.g. tran-
script ENST00000376343) carry a frame-shifting indel
that does not introduce an internal stop codon albeit it
changes the translated protein sequence downstream.
Thus, although for these transcripts a significant portion
of the ORF (>30%) is changed in terms of its protein se-
quence, the length of the ORF remains intact. Seventeen
of the 48 inspected transcripts (e.g. ENST00000222270)
had a frameshift predicted by VEP but not CooVar due
to boundary indels as discussed above. Five of the 48
transcripts had already internal stop codons in the refer-
ence sequence and hence were not annotated as dis-
rupted by CooVar.
Most importantly, the remaining six ORFs predicted to
be disrupted by VEP but not CooVar carry neighboring
indels that cancel each others effect, restoring the open
reading frame. Figure 2A shows one such example affect-
ing Ensembl transcript ENST00000253255. This transcript
carries a 1bp insertion at position 22:46,658,224 and a
nearby 1bp deletion at position 22:46,658,220. When eval-
uated independently, the impact of the insertion and the
deletion on this transcript is a frameshift mutation, dis-
rupting the ORF. But when evaluating the joint effect that
these GVs have on the transcript it results in a preserved
ORF, as reported by CooVar. A similar issue arises from
co-occurring SNVs. In the example shown in Figure 2B,
VEP classifies SNV 10:27,702,726:G->A as synonymous
because it changes codon CTG on the reverse strand (cod-
ing for leucine) to TTG (also coding for leucine). How-
ever, CooVar considers the combined effect of this SNV
and a neighboring SNV (10:27,702,725:A->G) that affects
the same codon. When evaluated together, 10:27702726:
G->A is recognized by CooVar as missense SNV that
changes the codon from CTG to TCG, which codes for
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amino acid serine. These two examples illustrate the im-
portance of assessing the impact of co-occurring GVs to-
gether to correctly judge their functional impact [9].
We conclude that CooVar is a fast and light-weight al-
ternative to currently existing variant annotation tools that
is particularly useful for non-model organisms. CooVar
produces very similar results as other popular tools, but,
under certain circumstances, generates biologically more
accurate annotations by considering the combined effect
of co-occurring GVs on protein-coding transcripts.
Availability and requirements
Project name: CooVar: Co-occurring Variant Analyzer
Project home page: http://genome.sfu.ca/projects/coovar
Operating system(s): Windows, Linux, Mac OS-X
Programming language: Perl 5.8.8
Other requirements: The following Perl modules are
required by CooVar and need to be installed: Cwd,
Getopt::Long, POSIX, File::Basename, List::Util, Bio::DB::
Fasta, Bio::Seq, Bio::SeqUtils, Bio::SeqIO, Set::Interval-
Tree, Set::IntSpan
License: GNU GPL
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: none
The latest version of the program can be obtained from
the project webpage. CooVar version 0.05 is included as
online supplementary material (Additional file 1).
Additional file
Additional file 1: CooVar program tarball (version 0.05), including
README and test scripts.
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The Vibrio cholerae type VI
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system (T6SS) clusters found in various strains of Vibrio cholerae. Specifically, I worked
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The Vibrio cholerae type VI secretion system: evaluating its 
role in the human disease cholera
Sarah T. Miyata1, Maya Kitaoka1, Lukasz Wieteska1, Christian Frech2, Nansheng Chen2 and Stefan Pukatzki1*
1 Department of Medical Microbiology and Immunology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
2 Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada
Vibrio cholerae, the marine bacterium responsible for the diarrheal disease cholera, utilizes a 
multitude of virulence factors to cause disease. The importance of two of these factors, the 
toxin co-regulated pilus (TCP) and cholera toxin (CT), has been well documented for pandemic 
O1 and epidemic O139 serogroups. In contrast, endemic non-O1 and non-O139 serogroups 
can cause localized outbreaks of cholera-like illness, often in the absence of TCP and CT. One 
virulence mechanism used by these strains is the type VI secretion system (T6SS) to export 
toxins across the cell envelope and confer toxicity toward eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms. 
The V. cholerae strain V52 (an O37 serogroup strain) possesses a constitutively active T6SS 
and was responsible for an outbreak of gastroenteritis in Sudan in 1968. To evaluate a potential 
role of the T6SS in the disease cholera, we compared the T6SS clusters of V. cholerae strains 
with sequenced genomes. We found that the majority of V. cholerae strains, including one 
pandemic strain, contain intact T6SS gene clusters; thus, we propose that the T6SS is a 
conserved mechanism that allows pandemic and endemic V. cholerae to persist both in the 
host and in the environment.
Keywords: Vibrio cholerae, cholera, type VI secretion system 
TCP, we  studied the genetic basis for the virulent behavior of V. 
cholerae O37 serogroup strain V52, a highly virulent strain that 
caused 460 cases and 125 deaths during a local outbreak in Sudan 
in 1968 (Zinnaka and Carpenter, 1972). Using the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum as a host model, we found that the type 
VI secretion system (T6SS) functions as a potent virulence deter-
minant (Pukatzki et al., 2006).
It is not clear if expression of the T6SS is restricted to certain 
V. cholerae serogroups or whether it contributes to the human dis-
ease cholera. In this Perspective Article, we evaluate the possible role 
of the T6SS in the disease cholera by analyzing the presence of T6SS 
gene clusters in the genomes of various V. cholerae strains, including 
those responsible for the sixth (1899–1923) and the current seventh 
pandemic (>1961) (Sack et al., 2004).
The V. cholerae T6SS
Using the social amoeba D. discoideum as a host model, we identi-
fied a large conserved cluster of 17 genes (VCA0107–0123) plus 
two smaller auxiliary clusters (VCA0017–VCA0021 and VC1415–
VC1416) in the genome of V. cholerae strain V52 that encode a novel 
secretion system – the T6SS (Pukatzki et al., 2006).
Although most genes in the V. cholerae type VI clusters 
(Figure 1A) are conserved hypothetical genes with unknown func-
tions, a few genes have putative functions as suggested by bioinfor-
matic analysis (Pukatzki et al., 2009), and a series of gene deletions 
linked these genes to virulence toward D. discoideum (Pukatzki 
et al., 2006, 2007). Based on bioinformatics and experimental data, 
T6SS genes fall into three functional classes: structural, regulatory, 
and effector.
InTroducTIon
Diarrheal diseases including cholera are a major cause of morbid-
ity and mortality in developing countries worldwide (Kosek et al. 
(2003); Bryce et al., 2005). Several million cases and over 120,000 
deaths result annually from cholera caused by the marine bacte-
rium Vibrio cholerae (World Health Organization, 1995). Upon 
ingestion of contaminated water, V. cholerae passes through the 
gastric acid barrier in the stomach and colonizes the small intestine 
(Zhu and Mekalanos, 2003) with the help of toxin-coregulated pili 
(TCP). The bacteria secrete cholera toxin (CT) that, when internal-
ized by epithelial cells of the small intestine, causes major water 
efflux into the gut lumen (Sack et al., 2004). As a result, V. cholerae 
leaves the human host during diarrheal purges (Larocque et al., 
2005).
Over 200 different V. cholerae serogroups have been classified 
so far, but only the O1 serogroup strains spread globally and cause 
pandemics. Bacteria from this serogroup (and others like O139) 
use TCP to autoaggregate in the small intestine and secrete CT 
(Sack et al., 2004). Besides CT and TCP, V. cholerae O1 serogroup 
strains require accessory toxins to cause cholera, as live vaccine 
strains with deleted CT and TCP genes still cause severe diarrhea 
(Fullner et al., 2002). These accessory toxins include virulence 
factors such as repeats-in-toxin (RTX) toxin, the zinc-dependent 
metalloprotease, hemagglutinin/protease (HA/protease), and HlyA 
hemolysin (Fullner et al., 2002). In contrast, most other serogroups 
(so-called non-O1, non-O139) are either avirulent or cause severe 
gastroenteritis (often in the absence of cholera toxin), but have 
not yet spread globally (Dziejman et al., 2002). In an attempt to 
identify virulence factors that function independently of CT and 
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in a similar fashion to puncture host membranes. We identified 
four T6SS components that show high structural homology with 
T4 bacteriophage proteins. These are the hemolysin-coregulated 
protein (Hcp) and three VgrG (valine-glycine-repeat protein G) 
proteins (VgrG1–3). Export of these four proteins requires the 
putative structural gene product VasK, which shows high similarity 
to the IcmF component of the type IV secretion system (T4SS) of 
Legionella pneumophila (Segal et al., 1998).
STrucTural componenTS
We do not know how the T6SS proteins assemble to form a secretion 
apparatus; however, several type VI proteins are structurally related 
to components of the T4 bacteriophage tail complex (Kanamaru 
et al., 2002). This protein complex is located at the distal tip of 
the syringe-shaped phage tail and allows the phage to puncture 
the bacterial envelope and inject its DNA into a bacterium. We 
speculate that bacteria deploy their type VI secretion machinery 
Vibrio surface
Vesicular 
membrane
Outer membrane
 Inner membrane
Actin
ACD
ACD
Host cytosol
  Bacterial cytosol
Hcp
VgrG
 Actin-crosslinking domain
 Effector protein
ACD
 Structural T6SS-component
Periplasm 
Vesicle interior
VCA0110                                VCA0115     VCA0117       VCA0120        VCA0123
VCA0017  VCA0018       VCA0020                    VC1415     VC1416                 VC2529
 vasA
 
vasH vasK
(icmF-like)
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54 – RNA 
polymerase
54 
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vgrG-3vasF
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B
FIgure 1 | The V. cholerae Type VI Secretion System (T6SS). (A) The T6SS 
gene clusters. The three gene clusters contain genes of predicted (blue) and 
unknown (gray) functions. VCA0117 encodes the gene designated vasH. Also 
shown is the VasH-dependent regulation of the T6SS genes. (IHF, integration 
host factor). (B) Model for T6SS mechanics. Structural components form the 
base of the T6SS in the bacterial inner and outer membrane. A surface-exposed 
Hcp tube decorated with a VgrG trimer punctures a vesicular membrane to 
translocate effectors into the host cell (see text for details).
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in V. cholerae (Figures 2B and C) and it will be exciting to determine 
if this heterogeneity contributes to the strain-specific regulation 
of T6SS genes.
effecTor componenTS
It is not known if molecules commonly called “effectors” are 
transported through the central channel of the type VI appara-
tus. Candidates for such soluble effectors are the autoinducer-2 
(AI-2) binding protein RbsB from Rhizobium leguminosarum 
(Bladergroen et al., 2003), EvpP from Edwardsiella tarda (Zheng 
and Leung, 2007), and AaiC from enteroaggregative E. coli (Dudley 
et al., 2006); however, V. cholerae does not carry homologs of these 
putative T6SS substrates.
dISTrIbuTIon of T6SS cluSTerS among V. cholerae 
STraInS
While the gene content differs tremendously between V. cholerae 
serogroups and strains in respect to virulence genes – including 
the genes encoding cholera toxin or the genes encoding the type 
III secretion system (T3SS) (Tam et al., 2007) – all V. cholerae sero-
groups sequenced thus far contain all three gene clusters involved 
in the T6SS (Figure 2A) (Pukatzki et al., 2006).
To assess the distribution of T6SS clusters in V. cholerae genomes, 
we compared V. cholerae strains for which sequenced genomes are 
available. As illustrated in Figure 2A, we included the O1 classi-
cal strain O395 (sixth pandemic), O1 El Tor strains M66-2 (pre-
seventh pandemic), and N16961 (seventh pandemic), the El Tor 
strain MJ-1236 that carries a classical biotype CTX prophage (so-
called hybrid strain), and the non-O1/non-O139 strains V52 (O37 
serogroup) and MZO-2 (O14 serogroup). Both V52 (Zinnaka and 
Carpenter, 1972) and MZO-2 (GenBank Taxonomy No. 417398) 
have been responsible for gastrointestinal illness that failed to 
become pandemic. The genome of V52 was used as the reference 
genome as this strain produces a functional T6SS (Pukatzki et al., 
2006). The large T6SS cluster of N16961 contains 285 single nucle-
otide substitutions of which 49 are non-synonymous substitutions 
that result in amino acid changes in all 17 genes of the V. cholerae 
type VI cluster.
We found a complete T6SS complement in each strain tested. 
The classical O1 strain O395 has four non-sense mutations, 
including a mutation in VCA0120 (vasK) that is essential for T6SS 
function (Pukatzki et al., 2006); thus the T6SS of the O1 strain 
O395 may be non-functional. Interestingly, one gene, VCA0122, 
encodes an 80-amino acid polypeptide in N16961, O395, M66-2, 
MJ-1236, and MZO-2, while the V52 genome encodes a shorter 
70-residue protein with a unique 27 residue C-terminus. It 
must be noted that truncation of the VCA0122-encoded pro-
tein in V52 does not correlate with impaired T6SS function, as 
V52 readily engages in T6SS-mediated toxicity (Pukatzki et al., 
2006). The unique VCA0122-encoded protein may contribute 
to the constitutive production of the V52 T6SS. The satellite 
cluster VCA0017-22 appears to be intact in all strains. While 
hcp-2 (VCA0017) and vgrG-2 (VCA0018) are highly polymorphic 
genes encoding full-length products, VCA0020 contains three 
extra codons in M66-2 and two extra codons in MZO-2 plus 
a one-codon deletion. The genes hcp-1 (VC1415) and vgrG-1 
(VC1416) are highly conserved and share identical sequences 
Bioinformatic analyses predict that the T6SS contains a tube-like 
structure. Monomers that could assemble into such a tube are the 
small 19-kD Hcp-proteins encoded by the two alleles VCA0017 
and VC1415, which share 98% similarity and encode identical pro-
teins. In support of this model, Ballister et al. (2008) found that 
recombinant Hcp from Pseudomonas aeruginosa readily assembles 
in vitro into hexameric rings to form nanotubes. Our bioinformatic 
analyses of VgrGs revealed that these T6SS components are mem-
bers of a novel protein family (Pukatzki et al., 2007). The recently 
solved crystal structure (Leiman et al., 2009) of a VgrG molecule 
from uropathogenic Escherichia coli confirmed our bioinformatic 
prediction that VgrG proteins form a trimeric cap similar to the 
cell-puncturing device of the T4 bacteriophage (Pukatzki et al., 
2007) (Figure 1B).
The current model (Figure 1B) proposes that after assembly 
of the VgrG-cap is completed, Hcp molecules form a hexam-
eric ring that may dock underneath the VgrG trimer to build a 
doublet ring with a continuous central pore. As more hexameric 
Hcp rings form and attach to the existing structure, the Hcp 
tube, decorated with a single trimeric VgrG-cap at its tip, may 
be pushed across the V. cholerae membrane into the extracel-
lular space. Interestingly, two VgrGs (VgrG-1 and VgrG-3) have 
evolved additional functions, such as actin-crosslinking, and serve 
as effectors when pushed into the host cytosol (Ma et al., 2009). 
Because the VgrG-cap lacks a channel, the tube is likely to be 
a gated complex (Leiman et al., 2009), in which case, the cap 
would need to dissociate from the complex for soluble substrates 
to pass through the Hcp channel. Recent findings by Ma et al. 
suggest that the actin-crosslinking domain of VgrG-1 is trans-
located in vivo, because infection of infant mice with V. cholerae 
strain V52 results in a T6SS-dependent inflammatory response 
and actin-crosslinking in cells of the small intestine (Ma and 
Mekalanos, 2010).
regulaTory componenTS
Our transposon mutagenesis screen identified two type VI 
 regulators – VasH, positioned in the center of the large type VI 
cluster (Figure 1A), and rpoN, encoding the alternative sigma fac-
tor-54 (Pukatzki et al., 2006). Both vasH and rpoN mutants were 
attenuated in their ability to infect and kill D. discoideum. As vasH 
and rpoN mutant phenotypes are indistinguishable, they may act 
in the same regulatory pathway (Pukatzki et al., 2006).
VasH encodes a 59-kD protein that has the hallmarks of a sig-
ma-54-dependent regulator with domains that may function as 
(i) an N-terminal regulatory domain, (ii) an AAA +  central core 
with a putative ATP hydrolysis function, and (iii) a DNA binding 
domain with a conserved helix-turn-helix motif (Shingler, 1996; 
Schumacher et al., 2006) (Figure 2B). A vasH-null strain does not 
produce Hcp and is avirulent toward D. discoideum (Pukatzki et al., 
2006). Analyses of both hcp promoters revealed conserved binding 
sites for integration host factor and sigma-54 (Williams et al., 1996). 
Integration host factor bends DNA such that a sigma-54 activator 
bound to a distant upstream activation sequence can directly inter-
act with the promoter-bound sigma-54 of the RNA polymerase-
holoenzyme (Stonehouse et al., 2008). We predict that the same 
mechanism is true for VasH, which is highly expressed during 
human infections (Lombardo et al., 2007). VasH is  polymorphic 
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conserved. The fact that most mutations are silent and do not 
lead to truncated gene products suggests to us that V. cholerae 
is subjected to selective pressure that maintains an operative 
T6SS. It should be noted that even though V52 belongs to the 
non-O1/non-O139 group of V. cholerae, it is more closely related 
to the classical O1 strain O395 than to the El Tor strain N16961 
(Chun et al., 2009); yet, O395 accumulated at least four non-
sense mutations in the T6SS cluster while N16961 accumulated 
none. Thus, unlike N16961, O395 might have lost the need for 
a functional T6SS and has accumulated disabling mutations in 
the T6SS cluster.
in V52, N16961, M66-2, and MJ-1236. Hcp-1 of O395 shares an 
identical sequence with these strains, however its vgrG-1 con-
tains a 16-codon in-frame deletion and a non-sense mutation. 
Furthermore, VgrG-1 of MZO-2 is highly polymorphic and dif-
fers from V52 in 15 residues.
From a genomic perspective there is reason to believe that 
many V. cholerae strains, including post-sixth pandemic strains, 
carry functional T6SSs. Even though important T6SS genes are 
polymorphic, the vast majority of nucleotide substitutions are 
synonymous and do not alter the sequence of the encoded pro-
tein. Substitutions that alter the protein are for the most part 
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FIgure 2 | T6SS clusters in V. cholerae strains with sequenced genomes. 
(A) Genomic alignments. Nucleotide sequences used for this study were 
obtained from Broad Institute and NCBI databases and compared with the 
blastn program from the stand-alone NCBI BLAST application (version 2.2.21). 
In-house Perl scripts were written to parse BLAST output and to compare 
genomic sequences of gene models for variations. BioPerl (http://www.bioperl.
org/) modules were used. Regions containing the T6SS clusters of various 
V. cholerae strains (names on the left) were aligned. Each gene is indicated by a 
box in a color distinct for a particular strain. A vertical bar and an asterisk indicate 
the 3′-end of a truncated gene. Codon insertions are indicated by red triangles, 
while deletions are indicated by yellow triangles with numbers that indicate the 
insertion/deletion size (number of codons). Rough ends of a gene indicate that 
the complete sequence was not available. (B) Polymorphic domains of VasH. 
Graphical depiction of VasH from the O37 serogroup strain V52 (V52_VasH) with 
its putative N-terminal regulatory domain (blue), core sigma-54 activator domain 
(pink), and C-terminal helix-turn-helix (HTH) domain (yellow) (drawn to scale). 
Conserved amino acid substitutions are indicated by arrows. The residue and its 
position in VasH of V52 is indicated below the line and the substitutions found in 
other strains are indicated above the arrowhead. (C) Allelelic VasH variants. 
Listed are VasH variants of different V. cholerae strains compared to VasH in V52.  
Amino acid substitutions are listed for each variant. Font color indicates in which 
of the three domains the substitution is located.
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 eukaryotic phagocytes (Pukatzki et al., 2006). The structural homol-
ogy of the T6SS and the cell-puncturing device of the T4 bacteri-
ophage suggests that the T6SS can target bacteria, an activity that has 
been demonstrated experimentally for V. cholerae (MacIntyre et al., 
2010), P. aeruginosa and Burkholderia thailandensis (Hood et al., 2010; 
Schwarz et al., 2010).
We propose that V. cholerae uses its T6SS to outcompete bacterial 
neighbors as well as eukaryotic predators like mammalian immune 
cells and amoebae. As shown in Figure 3, V. cholerae must colonize the 
small intestine to initiate an infection. However, the epithelial lining 
of the small intestine contains commensal bacteria, some of which 
secrete products harmful to V. cholerae (step 1). V. cholerae passes the 
gastric acid barrier can reach the lumen of the small intestine (step 
2) where it may turn on its T6SS to kill commensal bacteria to clear 
competitors from epithelial surfaces required for colonization (step 3). 
Activation of the T6SS likely involves the putative transcriptional acti-
vator VasH, which we hypothesize activates RNA polymerase bound to 
the sigma-54 binding sites of selective promoters. We do not know how 
VasH is regulated, but bioinformatics analysis allows us to speculate 
that VasH may function as the receiver module of a yet to be identi-
fied two-component system that is activated in response to unknown 
external stimuli. Once activated, VasH triggers the expression of genes 
encoding important structural proteins such as Hcp and VgrG. As V. 
cholerae multiplies and continues to kill adjacent commensals, it begins 
to secrete cholera toxin (step 4). The infection is recognized by the host, 
and phagocytic immune cells invade the area to clear the infection. As 
V. cholerae is phagocytosed, the T6SS is activated to kill the infected 
immune cells (step 5), thereby allowing the infection to proceed. If 
this model is correct, it would be interesting to determine if there are 
distinct environmental signals that activate the T6SS depending on 
whether they are challenged by immune cells or other prokaryotic 
competitors. The release of cholera toxin triggers massive water efflux 
into the gut lumen, and V. cholerae leaves the small intestine during 
diarrheal purges (step 6). V. cholerae leaving the human host is primed 
to ward off bacterial and amoeboid predators in the environment they 
are about to encounter (step 7).
expreSSIon of The T6SS complemenT
If some endemic and pandemic V. cholerae strains carry a functional 
T6SS complement, we need to understand why some strains use 
their system constitutively under laboratory conditions while oth-
ers do not (Pukatzki et al., 2006). One explanation is that strains 
regulate their systems differently: while some clinical and environ-
mental V. cholerae strains express the T6SS constitutively, pandemic 
strains may be more selective. There is precedence for strain-specific 
regulation of virulence genes in V. cholerae: the ToxR regulons of 
classical and El Tor strains require different in vitro growth condi-
tions to express the genes encoding CT and TCP, while the classical 
O1 strain 569B expresses CT and TCP constitutively (Majumder 
et al., 1996). We hypothesize that the T6SS behaves similarly such 
that pandemic strains require yet to be identified signals, while V52 
expresses its T6SS in the absence of such signals.
The fact that the T6SS genes identified in V52 are maintained in 
the pandemic El Tor strain N16961 implies that the T6SS genes are 
under selection in N16961 and have not drifted. One reason that 
N16961 does not kill amoebae may be that this strain uses a regula-
tory T6SS network that is not activated under laboratory conditions. 
Genomic comparison of vasH (VCA0117), the gene that encodes the 
T6SS regulator VasH, revealed that VasH is polymorphic and differs 
between strains (Figures 2B and C). The polymorphisms occur in 
interesting places: 10 conserved amino acid substitutions give rise 
to 10 variants. Five substitutions occur in the putative regulatory 
N-terminal domain, and the only substitution in the activator core 
domain is located just 27 residues downstream from the Walker B 
motif. Three substitutions are located between the core domain 
and the DNA-binding domain. It will be interesting to see if the 
polymorphic nature of the T6SS cluster, including vasH, accounts 
for the different utilization of this virulence determinant.
a WorkIng model
If the T6SS is a universal feature used by V. cholerae, then how does 
the T6SS contribute to the persistent and virulent behavior of V. chol-
erae? We recently demonstrated that V. cholerae uses its T6SS to kill 
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
FIgure 3 | A model for the role of the T6SS in persistence and virulence of 
V. cholerae. (1) The small intestine colonized with commensal bacteria is 
(2) invaded by V. cholerae cells that passed the gastric acid barrier. (3) Upon 
descent into the ducts between adjacent villi of the small intestine, V. cholerae 
assembles the T6SS on its surface (indicated by black spikes) in order to kill 
commensal microorganisms. (4) The sterile patches generated allow V. cholerae 
to colonize and multiply. (5) Incoming immune cells that ingest V. cholerae are 
killed by the T6SS-mediated toxicity, allowing the infection to proceed. (6) 
Secretion of cholera toxin results in massive water efflux into the host lumen, 
and V. cholerae cells leave the human host during diarrheal purges. (7) 
V. cholerae exiting the body maintain T6SS activation in preparation for bacterial 
and eukaryotic predators in the environment.
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concluSIonS
The predominant presence of T6SS genes in V. cholerae genomes sug-
gests a fundamental function for this pathway. Based on the toxicity 
displayed by this secretion system in V52, we hypothesize that the T6SS 
and toxin translocation play key roles in allowing V. cholerae to out-
compete other bacteria and phagocytic cells (i.e., amoebae and mac-
rophages) and thus persist in human hosts and in the environment. If 
this hypothesis is correct, the T6SS would maximize the pathogenicity 
imposed by strain-specific cholera toxin and other virulence factors. 
As many environmental and enteric Gram-negative proteobacteria 
carry T6SS genes (Folkesson et al., 2002; Gray et al., 2002; Das and 
Chaudhuri, 2003; Nano et al., 2004; Rao et al., 2004; Parsons and 
Heffron, 2005; Dudley et al., 2006; Mougous et al., 2006; de Bruin 
et al., 2007; Mougous et al., 2007; Schell et al., 2007; Shalom et al., 
2007; Zheng and Leung, 2007; Aubert et al., 2008; Suarez et al., 2008; 
Yen et al., 2008), future research will determine if use of the T6SS for 
competition purposes is a common theme among microbes.
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